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Attendance
DAP Members
Mr Clayton Higham (Presiding Member)
Ms Rachel Chapman (Deputy Presiding Member)
Mr John Taylor (A/Third Specialist Member)
Cr Jesse Jacobs (Local Government Member, City of Canning)
Cr Sara Saberi (Local Government Member, City of Canning)
Officers in attendance
Ms Stephanie Cohen-Radosevich (City of Canning)
Minute Secretary
Ms Barbara Rankin (City of Canning)
Applicants and Submitters
Mr Murray Casselton (element)
Mr Matt Bruce (Wallace PM)
Members of the Public / Media
Nil
1.

Opening of Meeting, Welcome and Acknowledgement
The Presiding Member declares the meeting open and acknowledges the
traditional owners and pay respects to Elders past and present of the land on
which the meeting is being held.

2.

Apologies
Mr Peter Lee (Third Specialist Member)

3.

Members on Leave of Absence
Nil

4.

Noting of Minutes
Signed minutes of previous meetings are available on the DAP website.

5.

Declarations of Due Consideration
Any member who is not familiar with the substance of any report or other
information provided for consideration at the DAP meeting must declare that fact
before the meeting considers the matter.

6.

Disclosure of Interests
Nil
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7.

Deputations and Presentations
7.1

Mr Murray Casselton presenting in support of the recommendation for
the application at Item 8.1. The presentation will address a Brief
overview of development; Design changes made to take on board
feedback; Request for deletion of conditions.

The City of Canning may be provided with the opportunity to respond to
questions of the panel, as invited by the Presiding Member.
8.

Form 1 – Responsible Authority Reports – DAP Applications
8.1

Armstrong Road, Nos. 70 & 72 (Lots 10 & 860), Wilson
Development Description:
Applicant:
Owner:
Responsible Authority:
DAP File No:

9.

Proposed Child Care Premise
Element
Timothy Jardine, Rebecca Sparrowhawk &
Uptown Street Pty Ltd
City of Canning
DAP/20/01857

Form 2 – Responsible Authority Reports – DAP Amendment or
Cancellation of Approval
Nil

10 State Administrative Tribunal Applications and Supreme Court Appeals
File No. &
SAT
DR No.
DAP/17/01320
DR 184/2020

11

LG
Name

Current SAT Applications
Property Location Application
Description

Date
Lodged

City
of No. 18A (Lot 899) Ten (10) Multiple 12/08/2020
Melville
and No. 18B (Lot Dwellings
898)
Tweeddale
Road Applecross

General Business
In accordance with Section 7.3 of the DAP Standing Orders 2020 only the
Presiding Member may publicly comment on the operations or determinations of
a DAP and other DAP members should not be approached to make comment.

12

Meeting Closure
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Presentation Request Form
Regulation 40(3) and DAP Standing Orders 2020 cl. 3.5

Must be submitted at least 72 hours (3 ordinary days) before the meeting
Presentation Request Guidelines
Persons interested in presenting to a DAP must first consider whether their concern has
been adequately addressed in the responsible authority report or other submissions. Your
request will be determined by the Presiding Member based on individual merit and likely
contribution to assist the DAP’s consideration and determination of the application.
Presentations are not to exceed 5 minutes. It is important to note that the presentation
content will be published on the DAP website as part of the meeting agenda.
Please complete a separate form for each presenter and submit to daps@dplh.wa.gov.au
Presenter Details
Name

Murray Casselton

Company (if applicable)
Please identify if you
have
any special requirements:

element
YES ☐

NO ☒

If yes, please state any accessibility or special requirements:
Click or tap here to enter text.

Meeting Details
DAP Name

Metro Inner South Joint Development Assessment Panel

Meeting Date

26 November 2020

DAP Application Number
Property Location

DAP/20/01857
No. 70 & 72 (Lots 10 & 860) Armstrong Road, Wilson

Agenda Item Number

8.1

Presentation Details
I have read the contents of the report contained in the
Agenda and note that my presentation content will be
published as part of the Agenda:

YES ☒

Is the presentation in support of or against the report
recommendation)? (contained within the Agenda)

SUPPORT ☒ AGAINST ☐

Is the presentation in support of or against the proposed
development?

SUPPORT ☒ AGAINST ☐

☐

Will the presentation require power-point facilities?

YES ☒
NO ☐
If yes, please attach

Presentation Content*
These details may be circulated to the local government and applicant if deemed necessary
by the Presiding Member. Handouts or power points will not be accepted on the day.
Brief sentence summary for The presentation will address:
Brief overview of development
inclusion on the Agenda
Design changes made to take on board feedback
Request for deletion of conditions
In accordance with Clause 3.5.2 of the DAP Standing Orders, your presentation request
must also be accompanied with a written document detailing the content of your
presentation.
Please attach detailed content of presentation or provide below:
See Attached

70 and 72 Armstrong Road, Wilson –
Proposed Child Care Centre
Wallace PM

Introduction

Introduction
• We would like to thank the City for working with us to address issues and
concerns as they were raised through the DRP, planning assessment and
community consultation undertaken.
• This started with a DRP meeting held closely after lodgement of the
application and then comprehensive feedback being provided following
a planning assessment and completion of consultation.
• We were able to work with the City to make amendments and refinements to
the proposal which has enabled the City to make a favourable
recommendation.

Description and Design

Description
• The development is for a child care
premises to accommodate up to
92 children with 14 staff. We have
determined that 21 car parking bays
are required to service the use.
• The location is on the corner of
Bungaree Road (a district distributor
road) and Armstrong Road.
• Wilson Primary School is only one
(1) property to the north on
Armstrong Road with other
community facilities provided nearby
and bus services available
connecting to nearby activity centres

Design
• The development has been designed to
reflect the residential area as required by
the City's policy. The area is proposed to
transition to a medium density
environment with the building being
appropriate in this context in terms of
bulk, scale and appearance.
• The play spaces provided on site have
been orientated to the street to be away
from neighbouring properties with the
ground level provided with a generous
number of trees as well as the provision
of two (2) substantial trees over and
above the City’s requirements

Taking on board feedback
• Some of the design modifications made in response to comments
received have included:
• The upper floor to have additional clear balustrading
• The upper floor facing the neighbouring properties having variation in colour and
texture to break up building bulk
• Rationalisation of signage on the building
• Additional trees being provided to meet the City’s requirements and trees
repositioned to ensure upper floor still has surveillance to the street
• Provision of indicative shade sail locations
• Building entrance modifications to be more defined as viewed from the street
• Barrier to car parking area
• Provision of rainwater tank
• Decrease in the height of the stairwell
• Obscured glazing to upper floor outdoor play area facing neighbouring property

Amendments

Car Parking

Car Parking and Traffic
• Using RTA NSW “Guide to Traffic Generating Developments” the required number of car parking bays
is 20 bays.
• This is a peer reviewed and frequently used guide for determining traffic movements and parking
requirements based on land use.
• Inclusive of one (1) ACROD bay, there are 21 bays on site to accommodate projected peak demand.
• The number of bays provided has been determined considering the peak traffic movements likely
given the number of children and providing one (1) bay per staff member
• There are also bays on Armstrong Road adjacent to the nearby primary school which can
accommodate overflow on the rare occasions these may be required.

Conditions

Conditions Requested For Deletion
• Condition no. 6 states that amalgamation of the lots is to be completed prior to the lodgment of a
building permit. This is not necessary because:
•

The building legislation in place permits the building over two lots as a ‘united building’.

•

There are no planning issues as there is no opportunity for the lots to operate and facilitate separate businesses or land
uses

•

If the DAP is still of the opinion that amalgamation is required, we request this is delayed until prior to occupation.

•

The City has confirmed they have no issue with the removal or modification of this condition.

• Condition no. 11 requires two (2) car parking embayments to be provided in the Armstrong Road
reserve adjacent to the subject site. This is not necessary because:
•

The car parking provided on site can accommodate peak demand as demonstrated by the TIS which is informed by
industry best practice.

•

There is available car parking already within Armstrong Road reserve opposite Wilson Primary School. A parking survey of
the area has revealed it is available during peak demand of the child care centre.

•

The City’s analysis and reasoning for this requirement does not acknowledge locational factors, the existing on-street
bays, parents with multiple children attending the primary school and the child care centre and the anticipated turnover of
vehicles.

Thank you!

hello@elementwa.com.au | (08) 9289 8300
element

@element.wa

@elementwa

ARMSTRONG ROAD, NOS. 70 & 72 (LOTS 10 & 860), WILSON
– PROPOSED CHILD CARE PREMISES
Form 1 – Responsible Authority Report
(Regulation 12)
DAP Name:
Local Government Area:
Applicant:
Owner:

Metro Inner-South JDAP
City of Canning
Element
Timothy Jardine, Rebecca Sparrowhawk &
Uptown Street Pty Ltd
Value of Development:
$2.1 million
☐ Mandatory (Regulation 5)
☒ Opt In (Regulation 6)
Responsible Authority:
City of Canning
Authorising Officer:
Zoë Lavranos – Acting Manager Statutory
Planning
LG Reference:
15/20465.1
DAP File No:
DAP/20/01857
Application Received Date:
31 August 2020
Report Due Date:
16 November 2020
Application Statutory Process 90 Days
Timeframe:
Attachment(s):
1. Location Map
2. Development Plans
3. Development Application Report, dated
20 August 2020
4. Environmental Acoustic Assessment,
dated 20 August 2020
5. Waste Management Plan, dated 20
August 2020
6. Transport Impact Statement, dated 20
August 2020 and 10 November 2020
7. Applicant’s Response to the City Design
Review Panel Recommendations, dated
24 September 2020
8. Schedule of Submissions
9. Public Consultation Map
10. Applicant’s Response to Submissions
11. State Planning Policy 5.4 Acoustic
Assessment, dated 22 October 2020
12. Design Review Panel Assessment
Sheet, dated 11 November 2020
Is the Responsible Authority ☒ Yes Complete Responsible Authority
Recommendation the same as ☐ N/A Recommendation section
the Officer Recommendation?
Complete Responsible Authority
☐ No
and Officer Recommendation
sections
Responsible Authority Recommendation

That the Metro Inner-South Joint Development Assessment Panel resolves to:
1.

Accept that the DAP Application reference DAP/20/01857 is appropriate for
consideration as a “Child Care Premises” land use and compatible with the
objectives of the zoning table in accordance with Clause 3.1 of the City of
Canning Local Planning Scheme No. 42;

2.

Approve DAP Application reference DAP/20/01857 and accompanying plans
(Attachment 2) in accordance with Clause 68 of Schedule 2 (Deemed
Provisions) of the Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes)
Regulations 2015, and the provisions of Clause 4.16 of the City of Canning
Local Planning Scheme No. 42, subject to the following conditions:

Conditions:
1.

Pursuant to clause 26 of the Metropolitan Region Scheme, this approval is
deemed to be an approval under clause 24(1) of the Metropolitan Region
Scheme.

2.

This decision constitutes planning approval only and is valid for a period of 4
years from the date of approval. If the subject development is not substantially
commenced within the specified period, the approval shall lapse and be of no
further effect.

3.

The development is to comply in all respects with the stamped approved plans.

4.

Occupancy of the child care premises is to be restricted to a maximum of 92
children and 14 staff members at any one time.

5.

The hours of operation are to be restricted to 6.30am and 6.30pm from Monday
to Friday with occupation or use of outdoor play areas not to commence until
after 7.00am.

6.

Prior to submission of an application for building permit, Lots 10 and 860 must
be amalgamated into a single lot on a Certificate of Title, or alternatively the
land owner may enter into a legal agreement with the City, including placement
of a caveat on the relevant title, to allow the amalgamation to occur at a later
time to the satisfaction of the City’s Solicitors.

7.

Prior to the submission of an application for building permit, a lighting plan
indicating lighting to the following areas is to be submitted to and approved by
the City:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Pathways;
Communal open space;
Pedestrian and vehicle entry points;
Right of way; and
Car parking areas.

The lighting plan is to include details relating to the hooding of lights to ensure
that there is no light spill affecting the adjoining residential properties.
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Prior to the occupation of the development, the approved lighting is to be
installed by and at the cost of the developer and maintained thereafter by and
at the cost of the owner, to the satisfaction of the City.
8.

Prior to the submission of an application for building permit, a detailed schedule
of finishes shall be submitted to and approved by the City.

9.

Stormwater from all roofed and paved areas must be collected and contained
on site via soakwells. Stormwater must not affect or be allowed to flow onto or
into any other property. Drainage systems must be in accordance with the
Building Code of Australia.

10.

Prior to the submission of an application for a building permit, a certified
stormwater management plan is to be submitted to the satisfaction of the City.
The approved stormwater management system is to be implemented and
thereafter maintained to the satisfaction of the City.

11.

Prior to the commencement of any site or construction works, detailed plans
and specifications for all works within the road reserve are to be submitted by
and at the cost of the owner/developer to the satisfaction of the City, including:
a.

The construction of two (2) on-street parking bays;

Prior to the occupation or use of the development, the approved works within
the road reserve are to be implemented by and at the cost of the
owner/developer to the satisfaction of the City.
12.

Prior to the commencement of construction works, a construction management
plan is to be submitted to the satisfaction of the City.

13.

Prior to the submission of an application for building permit, details are to be
provided for a crash barrier to be installed at the south-western street corner
truncation and incorporated into the new masonry street fence, to the
satisfaction of the City; and
Prior to the occupation or use of the development, the approved crash barrier is
to be constructed to the satisfaction of the City.

14.

Prior to occupation or use of the development, car parking spaces together with
their aisles are to be constructed, drained and line marked and thereafter
maintained to the satisfaction of the City.

15.

Prior to the occupation or use of the development, the staff car parking bays
are to be sign posted and thereafter maintained to the City’s satisfaction.

16.

A suitable bin enclosure for the storage and cleaning of receptacles on the
premises is to be provided to the satisfaction of the City.

17.

Prior to the occupation or use of the development, the recommendations
contained within the Acoustic Report dated 20 August 2020 and prepared by
Herring Storer Acoustics are to be implemented in full. Written certification is to
be provided to the City confirming that the recommendations have been
implemented. Recommendations regarding plant equipment locations and
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structural items are to be demonstrated on the plans submitted with the
application for Building Permit.
18.

Prior to occupation or use of the development, an acoustic fence of a masonry
or suitable alternative material with a height of:
a. 2m is to be installed along the South-eastern (adjoining Nos. 68 & 68A
Bungaree Road) and South-western (adjoining No. 64 Bungaree Road) lot
boundaries; and
b. 2.2m is to be installed along the South-eastern (adjoining No. 64 Bungaree
Road) lot boundary of the property.
to the satisfaction of the City.

19.

Within three months of the occupation or use of the development, a post
operation noise report (including ground truthing of noise emissions) by an
accredited acoustic consultant that confirms noise from the development
complies with the Environmental Protection (Noise) Regulations 1997 is to be
submitted by the developer/owner to the satisfaction of the City.

20.

Prior to the occupation or use of the development, a Noise Management Plan
and Parking and Operational Management Plan are to be submitted, approved,
implemented and thereafter complied with to the satisfaction of the City, unless
an amendment to the Management Plan(s) is approved by the City.

21.

Service vehicles, including waste collection vehicles, are not to attend the site
outside of the hours of 7.00am to 7.00pm Monday to Friday, and are not to
attend the site at all on Saturday or Sunday.

22.

The Waste Management Plan dated 20 August 2020 and prepared by Talis is
to be implemented and adhered to for the duration of the occupancy or use of
the development, unless otherwise approved by the City.

23.

Prior to occupation or use of the development, landscaping is to be installed in
accordance with the Landscape Plan received 21 October 2020. Landscaping
is to be maintained thereafter to the satisfaction of the City.

24.

Prior to the submission of an application for building permit, details indicating
the location of all external fixtures being integrated into building and/or provided
with screening are to be submitted to and approved by the City. No external
fixtures such as air conditioning units or water heaters are to be visible from the
street or public realm.

Advice Notes
A.

If the development the subject of this approval is not substantially commenced
within a period of 4 years, or another period specified in the approval after the
date of the determination, the approval will lapse and be of no further effect.

B.

Where an approval has so lapsed, no development must be carried out without
the further approval of the local government having first being sought and
obtained.
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C.

This approval does not authorise the demolition of the existing buildings on
site. A Demolition Permit must be obtained from the City prior to the
removal/demolition of the existing buildings.

D.

The proposed development is to comply with the provisions of the Building Code
of Australia and any other requirements of the City’s Health and Building
Departments.

E.

This approval does not authorise the commencement of any building works.
The applicant is advised that a building permit must be obtained prior to the
commencement of any works. To obtain a building permit it will be necessary
to submit documentation in compliance with the Building Regulations, including
plans incorporating all conditions of this approval, specifications and structural
drawings.

F.

In relation to the amalgamation of Lots 10 and 860 into a single lot on a
Certificate of Title, as the land owner may enter into a legal agreement, you are
advised to take your own legal advice in connection with any documentation
prepared in connection with this condition.

G.

In relation to the Construction Management Plan, the Construction
Management Plan should include the route that construction vehicles will take
to and from the site, the temporary realignment of pedestrian access ways,
vehicular access to the site during construction, unloading and loading areas,
waste disposal, the location on site of building materials to be stored, safety
and security fencing, sanitary facilities, cranes and other details as required by
the City.

H.

Redundant crossover(s) shall be removed and the kerb, verge and footpath (if
present) reinstated to fit in with the surrounding form/development pattern.

I.

This approval does not authorise construction of a crossover. An application to
construct a crossover must be made to the City on the prescribed form,
accompanied by a site plan clearly showing the design, dimensions and
specifications of the proposed crossover and an application fee. For further
information, please refer to the City's website or contact the City's Development
Engineering team on 1300 422 664.

J.

This development approval does not grant permission to use the adjoining
property or to remove/replace the existing dividing fence without neighbour’s
consent. Dividing fences are controlled through the Dividing Fences Act 1961.
Accordingly owners should liaise with the adjoining land owner if there is an
intention to remove or replace any portion of fencing.

K.

A suitable bin enclosure shall be provided with a water supply, have impervious
walls and floor, a floor graded to a floor waste gully connected to sewer, have a
gate and be of sufficient size to accommodate all receptacles used on the
premises, but in any event having a floor area not less than a size approved by
the Manager of Waste Services or an Environmental Health Officer.

L.

The development is to comply with the Food Act 2008, the Food Regulations
2009, the Australia New Zealand Food Standards Code and the Australian
Standard AS4674:2004 – Design, Construction and Fit-out of Food Premises.
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M.

A completed ‘Food Business Notification and Registration Form’ and detailed fit
out plans, including elevations, are to be submitted to the City following
development approval showing all fixtures, fittings and finishes. Please contact
the City’s Environmental Health Services on 9231 0503 or visit the City’s
website for a ‘Food Business Notification and Registration Form’.

N.

Contact the Water Corporation on 131395 for information on discharging liquid
wastes to sewer.

O.

The development is to comply at all times with the Environmental Protection
(Noise) Regulations 1997. In this regard, air conditioning systems, and other
plant and equipment that may emit excessive noise are to be designed and
located so that noise emissions, when received at neighbouring lots are
compliant with the Regulations. To ensure compliance the City recommends
the applicant engage the services of an accredited acoustic consultant to
provide further advice with regard to the final placement of all plant and
equipment and compound construction.

P.

In relation to the Noise Management Plan and the Parking and Operational
Management Plan, these Management Plans may need amending from time to
time to ensure the use operates without impacting on the amenity of the area.
Amendments regarding preservation of amenity must be with the approval of
the City of Canning.

Q.

If an applicant or owner is aggrieved by this determination there is a right of
review by the State Administrative Tribunal in accordance with the Planning
and Development Act 2005. An application must be made within 28 days of
the determination.

Details: outline of development application
Region Scheme
Region Scheme Zone/Reserve
Local Planning Scheme
Local Planning Scheme Zone/Reserve
Structure Plan/Precinct Plan
Structure Plan/Precinct Plan
- Land Use Designation
Use Class and
permissibility:
Lot Size:
Existing Land Use:
State Heritage Register
Local Heritage

Design Review

Metropolitan Region Scheme
Urban
Local Planning Scheme No. 42
Residential (R40)
N/A
N/A
Child Care Premises – ‘A’
1,519m2
Two Single Houses
No
☒ N/A
☐ Heritage List
☐ Heritage Area
☐ N/A
☒ Local Design Review Panel
☐ State Design Review Panel
☐ Other
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Bushfire Prone Area
Swan River Trust Area

No
No

Proposal:
Proposed Land Use
Proposed Net Lettable Area
Proposed No. Storeys
Proposed No. Dwellings

Child Care Premises
807m2
Two storeys
N/A

With reference to the attached Development Plans and the Applicant’s Planning
Report (Attachments 2 and 3) the development application proposes a purpose built
two-storey child care premises, catering for a maximum occupancy of 92 children
and 14 staff members at any one time, and comprising:
• The demolition of two Single Houses and construction of a Child Care Premises;
• A 807m2 two-storey building surrounded by 658m2 of landscaped outdoor play
areas, orientated towards Armstrong Road and Bungaree Road;
• 21 car parking bays for staff and visitors, which are accessed via Armstrong
Road;
• A new visually permeable fence along the Armstrong Road frontage, which will
incorporate a crash barrier on the portion of the fence addressing the street
corner;
• New acoustic fencing along the common lot boundaries to adjoining residential
properties; and
• The operating hours for the premises will be 6.30am to 6.30pm Monday to Friday.
Background:
Site Context
•
•
•
•

The site is currently developed with two single houses. The proposal intends to
demolish the existing structures on-site and construct a two-storey child care
premises.
The site is bounded by Armstrong Road to the north-west and Bungaree Road
to the south-west.
The site adjoins existing residential developments along its north-eastern and
south-eastern boundaries, comprising single houses and grouped dwellings.
The site is located approximately 20.1m south-west of the Wilson Primary
School, 420m south-west of Thomas Moore Park, 530m south-west of
Rehoboth Christian College and 450m north-east of Centenary Park.

Zoning and Density
•
•
•
•

The subject site comprises two freehold lots with a combined site area of
1,519m2.
The Land is currently zoned ‘Residential’ under the City of Canning Local
Planning Scheme No. 42 with a density code of R40.
The subject site and surrounding residential properties were previously zoned
R30 under Town Planning Scheme No. 40.
A Child Care Premises is an ‘A’ (Discretionary) land use under the City’s Local
Planning Scheme No. 42, meaning that the use is not permitted unless the
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local government has exercised its discretion by granting development
approval.

Legislation and Policy:
Legislation
City of Canning Local Planning Scheme No. 42
The application has been assessed with regard to the requirements of Part 3 ‘Zones
and Use of Land’ of the City’s Local Planning Scheme No. 42 (‘the City’s Scheme’)
which was gazetted on 26 May 2020, and the relevant state and local planning
policies. Further commentary is provided in the Planning Assessment section.
A copy of the City’s Scheme is available on the City’s website via the following link:
https://www.canning.wa.gov.au/CanningWebsite/media/Files/Residents/StrategicUrban-Planning/Strategic-Planning/Local-Planning-Scheme-42-Text-26052020.PDF
Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015
Development approval is required in accordance with Clause 60 of Schedule 2
(‘Deemed Provisions’) of the Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes)
Regulations 2015 (‘the Regulations 2015’); as the proposed use and works are not
exempt from approval under Clause 61 of the deemed provisions.
A copy of the Regulations 2015 is available on the Department of Planning, Lands and
Heritage website via the following link:
https://www.dplh.wa.gov.au/lpsregs
Local Policies
1.

Local Planning Policy – LP.02 – Public Consultation of Planning Proposals
(‘Policy LP.02’)
Policy LP.02 was adopted by Council on 15 October 2019, and came into effect
on 28 May 2020 following the gazettal of the City’s Scheme. Policy LP.02
provides a consistent approach for consulting the public for planning proposals
submitted for the City’s consideration or determination.

2.

Local Planning Policy – LP.06 – Design Review Panel and Assessment of
Significant Development
Policy LP.06 was adopted by Council on 15 October 2019, and came into effect
on 28 May 2020 following the gazettal of the City’s Scheme. Policy LP.06
provides a consistent approach with the assessment of significant
developments within the local government to optimise land use and design
quality outcomes.

3.

Local Planning Policy – LP.07 – Advertising Signs (‘Policy LP.07’)
Policy LP.07 was adopted by Council on 15 October 2019, and came into effect
on 28 May 2020 following the gazettal of the City’s Scheme. Policy LP.07
provides the parameters for the assessment of advertising signs. The City
recognises the need for a balance between enabling our business community
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to advertise their services and products and maintaining an acceptable level of
amenity throughout the City.
4.

Local Planning Policy – LP.09 – Tree Retention and Planting – Development
(‘Policy LP.09’)
Policy LP.09 was adopted by Council on 15 October 2019, and came into effect
on 28 May 2020 following the gazettal of the City’s Scheme. Policy LP.09
provides the parameters for the assessment of trees as assets with significant
environmental, social and economic values and ensures that preservation and
enhancement of the City’s tree canopy cover is considered at all stages of
development.

5.

Local Planning Policy – LP.11 – Child Care Premises in Residential Areas
(‘Policy LP.11’)
Policy LP.11 was adopted by Council on 15 October 2019, and came into effect
on 28 May 2020 following the gazettal of the City’s Scheme. Policy LP.11
provides the parameters for the assessment of child care premises on
Residential zoned land within the City.

Copies of the City’s local planning policies are available on the City’s website via the
following link:
https://www.canning.wa.gov.au/residents/building-here/planning-services-checklistsforms-and-policies
Consultation:
Public Consultation
Neighbour consultation with the surrounding land owners was undertaken regarding
the proposed land use, hours of operation and number of children the premises
intends to accommodate. The proposal was advertised through correspondence for
a period of 21 days. A total of 38 submissions were received comprising 19 noobjections and 19 objections as summarised in the attached Schedule of
Submissions and shown on the attached Consultation Plan (refer to Attachments 8
and 9). The Applicant has also provided responses to the submissions (refer to
Attachment 10). It is noted that a no-objection has been received from the
landowner; however the City has not included this in the comments received as they
are not considered to be a property affected by the development. The following table
addresses the key issues raised by neighbours.
Issue Raised
Traffic Management
• Concern raised that there will be a
significant increase in traffic as a
result of the development.
• Concern as there is currently a high
volume of traffic within the locality
due to the proximity of the two
schools to the subject site.
• Concerned that the development
will increase traffic which will
become
a
hazard for
the
surrounding residents as well as

Officer’s comments
Not Supported.
There is adequate capacity in the
existing road network to accommodate
the expected traffic generated by this
development. This is confirmed in the
Transport Impact Statement, dated 10
November 2020, which has been
reviewed and supported by the City’s
Officers.
It is considered that the development
will not create any safety concerns for
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the children of the premises.

children attending the child care
premises or nearby primary and
secondary schools. Visitors to the child
care premises will park on-site or in the
car parking embayments within the road
reserve,
and
children
will
be
accompanied by a parent/guardian into
the premises.
Children attending
nearby primary schools will continue to
use the existing pedestrian footpath
network along Armstrong Road.
It is acknowledged that there are
incidents that occur along the road
network that are not reported; however,
it is not feasible to obtain accurate
statistics on incidents that are not
reported.

Parking
• Concerns regarding where parking
for staff and vehicles will be
provided.

Supported.
It is consider that the proposed 21 onsite car parking bays will not adequately
accommodate the practical parking
needs of the proposed child care
premises.
The
applicant
undertook
an
investigation to assess whether the
amount of car parking provided was
suitable to the actual demand for a
Child Care Premises of this size. The
results of the investigation revealed that
the Child Care Premises will generate a
peak parking demand of 21 parking
bays. Additionally, a total of 7 dropoff/pick-up were indicated as being
required to accommodate 92 children.
This is advised in the Transport Impact
Statement, dated 10 November 2020,
which has been reviewed and is not
supported by the City’s Officers.
In this respect, the City undertook car
parking investigations when reviewing
the required parking ratios under the
City’s Scheme. The review revealed
that the previous requirement could be
reduced to the current requirements
under the City’s Scheme. Subsequent
site visits of similar sized child care
premises has revealed that the car
parking ratio under the City’s Scheme is
required to accommodate 92 children.
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Additionally, it is noted that the City’s
car parking requirements align with the
local government areas which adjoin the
City.
The Officer Recommendation
section recommends that a condition
requiring an additional 2 car parking
bays to be provided as embayments
within the road reserve are provided.
The additional car parking bays within
the road reserve will ensure that the
development has provided the required
number of car parking bays under Table
4 of the City’s Scheme.
Noise
• Concerns regarding the extent of
noise which will result from children
at the premises.

Not Supported.
It is considered that noise emissions
from the child care premises will not
negatively impact on the amenity of the
surrounding residential properties. As
confirmed
in
the
Applicant’s
Environmental Acoustic Assessment
dated 20 August 2020 the development
will comply with the Environmental
Protection (Noise) Regulations 1997.
This report has been reviewed by the
City’s Officers who are satisfied with the
Environmental Acoustic Assessment.
The Applicant’s Environmental Acoustic
Assessment dated 20 August 2020
outlines that a 2m and 2.2m high
acoustic fence are to be provided to the
south-eastern and south-western lot
boundaries.
The
Officer
Recommendation section recommends
a condition is included to back up the
report and address the concerns raised
from the consultation period.

Property Value
• Concerns that the value of
surrounding houses will decrease
as a result of the development.

Not Supported.
The issue of property values is noted;
however, the effect of land use planning
and development decisions, both
positive and negative, on the value of
land is not considered to be a valid land
use planning consideration when
assessing and approving applications
for development approval for a
permissible use.
A Child Care Premises is an ‘A’
(Discretionary) land use within the
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Residential zone under the City’s Local
Planning Scheme No. 42, meaning that
the use is an appropriate form of
development within the Residential
zone.
It is noted that the design of the child
care
premises
has
taken
the
surrounding residential development
into consideration. It has been designed
to blend in with the existing and future
built form outcome for the locality, which
has been up coded from R30 to R40
under the City’s Scheme.
Visual Amenity
• Concerns that the proposed
building will diminish the aesthetic
value of the locality.
• Concerns that the child care
premises will not blend in with the
surrounding
residential
development.

Not Supported.
It is noted that the design of the child
care
premises
has
taken
the
surrounding residential development
into consideration. It has been designed
to blend in with the existing and future
built form outcome of the locality, which
has been up coded from R30 to R40
under the City’s Scheme. The City’s
Officers consider that this new premises
is in keeping with the visual amenity of
the locality.

Referrals/consultation with Government/Service Agencies
No referrals were required to be made to other agencies for the subject development
application.
Design Review Panel Advice
A pre-lodgement review was undertaken by the City’s Design Review Panel (the
City’s DRP) and a subsequent post-lodgement review occurred once the amended
plans were received.
The key concerns raised by the City’s DRP assessment summary are provided
below. The detail DRP assessment summary (refer to Attachment 12) provides
greater details of the summarised key concerns. The following table addresses the
key issues raised by the City’s DRP.
Issue Raised
Context and Character
• The desired character for the R40
area is for streetscapes with a
landscaped
character
and
prevailing built form pattern of 1-2
storey detached dwellings.
• The proposal does not respond to

Officer’s comments
Not Supported.
The
Applicant
has
submitted
Streetscape
Elevations
(refer
to
Attachment 2). The City’s Officers note
that whilst the building is larger in scale
and bulk than the existing adjoining
residential houses, it is consistent with
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•

its prominent corner site location
and still presents as a monolithic
“commercial” development.
Whilst the roof form attempts to
reference the residential character
of the area, the failure to design for
the corner site and to better
articulate the street facades does
not achieve the desired character
of “detached dwellings”.

the envisaged character of the
surrounding residential area which has
a density code of R40. An R40 density
provides for two-storey multiple dwelling
(apartment)
or
grouped
dwelling
developments which are likely to have a
similar bulk and scale. It is considered
that the development responds to
characteristics of the area and
contributes to the sense of place.
There are opportunities to change the
colour palette and provide an improved
interface with the street. The applicant
is encouraged to use more interesting
panel materials/textures in the solid
sections of the upper storey façade
which are oriented towards adjoining
residential properties.
The Officer Recommendation section of
this report includes a recommend
condition requiring the submission of a
schedule of finishes to the satisfaction
of the City.

Built Form and Scale
• Whilst there have been changes to
the ground floor fencing to improve
the interface at street level the
upper floor screening has not been
addressed.
• The continuous eaves alignment
contributes negatively to the bulk of
the building, whilst the minimal
eaves height of less than 2.7m
above floor level contributes to the
undesirable scale.
• The alternative colour and texture
on cladding panels does little to
assist in reducing the perception of
bulk.
• The panels’ previous comments in
respect to primary, secondary and
tertiary façade elements has not
been applied.
• In addition to hipped, closed
coupled roofs, residential roof
forms also include full gables,
dutch gables, dormers, lean-to and
skillions. The applicant should be
encouraged
to
incorporate
alternatives to the hipped roof form

Not Supported.
The developments is considered to
provide for an appropriate built form
outcome with respect to the roof form.
Clause 3.2 ‘Siting and Design’ of the
City’s Local Planning Policy LP.11 –
Child Care Premises in Residential
Areas states: “The built form should
lend itself to domestic (residential)
architecture compatible with the existing
character of the area and is to be
designed to meet the requirements of
the R-Codes, specifically for the
elements setbacks, building height,
visual privacy and overshadowing”. It is
considered that the development meets
the
R-Codes
deemed-to-comply
requirements in respect to setbacks to
front and side lot boundaries, visual
privacy and overshadowing. There is a
minor variation to the building height,
whereby the maximum height if the wall
is 6.7m with 0.5m resulting to
measuring where the wall intersect with
the roof, therefore the variation is
predominantly contained within the roof.
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•

to improve the built form and scale
of the development.
The bulk of the building is not
currently supported.

The scale and bulk of the development
is consistent with the envisaged
character of the surrounding residential
area which has a density code of R40.
An R40 density provides for two-storey
multiple
dwelling
(apartment)
or
grouped dwelling developments which
are likely to have a similar bulk and
scale.
The City’s Officers would like the
Applicant to use feature panel
materials/textures in the solid sections
of the upper storey façade which are
oriented
towards
the
adjoining
residential properties at 68 Armstrong
Road, and 64 and 68 Bungaree Road.
In addition, City’s Officers would like the
Applicant to consider how appropriate
articulation
of
the
north-eastern
elevation, facing residential properties
at 64 and 68 Bungaree Road, can be
incorporated into the development
through the use of windows and
different finishes to the building.
The Officer Recommendation section of
this report includes a recommend
condition requiring the submission of a
schedule of finishes to the satisfaction
of the City.

Sustainability
• 5000litre RWT is significantly
undersized
for
this
size
development.
• Further details required to illustrate
the proposed shading elements will
provide adequate shading to the
building’s openings or if these are
for shading the outdoor play
spaces.
• Alternative
cross
ventilation
techniques to be employed for fixed
windows.
• Information provided appears to
indicate inadequate sustainability
initiatives have been incorporated
into the design.
Community
• The applicant appears to have
confused
this
criteria
with
Sustainability.

Not Supported.
The development provides a rainwater
tank to address the sustainability
requirements.
It is noted that the
development
plans
indicate
the
indicative location of shade devices
within the outdoor play areas.
Additionally, it is noted that it is not a
mandatory requirement under the City’s
Scheme for the proposed Child Care
Premises.
These comment have
resulted through the use of the
principles associated with residential
development.
Not Supported.
The development provides for an
environment that supports a diverse
range of people and facilitates social
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•

•

The proposal provides limited
opportunities for social interaction,
particularly the main entrance
where informal social interaction
associated with this type of activity
often occur.
The use of the site will provide
benefit to some of the local
community however the applicant
has not illustrated any benefits to
the local community that do not
require child care. The applicant
should be encouraged to explore
opportunities for informal social
interaction such as a sheltered
community seat where the pillar
sign is proposed. Consideration
could
be
given
to
further
developing the 1200h brick fence
that has been added adjacent to
the entry to serve this purpose.

Aesthetics
• The revised façade treatments do
not achieve the desired level of
articulation to address issues of
bulk and scale. The proposal has
the opportunity to become a
landmark development however
the design quality does not achieve
this.
• The importance of landscape to the
aesthetics of the proposal should
not be underestimated.
• The north/east and south/east
elevations are not sufficiently
articulated.
• The street elevations are singular
are a result of the combination of
the continuous screening and the
long eves.
• The grey paint finish used in the
previous scheme created greater
definition and further development
of
the
colour
palette
is
recommended.

interaction.
Additionally, it is noted that it is not a
mandatory requirement under the City’s
Scheme for the proposed Child Care
Premises.
These comment have
resulted through the use of the
principles associated with residential
development.

Not Supported.
The façade of the development has
been amended to provide greater
articulation to the front façade through
the use of different finishes to the
building.
The City’s Officers would like the
Applicant to use more interesting panel
materials/textures in the solid sections
of the upper storey façade which are
oriented
towards
the
adjoining
residential properties.
The Officer Recommendation section of
this report includes a recommend
condition requiring the submission of a
schedule of finishes to the satisfaction
of the City.

Planning Assessment:
Local Planning Scheme
The subject land is located within the ‘Residential’ zone of the City’s Scheme. The
objectives of the ‘Residential’ zone are outlined below:
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•
•
•

To provide for a range of housing and a choice of residential densities to meet
the needs of the community.
To facilitate and encourage high quality design, built form and streetscapes
throughout residential areas.
To provide for a range of non-residential uses, which are compatible with and
complimentary to residential development.

It is noted that the ‘Child Care Premises’ is a discretionary land use under the City’s
Scheme. Further commentary on compliance with the City’s Scheme and other
development controls is provided in the Planning Assessment section below.
Local Planning Policies
Local Planning Policy LP.09 – Tree Retention and Planting – Development (‘Policy
LP.09’) – A landscape plan is required to be provided for all new Commercial
development. A landscape plan has been submitted for the site; which has been
reviewed and is supported by the City’s Officers. The Officer Recommendation
section of this report includes a recommend condition requiring the landscaping on
site to be provided and maintained in accordance with the landscape plan.
Local Planning Policy LP.11 – Child Care Premises in Residential Areas (‘Policy
LP.11) – It is noted that a variation to the Policy LP.11 has been proposed, which
relates to the hours of operation. However, it is considered that this variation to the
Policy LP.11 provision is comparable to what the City has previously supported
through similar developments.
A summary of the assessment under the City’s Scheme and associated policies is
provided below:
Compatibility of the Development
An objective of the Residential zone, as listed under Table 2 of the City’s Scheme, is
“to provide for a range of non-residential uses, which are compatible with and
complimentary to residential development.”
A child care premises is a discretionary use within the Residential zone. In
considering whether the child care premises is compatible with residential
development, the City’s is to have regard to the provision of the City’s Scheme and
the City’s Local Planning Policy LP.11 – Child Care Premises in Residential Areas
(‘Policy LP.11’). In addition, in 2009 the Western Australian Planning Commission
published Planning Bulletin 72/2009 (‘WAPC Planning Bulletin’) to provide a greater
level of consistency in the assessment of such proposals across local governments
in WA.
Specific matters for consideration include the location, siting and design, the potential
impact on the amenity of the locality (including anticipated noise impacts and the
hours of operation), traffic generation and safety, and availability of parking.
Location, Siting and Design
The development is distributed strategically to provide the maximum benefit to the
community it serves, and within easy walking distance of appropriate recreational
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and educational facilities. The subject land is located centrally within the Wilson
locality, approximately 20.1m south-west of the Wilson Primary School, 420m southwest of Thomas Moore Park, 530m south-west of Rehoboth Christian College and
450m north-east of Centenary Park. It is considered that the child care premises will
provide an essential service to the local community, including customers and
employees of the nearby primary and secondary schools and businesses in the
nearby commercial areas.
As required under Policy LP.11 the subject land abuts two roads. Armstrong Road is
classed as an ‘Access Road’ and Bungaree Road is a ‘District Distributor’ under the
City’s Scheme. The site is well serviced by public transport and a pedestrian path
network. High frequency bus services operate along Bungaree Road, and Bus Stop
20129 is located approximately 80m south-east of the subject land. There is an
existing pedestrian footpath network adjoining the subject land along Armstrong
Road.
The subject land (shown as Lots 10 and 860) meets the minimum size and
dimensions of Policy LP.11, as it has an area of 1,519m2, a primary street frontage of
41m along Armstrong Road, a street corner frontage of 8.5m and a secondary street
frontage of 19.7m along Bungaree Road.
The subject land is surrounded by residential properties with a density code of R40.
The proposed built form meets the relevant design principle requirements for a single
house at an R40 density code under the R-Codes Vol.1. These elements include,
but are not limited to; street and lot boundary setbacks, open space (site coverage),
building height, street walls and fences, landscaping and visual privacy. There is a
minor variation to the building height, whereby the maximum height if the wall is 6.7m
with 0.5m resulting to measuring where the wall intersect with the roof, therefore the
variation is predominantly contained within the roof.
Noise and Amenity, and Hours of Operation
The Development Application proposes a child care premises catering for 92
children.
Subclause 3.3 of the City’s Policy LP.11 contains provisions for
consideration of developments that cater for more than 50 children.
The City’s Officers are satisfied with the Applicant’s Environmental Noise
Assessment dated 20 August 2020, which confirms that the development will comply
with the Environmental Protection (Noise) Regulations 1997.
The outdoor play areas have been positioned to the south-western (adjoining
Bungaree Road) and north-western (adjoining Armstrong Road) sides of the subject
land and away from adjoining residential properties. The closest part of the building
has a nil setback to the adjoining south-eastern residential property and the closest
portion of outdoor play area is abuts the street setback area of the adjoining southeastern residential property.
An acoustic fence with a height of 2m will be installed along the area abutting the car
park, along the South-eastern (adjoining Nos. 68 & 68A Bungaree Road) and Southwestern (adjoining No. 64 Bungaree Road) lot boundaries. An acoustic fence with a
height of 2.2m will be installed along the area abutting the outdoor play area 2, along
the South-eastern (adjoining No. 64 Bungaree Road) lot boundary of the property. A
condition to this effect has been included in the Officer Recommendation section of
this report.
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Subclause 3.5 of the City’s Policy LP.11 provides for the hours of operation of the
premises to be limited to 7.00am to 7.00pm Monday to Friday and 8.00am to 1.00pm
on Saturday. The Development Application provides for the premises to be open
from 6.30am to 6.30pm Monday to Friday. It is considered that the proposed hours
of operation may be supported on the basis that:
• It is not envisaged that the additional half an hour of operation in the morning
on Monday to Friday will negatively impact the surrounding residential
properties due to the low number of child drop-off or pick-ups at these times;
and
• The proposed operating times will allow greater flexibility for parents using the
premises and increase the pick-up and drop-off timeframe assisting to spread
the peak parking demand.
Further to the overall hours of operation, it is proposed that the outdoor play areas
will not be used until 7.00am. An assessment of the Applicant’s Environmental Noise
Assessment dated 20 August 2020, has been undertaken to ensure that any amenity
impacts on the adjoining residential properties have been considered.
The City’s Officers have no concerns in relation to the location of the outdoor play
areas, as it they located away from the adjoining residential properties and abuts
Armstrong Road and Bungaree Road.
An assessment of the potential amenity impacts on the adjoining properties has
revealed that it would be appropriate to condition the use of the outdoor play areas to
not be used until 7.00am, on the basis that:
• The Applicant’s Environmental Noise Assessment dated 20 August 2020,
indicates that the noise levels generated by children playing outside varies
based upon the age of the children, whereby the noise levels increase with
the children's age. In light of this, children of 3 years and above were
considered noisier than children of 2-3 years. Noise from infant play (being 2
years and less) is quieter than children of 2-3 years. The outdoor play areas
have been modelled based off the proposed age groups of the children who
are intended to use them.
• The use of the outdoor play area from 7.00am would not adversely affect the
level of amenity experienced by the surrounding residents. During the
consultation period concerns were raised in relation to the noise generated by
the development and the impact it will have on the adjoining properties.
Limiting the use of the outdoor play area until after 7.00am will ensure that an
appropriate level of amenity is maintained for the adjoining residential
properties.
The Officer Recommendation section of this report includes a recommend condition
requiring the use of outdoor play areas not to commence until after 7.00am. With this
condition imposed along with the requirements for an acoustic wall, it is considered
that the child care premises will not significantly impact on the amenity of the
surrounding residential properties.
Landscaping
The Applicant has submitted a landscaping plan (refer to Attachment 2). A condition
requiring the landscaping to be installed in accordance with the landscape plan has
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been recommended in the Officer Recommendation section of this report.
Landscaping is to be maintained thereafter to the satisfaction of the City.
The City’s Officers are satisfied that the proposed landscaping meets the relevant
planning requirements of the City’s Scheme and Policy LP.11, and the City’s Officers
are satisfied with the selection of plant species. The development also provides the
seven new trees required under the City’s Local Planning Policy LP.09 – Tree
Retention and Planting – Development. The City’s Officers are satisfied that these
plans meet the City’s requirements.
Traffic Generation and Safety
It is considered that there is adequate capacity on the existing road network and at
the Armstrong Road – Bungaree Road intersection to accommodate the expected
traffic generated by this development. This is confirmed in the Transport Impact
Statement (TIS) dated 10 November 2020, which has been reviewed and supported
by the City’s Officers.
It is considered that the development will not create any safety concerns for
customers attending the child care premises or nearby primary and secondary
schools. Visitors to the child care premises will park on-site and in the parking
embayments within the road reserve, and children will be accompanied by a
parent/guardian into the premises. Children walking to the nearby primary schools
may continue to use the existing and proposed pedestrian footpath network.
A number of submissions from community members commented that the traffic
incidents that are not reported should be considered. It is acknowledged that there
are incidents that occur along the road network that are not reported; however, it is
not feasible to obtain accurate statistics on incidents that are not reported.
Vehicle Access and Parking
It is considered that the development provides appropriate vehicle access via
Armstrong Road. It is noted that the location of the vehicle access meets Subclause
3.7 of the City’ Policy LP11. In addition, this location is supported by the City’s
Officers and the recommendations of the Applicant’s TIS dated 20 August 2020.
It is considered that the proposed 21 on-site car parking bays will not adequately
accommodate the practical parking demand of the proposed child care premises. In
this respect, it is noted that the development has not provided the required number of
car parking bays required under Table 4 of the City’s Scheme.
The applicant undertook an investigation which indicates that the amount of car
parking provided is suitable to the actual demand for a Child Care Premises of this
size. The City undertook a review of similar developments through the review of
parking utilisation counts, being Child Care Premises with 80 children. The results of
the investigation revealed that the Child Care Premises will generate a peak parking
demand of 23 parking bays.
The Transport Impact Statement, dated 10 November 2020, outlines that the average
length of stay for drop-off/pick-up is 6.8 minutes. However, the investigation
undertaken by the City indicated that the average length of stay for drop-off/pick-up is
10 minutes. Therefore it is calculated that each parking bay can accommodate a
turnover of up to 6 vehicles per hour. It is therefore established that at least 9 bays
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should be reserved for pick-up/drop-off during peak hour periods based on 92
children. As the proposal comprises 7 visitor bays for drop-off/pick-up, the proposed
parking provision does not adequately meet the parking demand of the proposed
development.
In this respect, it is the City has recommended a condition which requires an
additional 2 car parking bays to be provided as embayments within the road reserve.
The additional car parking bays within the road reserve will ensure that the
development has provided the required number of car parking bays to adequately
meet the parking demand for the proposal and meet the requirements under Table 4
of the City’s Scheme.
Signage
Signage is to comply with the City’s Local Planning Policy LP.07 – Advertising Signs
(‘Policy LP.07’) with specific reference to monolith signs and wall signs. The
Development Application complies with the requirements for monolith signs as per
Subclause 5 of the City’s Policy LP.07 including the size and dimensions of the signs
and associated structure.
The Development Application comprises a minor variation to the specific
requirements for wall signs as per Subclause 5 of the City’s Policy LP.07. It is
considered that the proposed wall signs may be supported on the basis that:
• The four wall signs will not result in the creation of an unacceptable level of
visual clutter within the area, to the detriment of visual amenity, due to the
extensive façade of the development;
• The wall signs are appropriate to the locality and surrounding land uses, in
terms of size, location and design;
• The wall signs have been designed to complement the architectural style and
character of the building, and are integrated in to the overall design of the
building; and
• The wall signs will not compromise traffic or pedestrian safety and it does not
contain any obscene or offensive information/illustrations.
The City’s Officers are satisfied that the proposed wall signs meet the relevant
planning requirements of the Policy LP.07.
Waste Management
In accordance with clause 3.9 of LP.11 the development must provide adequate
facilities for the storage, management and collection of waste. A 10m2 bin store is
shown on the Site Plan between the parking area and the fire stairs to the building on
the north-eastern side of the site. Waste will be collected on-site by a private
contractor from this bin store location. The Applicant has submitted a Waste
Management Plan (WMP) (refer to Attachment 5). The WMP satisfies the City’s
waste management requirements. The Officer Recommendation section of this
report includes a recommend condition requiring the development to comply with the
WMP.
Conclusion:
The proposed development has undergone a significant design review and referral
process. It is considered that the development will provide a positive contribution to
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the streetscape which is in keeping with the objectives of the Residential zone under
the City’s Scheme.
The proposed development is located within close proximity to major transport nodes
and surrounding educational establishments. As such, the development would
support the area forming a sustainable hub for education establishments and
associated child care premises.
The proposal is generally compliant with the relevant planning requirements and the
City’s requirements for future development within the locality. As such, it is
recommended that the application be approved subject to appropriate conditions.
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The City of Canning does not warrant the accuracy of
information in this publication and any person using or
relying upon such information does so on the basis that
the City of Canning shall bear no responsibility or
liability whatsoever for any errors, faults, defects or
omissions in the information.
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GENERAL NOTES:
1. THIS IS A CONCEPT PLAN ONLY.
2. ALL STRUCTURES SUBJECT TO
ENGINEERING AND COUNCIL APPROVAL.
3. ALL MEASUREMENTS TO BE CHECKED
PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION.
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Executive Summary

The Proposal
The development proposal seeks approval to construct a Child Care Premises at Lot 10 and Lot 860
(No. 70 and 72) Armstrong Road, Wilson (the subject site). The subject site comprises of two existing lots
with two existing single houses which will be demolished to make way for the proposed development.
The building is designed by Insite Architects who have designed several successful childcare centres across
the country and therefore have an excellent understanding of the operational needs of several providers.
They are able to balance these needs with regulatory requirements such as waste, noise and traffic whilst
ensuring that the buildings aesthetically contribute to their localities. The child care premises has been
designed to be site responsive, respect neighbouring residential properties and contribute positively to the
streetscape, whilst providing an important community service in close proximity with existing compatible
community uses.
The centre is proposed to accommodate 92 children from 0 years old to school age, operated by Think
Childcare Limited who offers families with high-quality premises and high standards of early childhood
education and staff experience. The development includes:
• Two-storey architecturally designed centre;
• Comprehensive landscaping across the site and the provision of three external play spaces;
• Provision of two (2) 200L large/medium trees, in addition three (3) 90L trees and one (1) 100L tree;
• Reduction in the number of crossovers with only one crossover to Armstrong Road;
• Car parking area for 21 bays mostly undercover; and

Proposed new permeable street fencing.
Consultant Team
Childcare provider
Project manager
Architect
Town Planning
Landscape Architect
Traffic consultant
Waste Consultant
Acoustic Consultant

Think Childcare Limited
Wallace PM
Insite Architects
element
Kelsie Davies Landscape Architect
Transcore
Talis
Herring Storer Acoustics
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1. Introduction

This application proposes to construct a ‘Child Care Premises’ at Lots 10 and 860 (Nos. 70 and 72)
Armstrong Road, Wilson (the subject site). As part of this application it is necessary to demolish all existing
buildings on site inclusive of the two residential dwellings. The key development components are summarised
in the following table:
Table 1 – Development Components
Development Component

Description

Child Care spaces, comprised of:
0 to 24 months
24 to 36 months
36 months+

Up to 92 children comprised of:
22
20
50

Staff

14 staff

Car parking
Drop off / Pick up
Staff
Disabled Bay
Internal Playing Space

21 bays (total) comprised of:
6
14
1
6 areas – 315m2 combined

External Playing space

3 areas – 650m2 combined

Hours of Operation

6:30am – 6:30pm (Monday – Friday)

The proposed Child Care Premises has been designed to accommodate up to 92 children within a
stimulating, exciting and playful environmental to develop their social and intellectual capacities. The building
has been designed by Insite Architects who have designed several child care centres across the country with
the brief from Think Childcare Limited to provide fun environments for children to learn and develop with
functional spaces provided both indoor and outdoor.
Based on an understanding of the need for additional Child Care Premises within the locality, the site has
been acquired to provide a new facility to meet this demand. The Child Care Premises has been designed
to respect the streetscape and to minimise any potential adverse amenity impacts on the surrounding
residential property owners. Close proximity to the Wilson Primary School is integral to the vision of
consistency in learning and will help create a highly sought-after educational hub in an excellent and
accessible location. This report provides a detailed overview of the subject site and proposed development,
as well as a comprehensive assessment against relevant planning requirements and an analysis of the
broader contextual planning merits of the proposal.

1.1

Planning Approval Required

The development application requires determination under the requirements of the City of Canning’s Local
Planning Scheme No. 42 (LPS 42). As the cost of development is $2.1 million, it meets the criteria to be
determined by a Development Assessment Panel (DAP). In this instance, it has been elected to opt-in for a
determination by a DAP, specifically the Metropolitan Inner South Joint Development Assessment Panel (JDAP).
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2. Subject Site

2.1

Site Details and Context

2.1.1

Site Details

The subject site is identified as Lot 10 (No. 70) and Lot 860 (No. 72) Armstrong Road, Wilson and is located
within the City of Canning (the City). The subject site has a combined area of approximately 1,518m2 and
is provided with a frontage of 41m to Armstrong Road to the western lot boundary and 19.6m to Bungaree
Road on the southern lot boundary. Only one property (21m in width) separates the subject site from Wilson
Primary School.
Table 2: Site Particulars
Lot

Street Address

Deposited Plan

Vol/Fol

Area

Landowner

10

70 Armstrong Road

D025629

1275/206

930m2

860

72 Armstrong Road

P047307

2604/501

588m2

Sabrina Lynn Minic
Michael Lee Minic
Timothy Scott Jardine
Rebecca Lee Sparrowhawk

Refer to Appendix A – Certificate of Title

2.1.2 Site Context
The subject site is located on Lot 10 (No.70) and Lot 860 (No.72) Armstrong Road, Wilson and is bound by
Armstrong Road to the northwest, Bungaree Road to the southwest, and single storey residential houses
to the northeast and southeast. The subject site is situated just south of Wilson Primary School, with the
immediate vicinity characterised by single storey residential dwellings from the mid 20th century through to
recent constructions. Commercial businesses also operate within the immediate context of the site, largely
along Bungaree Road.
The subject site is located approximately eight (8) kilometres southeast of the Perth Central Business
District (CBD) and is situated within the municipality of the City of Canning. The subject site is located within
100 metres of two bus stops operating along both Armstrong Road and Bungaree Road, providing convenient
public transport access to both Curtin University and Carousel Shopping Centre.
The subject site comprises two lots with a combined land area of 1,518m2, and currently contains two older
residential dwellings.
Refer to Figure 1: No. 70 Armstrong Road, Wilson
Refer to Figure 2: No. 72 Armstrong Road, Wilson
Refer to Figure 3 – Aerial Plan
Refer to Figure 4 – Site Plan
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Figure 1.

No. 70 Armstrong Road, Wilson

Figure 2.

No. 702 Armstrong Road, Wilson

Subject Site
Source: MNG

Figure 3.

Aerial Plan

Aerial Plan
70-72 Armstrong Road, Wilson WA 6107

  
     Date:
 
28 July 2020
   Scale:
!"
NTS @ A4

Staff: TG_KB
Checked: KB

File: 20-280 plan series.ai

The drawing does not constitute an invitation, agreement or contract (or any part thereof) of any kind whatsoever. All parties associated with the proposed property development disclaim all
responsibility for any errors or omissions. The right is reserved to change the plan at any time. Liability is expressly disclaimed by Element Advisory WA Pty Ltd for any loss or damage which may
be sustained by any person acting on any visual impression gained from this drawing. © element

Level 18, 191 St Georges Terrace, Perth Western Australia 6000
PO Box 7375 Cloisters Square, Perth Western Australia 6850
T. +61 8 9289 8300 | E. hello@elementwa.com.au | elementwa.com.au
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2.2 Environmental and Heritage Considerations
2.2.1 Heritage
A desktop search of the Department of Planning, Lands and Heritage’s (DPLH) Aboriginal Heritage Inquiry
System indicates that there are no places of Aboriginal cultural heritage significance on the subject site.
Searches of the Heritage Council’s State Heritage Register and the City’s records indicate that there are also
no places of European cultural heritage significance on the subject site.

2.2.2 Contamination
A desktop search of the DWER Contaminated Sites Database indicates that the site is not identified as being
contaminated.

2.2.3 Acid Sulphate Soils
A desktop search of Department Water and Environmental Regulation (DWER) Acid Sulphate Soil Risk Map,
Swan Coastal Plain, indicates the site has a low to moderate risk of acid sulphate soils.

2.2.4 Bushfire
A desktop search of the Department of Fire and Emergency Services (DFES) Map of Bushfire Prone Areas
indicates the site is not within a bushfire prone area.
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3. Proposed Development

3.1

Overview

3.1.1

Design

The development proposal seeks approval to construct a two-storey ‘Child Care Premises’ designed by
experienced childcare architects Insite Architects. The vision is to create a child care centre with outlook
onto the streetscape and adjacent outdoor play spaces to ensure that the development is inclusive and
inviting to the local community and children attending the premises. The proposal provides a high quality,
architecturally designed development with a built form at a scale that is appropriate to the locality and
consistent with the intended character of both street frontages.
The key aspects of the design are based around amenity considerations, both for neighbours and the
children using the centre. The key aspect is designing the building in such a way where it ‘shields’ neighbours
from the most active areas by locating noise and other sensitive areas away from the residential lot
boundaries whist ensuring the development addresses the street. The car park has been designed to have
staff parking on the eastern side, where limited car movements will have the least impact on neighbours and
allow children access closer to the facility.
The building design has also been designed to have a high regard to sustainability initiatives to ensure
maximum cross ventilation, access to natural daylight, minimal west facing openings and provision of shade
trees which will all contribute to the improved performance and sustainability of the building.
Other key aspects of the proposal include:
• Demolition of all existing on-site buildings;
• Comprehensive landscaping across the site and interactive external play spaces;
• Construction of a car parking area for 21 bays with a consolidated vehicle access point to Armstrong Road;
• Proposed new fencing to Armstrong and Bungaree Roads.
Refer to Appendix B – Development Plans

3.1.2 Landscaping
One of the key amenity considerations the use of landscape to provide aesthetic improvement to the
appearance of the development as well as improve the functionality of the land use. With a two-storey facility,
larger setbacks are able to be provided to the street to maximise the impact of landscaping provided colocated with the play spaces.
The play areas on the ground floor are provided with two 200L trees to provide immediate shade relief to
these areas (species to be selected at detailed landscaping design stage dependent on availability of trees
and suitability). The car parking area which is uncovered towards the residential boundary is proposed to
have two 90L Eucalyptus Vitrix (Little Ghost Gum) and one 100L Sapium Sebiferum (Chinese Tallow) trees
and the uncovered bays closer to Armstrong Road have a 90L Eucalyptus Vitrix (Little Ghost Gum) tree
between the car parking area and the street. These plantings are strategically located to provide appropriate
shade relief to the frequently used outdoor areas. The remainder of the areas provided have ground cover of
varying species and appropriate densities.
Refer to Appendix C – Landscaping Plan
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3.1.3 Operating Hours, Noise and Acoustics
The centre is proposed to operate from 6:30am until 6:30pm from Monday to Friday. It is anticipated that the
morning start time will be for a minority of the drop-offs with majority of the drop-offs to occur after 7am and
the outdoor play space not to be used until after 7am.
The development has been designed with early engagement with an acoustic consultant to minimise the
impact of noise on the neighbouring residential properties. The main design aspect to minimise noise is the
location of the play spaces away from the residential properties to be closer to the street and away from
sensitive areas of the residential properties. Given the road noise from the higher volume of traffic along
Bungaree Road, the co-location of the play areas adjacent to the street will not result in a perceived increase
in noise and hence the impact on surrounding amenity in terms of noise will be negligible as a result of this
development.
The air conditioning condenser locations have also been considered with location behind acoustic barriers
and away from residential properties to mitigate noise impact.
An Environmental Acoustic Assessment (EAA) has been prepared by Herring Storer Acoustics to assess the
predicted noise emissions from the proposed child care centre in accordance with the requirements of the
Environmental Protection (Noise) Regulations 1997 (the Regulation). The report considers noise emissions
from children playing in the outside play areas and mechanical services. It is noted that the centre will be
open between 6:30am and 6:30pm and the outdoor play area will not be in use until 7am.
The EAA took into account the potential acoustic impact on the adjoining residential properties to the south
and east of the subject site, as well as the impact from car movements. The technical report notes that
noise associated with cars movements and cars starting are exempt from complying with the Regulations.
However, noise emissions from car doors are not strictly exempt from the Regulations. Noise received at
the neighbouring residences from these noise sources would comply with regulatory requirements, with
boundary fencing along the south eastern elevation assisting in this regard.
Based on the technical analysis within the EAA the noise emissions from the proposed development would
comply with the requirements of the Regulations for the proposed hours of operation, with the inclusion of
the boundary fencing.
Refer to Appendix F – Environmental Acoustic Assessment

3.1.4 Waste Management and Servicing
The waste store was initially proposed to be located further into the subject site and adjacent to the
neighbouring residential properties. In communication with the City, the waste store area has been located
closer to the street within a sealed and enclosed area to ensure that there will be no odour or noise issues as
a result of the use of the waste store location. Conditions are anticipated to require that the waste store area
is appropriately ventilated, drained and provided with a self-closing door to ensure that the waste store can
be kept clean and odour managed appropriately.
The bin store is located within the undercover parking area and is screened and setback from the primary
street boundary. A Waste Management Plan (WMP) has been prepared by Talis and has estimated the
predicted amount of generated refuse and recyclables based upon best practice industry standards for child
care premises.
A private contractor will service the development on site directly from the bin store area. The service vehicle
will enter and exit the site in forward gear from Armstrong Road and collection will occur outside of the hours
of operation of the child care premises. Collection is predicted to occur twice each week. As the collection
point is located internally behind an acoustic barrier, it has been assessed that any noise associated with
collection is appropriately mitigated.
Refer to Figure 5 - Waste Truck entry manoeuvring on-site
Refer to Figure 6 - Waste Truck exit manoeuvring on-site
The childcare waste generation rate from industry standards determines the anticipated waste generation
from all waste generating areas including group rooms, breakout areas, staff rooms, kitchen, outdoor play
areas, reception and offices – totalling a floor area of 564m2.
Two (2) 660L refuse and two (2) 660L recycling bins are proposed to service the proposed development and
are located undercover within the car parking area and will be collected twice a week by a private contractor
rear loader waste collection vehicle.
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Figure 5.

Waste Truck entry manoeuvring on-site

Figure 6.

Waste Truck exit manoeuvring on-site
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The WMP demonstrates that the proposed development provides sufficiently sized bin store areas for refuse
and recyclables based on the estimated waste generation.
Refer to Appendix E – Waste Management Plan
Delivery vehicles to the site are likely to be light-weight trucks which will be making deliveries only a couple
of times a week and will be of a short duration outside of the operation of the child care premises. This
ensures that the parking and access required for the child care premises will not be compromised as a result
of any service or delivery vehicle movements.

3.1.5 Signage
Signage is proposed to be spaced evenly along the Armstrong Road façade with three wall signs proposed on
the upper level on the building with the ground level having one monolith sign adjacent to the car park entry.
The Bungaree Road frontage has one small sign on the fence only. The signage proposed is proportionate
to the size of the building and location on a corner and therefore can be considered appropriate to direct
persons appropriately to the building whilst balancing the need to respect the generally residential location.
Refer to Figure 7 - Armstrong Road signage proposed
Refer to Figure 8 - Bungaree Road signage proposed

3.1.6 Safety and Surveillance
The child care facility has been designed to promote passive surveillance to both street frontages with
permeable fencing, thoughtful location of the play spaces and glazing to the street and external lighting. The
fencing and balustrading provided to the facility will secure the premises and ensure the ongoing safety of
the children, staff and parents visiting the premises.
The car parking and external portions of the building have been designed to AS2890.1 as confirmed within
the Traffic Impact Statement (TIS) prepared by Transcore. The TIS also confirms that there are no particular
site specific safety issues identified for the proposal.
Refer to Appendix D – Traffic Impact Statement

Figure 7.

Armstrong Road signage proposed

Figure 8.

Bungaree Road signage proposed
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4. Planning Framework and
Assessment

4.1

State Planning Framework

4.1.1

Metropolitan Region Scheme

Under the provisions of the Metropolitan Region Scheme (MRS) the subject site is zoned ‘Urban’ which is an
appropriate zoning for a Child Care Premises.
Refer to Figure 9 - Metropolitan Region Scheme zoning

4.1.2 Perth and Peel @3.5 Million
The Perth and Peel @ 3.5 Million framework is an overarching suite of documents, which builds on the vision
established under Directions 2031. The Perth and Peel @ 3.5 Million document aims to accommodate 3.5
million people in the Perth and Peel regions by 2050 and set out a framework to respond to the deepening
and emerging challenges in accommodating the population growth.
The framework acknowledges that future infill residential development will place further demand on existing
school sites within established urban areas and continued consideration must be given to the number of
high school and primary schools required to service this growing demand. An important precursor to primary
and high schools is the provision of child care facilities that meet emerging community needs and therefore
continued consideration must also be given to the adequate provision of these facilities.
A key objective relating to the provision of Community and Social Infrastructure sets out:
“To provide a wide range of community and social infrastructure to enhance the health and wellbeing of
the community and meet the community’s needs including health, education, sport and recreation, while
promoting co-location and optimising the use of existing facilities and infrastructure”.
Due to the proposed development being located in proximity to the Wilson Primary School, it will meet the
needs of the growing community in a strategic educational location and will help establish a sense of social
cohesion in line with the strategic direction of Perth and Peel @ 3.5 Million.

4.1.3 Central Sub-Regional Planning Framework
The Central Sub-Regional Planning Framework (the framework) is one of four frameworks prepared for the
Perth and Peel regions and includes the area of the City of Canning. The framework aims to bring people
and places of activity within easy reach of each other and make better use of existing infrastructure and
amenities.
The framework promotes higher densities and a diversity of housing and employment that will meet the
needs of future generations and enhance Perth’s reputation as an attractive place to live. In Perth’s Central
Sub-Region it anticipates the population will increase from 782,947 (2011) to 1.2 million (2050); with the area
needing approximately 780,000 (2050) jobs, up from 546,121 (2011).
Planning for social infrastructure to support the anticipated growth is recognised as an important deliverable
and in relation to education the framework states:
The expected population growth within the Central sub-region will necessitate the development of a
number of new public schools or the provision of additional accommodation at existing sites...Part of the
solution will involve ensuring that there is a sufficient number of land holdings across the Perth and Peel
regions available for educational facility purposes and investigating new approaches to the built form of
new school buildings and facilities.
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The proposed development is broadly consistent with the aims of the framework in that it represents an
extension to the educational infrastructure within the City. It will also provide an important piece of social
infrastructure to meet the existing and emerging needs of the local community. The child care premises will
also assist in providing additional local jobs, which will contribute to meeting anticipated employment targets.

4.1.4 State Planning Policy 7.0
As is good practice with all projects in Western Australia, the State Planning Policy 7.0 (SPP7.0) provides
a set of good design principles to inform and guide the development of good design outcomes in the built
environment. The table below summarises the key aspects of each design principle and provides a response
demonstrating how the proposed Child Care premises meets each principle.

Context and Character
“Good design responds to and enhances the distinctive characteristics of a local area, contributing to a
sense of place”.
The proposal is located within the Wilson locality which is situated between two major activity centres
being Cannington and Curtin University. The locality is characterised by low rise detached dwellings with
established single house residential character with limited opportunities for residential based employment
and leisure pursuits.
Refer to Figure 10 - Regional Context
The subject site is located nearby community facilities such as the Wilson Primary School and the Wilson
Community facility and is located on a district distributor road. There are some limited opportunities within
the Wilson locality for in-fill development with some properties nearby developing to the Residential ‘R40’
density code.
Refer to Figure 11 – Local Context Plan

Landscape quality
“Good design recognises that together landscape and buildings operate as an integrated and sustainable
system, within a broader ecological context”.
The landscaping plan is proposing a variety of small to large trees distributed across the subject site with
appropriate shrubs and other plantings to suit the non-building and car parking areas. The landscaping has
been designed for both aesthetic and functional purposes as explained earlier in this report.
Refer to Appendix C – Landscaping Plan

Built form and scale
“Good design ensures that the massing and height of development is appropriate to its setting and
successfully negotiates between existing built form and the intended future character of the local area”.
The proposal respects the existing surrounding built form as the development abides by the 2-storey
building height permitted within the R40 density code and has appropriate open space and building mass on
site suitable for non-residential development within the Residential zone. The development is proposed to be
over two-levels to allow the street setbacks to be in excess of the R-Codes requirements where possible and
to respect the existing setbacks provided within the area.
Furthermore, the car parking area has been covered and located away from the intersection to reduce the
impact of the car parking area on the streetscape, pedestrians and neighbouring residential lots.

Functionality and build quality
“Good design meets the needs of users efficiently and effectively, balancing functional requirements
to perform well and deliver optimum benefit over the full lifecycle”.
The child care premises has been designed by Insite Architects in the response to the client brief to provide
spaces for children that are inviting, engaging and playful. This is to ensure that the spaces are well received
by the children in care and also the wider community. The materials of construction and overall appearance of
the building is similar to other new residential builds whilst also accommodating the necessary play spaces and
car parking to ensure that the development is functional and fit for purpose. The development balances the
functional requirements of child care provision whilst also respecting the residential amenity of the locality.
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Sustainability
“Good design optimises the sustainability of the built environment, delivering positive environmental,
social and economic outcomes”.
The maturity of trees proposed to be planted as part of the proposal are in excess of City’s policy
requirements and spaced to provide maximum benefit to the site and building. The trees will provide shade
relief to the ground level play areas without the need for further building (such as shade sails) and also will
provide relief to the building in terms of reducing air conditioning costs in summer (from increased shade).
The subject site is also located within 100m of two bus stops with frequent bus services and co-located
near the Wilson primary school which will reduce car trips. Furthermore, the child care premises will provide
additional local employment opportunities.

Amenity
“Good design provides successful places that offer a variety of uses and activities while optimising
internal and external amenity for occupants, visitors and neighbours, providing environments that are
comfortable, productive and healthy”.
Screening and high-level windows have been provided to protect neighbouring properties so that both real
and perceived overlooking are minimised and the privacy of both the users of the childcare centre and the
neighbouring residential properties is maintained.
Refer to Figure 12 - Windows facing residential properties
The bin storage area is also proposed to be fully enclosed, screened from the street and away from lot
boundaries to residential properties. This has been done to ensure that noise and odour impact is mitigated.
The acoustic impact of the facility has been considered from the inception of building design with the
provision of services behind acoustic barriers and acoustic expert feedback incorporated into the design of
the building.

Legibility
“Good design results in buildings and places that are legible, with clear connections and easily identifiable
elements to help people find their way around”.
Vehicle access to the facility has been clearly defined and separated from the pedestrian access for the
convenience of drivers and the safety of pedestrians. The pedestrian access to the entry is clearly outlined
by the portico feature and key signage. Furthermore, the proposed signage is appropriate and sympathetic
to the scale of the building and the residential amenity of the locality.
Refer to Figure 13 - Legibility of Access

Safety
“Good design optimises safety and security, minimising the risk of personal harm and supporting safe
behaviour and use”.
The ground floor fencing is permeable to the Armstrong Road and Bungaree Road streetscapes to provide
passive surveillance to the streets throughout the day. Outlook onto the streetscape from the building is also
proposed to be provided from both the ground and upper level with ground level indoor play areas and the
upper floor play space adjacent to the street frontages. Access to the car park has also been provided in the
safest location along Armstrong Road – well separated from the Bungaree Road intersection.

Community
“Good design responds to local community needs as well as the wider social context, providing
environments that support a diverse range of people and facilitate social interaction”.
The proposal will provide a much-needed service to the wider community and is co-located with other
community uses such as the Wilson Primary School, Hare Park and an after-school care service. This colocation will foster greater opportunities for community interaction in the area for young families, especially
those dropping children off at both the Child Care premises and the Primary School as it will require more
interaction with the other parents and staff of both facilities.

Aesthetics
“Good design is the product of a skilled, judicious design process that results in attractive and inviting
buildings and places that engage the senses”.
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Figure 12. Windows facing residential properties

Figure 13. Legibility of Access
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The building is designed with a mixture of face-brick masonry, glass, open style fencing, concrete (rendered)
and Colorbond. The use of these materials is consistent with other newer builds in the locality so as to be
sympathetic to the surrounding residential context. The design of the centre is also proposed to be engaging
for children with spaces and activities on display within the play areas visible from the street.

Figure 14. Example images of outdoor play areas at the provider’s other child care premise

4.1.5 Planning Bulletin 72/2009 ‘Child Care Centres’
The Western Australian Planning Commission (WAPC) published WAPC Planning Bulletin 72/2009 ‘Child
Care Centres’ (Bulletin). The Bulletin sets out that whilst there is increasing evidence of an oversupply of
child care services in many outer urban areas across the Perth Metropolitan Region, there is increasing
evidence of unmet demand in areas of high land value (where the need for these facilities is often greater),
such as in or around the central business district, where there has been minimal development of new child
care centres.
The proposed Early Learning Centre is considered a desirable land use in its broader context and will
respond to the existing and future demand and needs of the inner-city local community where there is a
documented shortfall of these services.
The Bulletin acknowledges the trend that broadly, existing child care centre activities are located in
residential areas. The Bulletin also provides criteria to guide the location of future child care centres.
The location of the proposed development aligns with many of the criteria as identified in the following table
with comments provided in relation to compliance against these Bulletin criteria:
Table 3: Locational Criteria Assessment
Planning Bulletin 72/2009
locational criteria
distributed strategically to
provide the maximum benefit to
the community it serves

Comment

The facility is positioned centrally within the suburb of Wilson with the nearest
child care premises being in Bentley 850m on the other side of Manning Road,
Cannington 1.6km away separated by Leach Highway, Manning Road and
Albany Highway and Riverton 2km away separated by Leach Highway. The
proposed child care premises will therefore be in a location which is more easily
accessible for the immediate Wilson community.
within easy walking distance or
The facility is approximately 20m from Wilson Primary School and less than 1
part of appropriate commercial,
kilometre from more significant local facilities on Manning Road, which facilitates
recreation or community nodes
a library, Bentley Community Centre, Bentley Primary School and Wyong
and education facilities
Reserve.
located in areas where adjoining The City’s Local Planning Policy No. 11 Child Care Premises in Residential
uses are compatible with a child Areas (LPP11) acknowledges that well designed child care facilities can be
care centre
accommodated in Residential areas. In this instance the facility is replacing
existing residential dwellings and is a compatible land use as per LPS 42. This is
explained in further detail later in the report.
serviced by public transport
The subject site is located 100 metres from two bus stops with four (4) routes
operating along both Armstrong Road and Bungaree Road, providing convenient
and frequent public transport access to both Curtin University and Carousel
Shopping Centre.
considered suitable from a traffic A Traffic Impact Statement (TIS) has been undertaken and included as an
engineering/safety point of view. appendix to this report. The TIS identifies there is appropriate capacity within
the local road network to accommodate the use and the size of the child care
premises.
of sufficient size and dimension
LPP11 sets out the site and location requirements for child care premises. The
to accommodate the
proposed facility meets these requirements which are explained in the planning
development without affecting
assessment section of the report.
the amenity of the area.
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Based on the above, the development proposal is considered to be consistent with the location criteria
outlined in Planning Bulletin 72/2009.

4.1.6 National Early Childhood Development Strategy
The National Early Childhood Development Strategy’s aim is to improve outcomes for all children by building
better early childhood development systems which responds to the needs of young children, in particular,
vulnerable children and their families. The National Early Childhood Strategy – Investing in the Early Years
(the Strategy) was endorsed by the Council of Australian Governments in 2009. The Strategy identifies the
early childhood development outcomes that all governments are seeking to achieve for children by 2020,
including existing commitments, areas for immediate action within current resources, and future areas for
reform.
As identified in the Strategy a positive start in life helped children develop to their fullest. The benefits accrue
to the whole society, through enhanced human capital and capacity, increased productivity, greater social
inclusion and reduced public expenditure in health, welfare and crime.
The Strategy identifies that more and more families rely on childhood services to support their workforce
participation and the choices they make about how they balance work and family responsibilities. Ensuring
that existing and future communities have access to the short and long-term community infrastructure
that they need, such as child care centres, is a key ongoing planning consideration. The Strategy includes
outcomes based on the importance of family including:
• families are confident and have the capabilities to support their children’s development
• quality early childhood development services that support the workforce participation choices of
families
The development represents an opportunity for the City to facilitate improved access to such important
services for the local Wilson community.

4.2 Local Planning Framework and Assessment
4.2.1 Local Planning Scheme
The City’s Local Planning Scheme No. 42 (LPS 42) was gazetted in June 2020. Under the provisions of LPS
42, the subject site is zoned ‘Residential’ with a density coding of R40.
Refer to Figure 15 - City of Canning Local Planning Scheme No. 42

Land use
The proposed Child Care Facility can be defined as a ‘Child Care Premises’ meaning a premise where:
a) “an education and care service as defined in the Education and Care Services National Law (Western
Australia) section 5(1), other than a family day care service as defined in that section, is provided; or
b) a child care service as defined in the Child Care Services Act 2007 section 4 is provided;”
A ‘Child Care Premise’ is an ‘A’ use in Residential zone, under Table 3 of LPS42, which means:
“that the use is not permitted unless the local government has exercised its discretion by granting
development approval after giving notice in accordance with clause 64 of the deemed provisions;”
When considering the appropriateness of the land use within a zone it is important to consider the objectives
of the relevant zone. The objectives of the ‘Residential’ zone and how the development is compatible with the
corresponding objectives is outlined in the discussion section of this report.

Car Parking
The City’s LPS42 sets out the parking requirements for each zone withing the local government area. Parking
requirements for Child Care Premises is provided in accordance with Table 4 of the TPS42, which requires
the following based on the location of the subject site:
1 space per employee + 1 space per 10 children.
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The following table sets out the car parking requirement and proposed provisions for the development.
Table 4: Car Parking Assessment
Requirement

Required

Proposed

1 space per employee
14 staff members
1 space per 10 children
92 children
Total
Resultant parking Shortfall

14 bays

14 bays

9.2 (10) bays

6 bays
1 ACROD bay
21 bays

24 bays
3 bays

Service access
Clause 4.11.2 states that the local government may waive the required for a dedicated service access for the
purposes of loading and unloading for non-residential properties. The proposed development and land use
will likely only require small scale deliveries in the form of supplies for the child care premises approximately
once or twice a week outside of the operational hours for the premises. The deliveries are likely to be in the
form of a small delivery truck which will only be at the site for a short time frame.
Bicycle parking and end of trip facilities
Requirements for bicycle parking are also provided within Table 4 of LPS 42 with Child Care Premises
requiring:
0.5 spaces per 100m2 NLA (0.4 spaces for visitors + 0.1 spaces for employees).
Based on a Net Lettable Area (NLA) of 792m2, 4 bicycle bays are required. The proposal includes 4 spaces.
Bicycle parking spaces are required to be sheltered by a water impermeable roof structure. The bicycle
parking spaces are located in the secure service yard with roof cover provided above.
The provision of 4 bicycle bays requires 1 unisex shower and 4 lockers to be provided. The development has
a dedicated staff area with lockers for employees on the upper floor and a ground floor universal access WC
to ensure compliance with this requirement.

4.2.2 Planning and Development (Local Planning Scheme) Regulations 2015
Clause 67 of Schedule 2 of the Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015 (the
Regulations) specifies the other matters that may be taken into consideration by the local government when
assessing/determining a development application. The following relevant provisions to this development are
listed and discussed below.
(a) the aims and provisions of this Scheme and any other local planning scheme operating within the
Scheme area;
This is discussed later within this section of the report.
(b) the requirements of orderly and proper planning including any proposed local planning scheme
or amendment to this Scheme that has been advertised under Regulations or any other proposed
planning instrument that the local government is seriously considering adopting or approving;
There are no draft local planning policies or scheme amendments known to have relevance to this
development application. The development has been designed and located in reference to the in-force
planning framework at the time of making this development application to ensure that the requirements
of orderly and proper planning are adhered to.
(c) any approved State planning policy;
Please see the R-Codes discussion below.
(g) any local planning policy for the Scheme area;
Please see local planning policy discussion below.
(m) the compatibility of the development with its setting including the relationship of the development
to development on adjoining land or on other land in the locality including, but not limited to, the likely
effect of the height, bulk, scale, orientation and appearance of the development;
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The proposed development has been designed to minimise its impact on neighbours, especially with regard
to noise. The play spaces have been oriented away from existing residential dwellings and are appropriately
screened and fenced from the street and the first floor has been set back to mitigate overshadowing impacts
on adjoining lots.
(n) the amenity of the locality including the following —
(i) environmental impacts of the development;
(ii) the character of the locality;
(iii) social impacts of the development;
The provision of a child care centre will deliver a convenient service to new or existing families in the area,
particularly those who have or are planning on having children enrolled at the local primary school. The close
proximity to Wilson Primary School is essential to the vision of the National Early Childhood Development
Strategy’s aim to provide consistency and a healthy work life balance for young families. The facility has
been planned to respect the streetscape and to minimise any potential adverse amenity impacts on the
surrounding residential property owners.
(p) whether adequate provision has been made for the landscaping of the land to which the application
relates and whether any trees or other vegetation on the land should be preserved;
The landscaping plan provided effectively demonstrates the sufficient provision of a range of trees and
landscaping that will complement the existing streetscape and is in line with the requirements of the City’s
Tree Retention and Planting Policy. Retention of the existing verge landscaping, the provision of two mature
trees (200L) and a variety of smaller trees (90-100L) have been proposed to contribute to the streetscape
and the amenity of the locality.
(s) the adequacy of —
(i) the proposed means of access to and egress from the site; and
(ii) arrangements for the loading, unloading, manoeuvring and parking of vehicles;
The proposed access of vehicles associated with the child care premises have been addressed in the Traffic
Impact Statement (TIS) and Waste Management Plan (WMP). The development has been prepared to
accommodate safe access to the proposed parking for service vehicles, staff and visitors.
(t) the amount of traffic likely to be generated by the development, particularly in relation to the capacity
of the road system in the locality and the probable effect on traffic flow and safety;
The TIS provided has analysed the existing and proposed traffic scenarios and has been able to adequately
demonstrate existing capacity within the local road network to facilitate this development. The development
will therefore not have a significant impact on the surrounding road network as the increased traffic flow will
not be beyond the capacity of the network. It is expected that many of the users will already being using the
primary school and/or from within the local area.
(u) the availability and adequacy for the development of the following —
(i) public transport services;
(ii) public utility services;
(iii) storage, management and collection of waste;
(iv) access for pedestrians and cyclists (including end of trip storage, toilet and shower facilities);
(v) access by older people and people with disability;
The site is conveniently serviced by public transport as it is within 100m of two bus stops with frequent
services to Carousel Shopping Centre and Curtin University. The storage, management and collection of
waste has been addressed within the waste management plan and earlier sections of this report. Four bicycle
parking spaces have been provided along with a unisex shower and lockers (one locker provided per staff
member). The development is entirely accessible to all persons and abilities with lift access provided to the
upper floor.
(x) the impact of the development on the community as a whole notwithstanding the impact of the
development on particular individuals.
It is anticipated that the development application will be made available for community consultation in line
with the City’s relevant policy framework and the provisions of the City’s Local Planning Scheme No. 42.
The development has been designed to minimise impacts on the community in terms of built form and the
suitability of the location with the use providing an important addition to the community co-located with
existing community and educational premises.
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4.2.3 Local Planning Policy No. 07 Advertising Signs
The City’s Local Planning Policy No. 7 – Advertising Signs (LPP7) recognises the need for business to
advertise their services and the need to maintain an acceptable level of amenity throughout the local
government. LPP7 sets out the matters the City will take into account when assessing applications for
advertising signs. The proposed signage for the facility is addressed in the planning assessment below.
Table 5: Signage Assessment
3.0 Provisions
Requirement
Advertisements will not be approved on properties
primarily used for residential purposes where the
advertisement does not pertain to a relevant home-based
business unless otherwise provided for in this policy.
Where a non-residential land use (specifically excluding
home based businesses) has been approved on land
zoned Residential under the Scheme, signage proposals
shall be assessed against the criteria within Table 1.
Advertisements shall be located such that traffic and
pedestrian safety is not compromised.

Advertisements shall not impede pedestrian or vehicle
movements.

Advertisements shall not contain any obscene or
offensive information or illustration.
Advertisements associated with new commercial,
industrial or mixed use developments with multiple
tenancies are to be guided by a wider signage strategy
for the site.
With the exception of advertising signs on local
government reserves covered under sports field –
advertising signs on reserves (or equivalent) policy,
advertisements which include the following will not be
approved on private land:
i. the name, logo, or symbol of a company or other
organisation that does not own or substantially occupy
the site or development on which the advertisement is
proposed to be located; or
ii. a product or service not provided on the site on which
the advertisement is proposed to be located; or
iii. a product or service that does not form part of
the signage displaying the name, logo or symbol
of a company or other organisation that owns or
substantially occupy the site or building on which the
advertisement is proposed to be located; and
iv. signs for an activity or event not occurring on the site
on which the advertisement is located.

Proposed
N/A

Compliance
N/A

An assessment against Table 1 is
provided below.

N/A

Signage has been proposed to aid
in wayfinding and is non-illuminated
to reduce risk to passing cars and
pedestrians. The monolith sign is
also proposed to be setback from the
driveway so as not to impede sightlines
to cars exiting the premises.
Proposed signage is located wholly
within the properties boundary and is
setback from crossovers and footpaths
accordingly.
All proposed signage relates to the
proposed child care and does not
contain any offensive content.
Multiple tenancies are not proposed

Complies

There are no third-party advertising or
events signs proposed on site.

Complies

Complies

Complies

N/A
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3.0 Provisions
Requirement
Where illuminated, advertisements are to:
i. not cause a nuisance by way of light spillage to
abutting sites;
ii. not comprise flashing, intermittent or running lights, or
change more than once in every 5-minute period;
iii. not interfere with or be likely to be confused with,
traffic control signals;
iv. be constructed of non-combustible material;
v. have electrical components constructed and
maintained to the satisfaction of the relevant electricity
supply authority;
vi. be maintained to operate as an illuminated sign; and
vii. not have a light of such intensity as to cause
annoyance to the public.
Street numbering to be clearly visible and incorporated
into signage wherever possible.

Proposed
The proposed signage is nonilluminated.

Compliance
Complies

No street numbering has been
included in the proposed signage
details.

Can be
conditioned.

5.0 Specific Requirements
Requirement
Monolith sign
Maximum of 1 monolith sign per lot, unless it is a
corner lot where 1 sign per lot frontage may be
permitted.
Accommodate advertising requirements of all
tenancies, where there is more than 1 business
tenancy on the lot.
Located wholly within the lot boundary.

Setback 1m from any crossover.
Maximum of 3m in height and 1.5m in width for nonresidential uses within a Residential zone.
Maximum of 0.5m deep.
Prohibited where there is an existing pylon sign or
hoarding sign on the same lot.
Wall Sign
Maximum 25% of the area of each building façade.
Maximum of 2m2 in area for non-residential uses
within a Residential zone.

Maximum of 2 signs per tenancy on a lot.
2.7m or more away from ground level, if placed over
door openings, or projects from the wall in excess
of 30mm.
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Provided

Compliance

One sign is proposed.

Complies

No multiple tenancies

N/A

Located within the lot boundaries with
location 1m from primary boundary to
Armstrong Road frontage.
Setback 2m from the nearest crossover.
3m in height and 1.37m in width.

Complies

0.2m in depth
No existing or proposed pylon or hoarding
signs on site.

Complies
Complies

Building signage is discrete and will
comprise of <25% of each building frontage
Sign A = 6.9m2
Sign B = 9m2
Sign C = 2.25m2
Sign D = 4.76m2
Total = 22.91m2
Four (4) signs proposed

Complies

Sign A and D have clearance of over 3m
above the ground level

Complies
Complies

Variation
sought

Variation
sought
Complies

5.0 Specific Requirements
Requirement
Minimum of 600mm away of either end of the wall
to which it is attached.

Not higher than the top of the wall.

Provided
Sign A = 0.6m from end of wall
Sign B = 1.15m from end of wall
Sign C = 5m from end of wall
Sign D = 0.8m from edge of entry portico
Contained below the wall height building
line

Compliance
Complies

Complies

4.2.4 Local Planning Policy No. 09 Tree Retention and Planting –
Development
Local Planning Policy No. 9 Tree Retention and Planting – Development (LPP9) addresses the City’s
recognition of trees as assets with significant environmental, social and economic values. LPP9 ensures
that retention and enhancement of the City’s tree canopy cover is considered. The development includes a
Landscaping Plan (see Appendix C) and this has been assessed against the relevant policy provisions below:
Table 6: Tree Retention and Planting assessment
Requirement

Provided

Compliance

3.2 Tree retention on development sites
In considering an application for
development approval, the local government
may require the retention of any regulated
trees on site, pursuant to Clause 67 (p) of
the Regulations 2015.

A regulated tree is defined as a tree that is equal Variation sought
to or in excess of 3m in height, has a trunk equal
to or in excess of 100mm in diameter (sum of
200mm diameter for multiple trunk species)
measured at 1.4m above ground level or has
a canopy spread of 3m or more. Additionally,
the tree is not identified as an unwanted tree
species listed within Appendix 1 of LPP9.
There is an existing tree on site which is
proposed to be removed. The tree in question
has a canopy spread of approx. 5m in diameter
and a maximum height of approx. 5m.

3.3 Tree Planting on Development Sites
Within open car parking areas, advanced
There are 8 uncovered bays provided towards
trees are to be provided at a minimum rate of the rear of the car parking area with 2 x
1 tree for each 4 parking bays; and
90L trees provided along the south eastern
boundary to ensure one tree per 4 bays is
provided. The 2 uncovered bays closer to
Armstrong Road are also provided with a 90L
tree to provide appropriate shade.
Minimum 1 tree for each 450m2 of site area
3 x 90L trees are required
excluding any open parking area.
Provided:
• 2 x 200L mature trees (species to be
confirmed based on availability);
• 3 x 90L Little Ghost Gum (Eucalyptus) trees;
• 1 x 100L Chinese Tallow tree; and
• Additional smaller trees and shrubs.
The trees may be planted anywhere on site, The preferred rate would require the provision
including within the frontage landscaping
of 7 trees along the street frontages. With
strip at a preferred rate of 1 tree for every
the provision of more mature trees the shade
10m of frontage, in locations to maintain
provided is increased and hence increases the
adequate sightlines
spacing needed between trees. The trees are
planted in locations so as not to compromise the
sightline at the corner of the subject site.
Tree planting is to be in accordance with an Can be conditioned if necessary.
approved landscape plan,

Complies

Complies

Complies

Complies
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Requirement

Provided

Compliance

Where no Deep Soil Zone is required in the
case of 9.8.3, a minimum 1.5m x 1.5m clear
surface area is required for each new tree.
Driveway design is to maximise opportunities
for tree retention and planting within the
front setback area. The number and width
of driveways is to be minimised and the use
of previous material and ribbon driveways is
encouraged.
3.4 Street Trees

Deep soil zone provided to accommodate the
proposed trees.

Complies

Driveway consolidated to one-point 6m in width
to allow for future street tree plantings by the
City.

Complies

The local government’s strong preference
is for all street trees to be retained in
their current locations. Prior to approving
a development which may result in the
removal of a street tree, all reasonable design
alternatives must be examined.
Developments are to be designed to
maximise opportunities for new street
tree planting. To achieve this, the local
government may require reasonable design
alternatives.
Crossovers are to be set back from
street trees in accordance with the local
government’s Policy ET525 – Streetscape
and Park Management – Trees in Streets,
Thoroughfares and Parks.

No existing street trees in verge adjacent to
subject site.

N/A

Opportunities for street tree planting.

Complies

No existing street trees.

N/A

4.2.5 Local Planning Policy No. 11 Child Day Care Premises in Residential
Areas
Local Planning Policy No. 11 Child Day Care Premises in Residential Areas (LPP11) has been designed to
set out specific requirements to take into consideration regarding proposed child care premises within
Residential zoned land.
Table 7: Child Care Premises Assessment
Requirement

Provided

3.1 Location Criteria
Be regular in shape, have a minimum lot area of Total 1,518m2 over the 2 sites,
1,000m2 and an effective frontage of 20m.
Frontage of over 40m to one street with
additional frontage provided to secondary
street.
Preferably be located on a corner site to
Located on the corner of Armstrong Road and
provide the opportunity for a design aimed
Bungaree Road
at minimising the impact on surrounding
residential properties
Be within easy walking distance of existing
• Less than 50m from Wilson Primary School
to the east;
commercial, community or recreational centres.
• 200m from existing childcare agency
(Mulberry Tree Kids Club) to the north-east;
• Less than 600m from Wilson Community
Hall and Thomas Moore Park to the northeast; and
• 600m from Beaton Park and Centenary
Park to the south-west.
Be on a Local Distributor Road or on, or
Bungaree Road along the south-western
adjacent to a District Distributor Road.
boundary is a District Distributor Road.
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Compliance
Complies

Complies

Complies

Complies

Requirement

Provided

Compliance

Be well served by footpaths, dual use access
paths and public transport.

• Footpath runs along Armstrong Road and a
portion of Bungaree Road; and
• Within 100m of two bus stops along
Armstrong and Bungaree Roads with
frequent services to the surrounding
area and activity centres.

Complies

Refer to R-Codes Volume 1 assessment Table
8 below

Minor variation
sought

3.2 Siting and Design
The built form should lend itself to domestic
(residential) architecture compatible with
the existing character of the area and is to
be designed to meet the requirements of
the R-Codes, specifically for the elements
setbacks, building height, visual privacy and
overshadowing.
Maximum site coverage of 50% will apply

1,070m2 open space provided inclusive of the
upper floor outdoor play area = 70.5% open
space
Fencing along the primary street should
• Fencing along primary street frontage
(north east elevation) is primarily 1.8m
be of permeable design. Boundary fencing
permeable fencing with some feature sold
separating play areas from adjoining
brick fencing panels up to 1.2m in height.
residential properties is to be constructed of
materials that will reduce noise impacts where • Fencing along secondary street frontage
(south west elevation) is face brickwork to
appropriate.
a minimum of 1.2m with permeable fencing
to 1.8m.
• Other fences to the neighbouring
residential properties are proposed to
be solid 1.8m dividing fencing –with the
play areas being located away from the
neighbouring residential properties to
negate the need for acoustic treatments.
3.3 Premises Accommodating more than 50 Children
The proposal will not have a significant
• The neighbouring lots to the north and
east or the site (Lots 19, 20 & 12) will face
detrimental impact to the residential amenity of
the proposed car parking and first floor
adjoining and nearby properties.
amenities and have their driveway areas
mainly adjacent to the subject site rather
than active habitable spaces.
• Lot 861 has minor openings only with the
dwelling’s major openings and outdoor
living area not adjacent to the play areas
or any major openings of the proposed
development
• An acoustic report has been provided
to support the development which
demonstrates that the development will
be able to comply with the relevant Noise
Regulations
Arrangements are or will be put in place to
• The outdoor play areas on the ground
and first floor are located away from the
manage the use of outdoor areas to minimise
neighbouring lots and are fronting the
any impacts on the residential amenity
primary and secondary streets. These areas
of adjoining and nearby properties to the
are not proposed to be used prior to 7am.
satisfaction of the local government.
• The play area on the upper floor is
screened from the neighbouring property
by vertical cladding which is acoustically
treated.

Complies

Complies

Complies

Complies
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Requirement

Provided

The site has particular attributes that may
lend itself to being acceptable as a potential
Child Care Premises that accommodates more
than 50 children (e.g. the site is surrounded
by roads and/or reserves, or there are existing
non-residential land uses or zones on one or
more sides).

• The lot is on a corner with two boundaries
Complies
fronting Armstrong Road and Bungaree
Road.
• Nearby to a number of local reserves/
parks and is one property away from Wilson
Primary School.
• The site is within 100m from two bus stops
with frequent services to the wider area and
nearby activity centres.

3.4 Noise and Amenity
A development application must be
accompanied by an acoustic impact
assessment demonstrating that the proposal
will satisfy relevant noise regulations.
Outdoor playing spaces should be sited
to minimise noise impact on occupiers of
adjoining properties.
Windows to activity rooms should be located
away from adjoining residential properties to
minimise noise impacts to adjoining properties
or be fitted with double glazing.

3.5 Hours of Operations
The hours of operation of the premises are
limited to 7am to 7pm Monday to Friday and
8am to 1pm Saturday.
3.6 Landscaping
A development application must be
accompanied by a landscaping plan detailing
all hard and soft landscaping inclusive of any
shade sail structures.
A minimum width of 2m from the property’s
front boundary must be landscaped. Secondary
street frontages must be landscaped for a
width of at least 1m.
Advanced trees to be provided in accordance
with the local government’s policy relating to
tree retention and/or planting.
To discourage parking the verge areas must
be suitably landscaped, reticulated and
maintained. The paving or sealing of verge
areas will not be permitted.
3.7 Car Parking and Traffic Generation
A development application must be
accompanied by a traffic impact assessment.
Proposals will not be supported if the form,
function and safety of the surrounding road
network are compromised.
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Compliance

An acoustic assessment has been provided
to accompany the development application
demonstrating that the development can
comply with the relevant noise regulations.
Please see Appendix F.
Outdoor play areas have been located away
from adjacent residential dwellings and located
along the street frontages.
• The indoor group rooms (group rooms 1, 2,
3 and 5) have been located away from the
neighbouring lots.
• The first-floor group rooms (Group rooms 4
and 6) are screened from the neighbouring
lots by walls with small windows at 1.7m
high to reduce privacy and noise issues.
• Boundary walls and acoustic fencing is
provided along the ground floor to reduce
impact of noise where required.

Complies

Proposed to operate 6:30am to 6:30pm
Monday to Friday.

Variation
sought

A landscaping plan has been provided in
Appendix C.

Complies

Provided along both street frontages (within
outdoor play spaces).

Complies

Landscaping in accordance with Local
Planning Policy 9 – Tree Retention and
Planning – Development, refer to landscaping
assessment in section above.
Verge change is limited to the crossover,
existing footpaths and grassing to remain –
verge parking available adjacent to nearby
primary school should over-flow occur.

Complies

Please see the supporting Traffic Impact
Statement in Appendix D.

Complies

Complies

Complies

Complies

Requirement

Provided

Compliance

On site car parking should comply with Scheme • 92 children
provisions, with a minimum of 4 car bays for
• 14 staff
any premises. Pick up and set down bays must • One (1) bay per employee and one (1) bay
be clearly marked and/or signposted.
per 10 children required.
• 21 spaces have been provided (6 visitor and
15 staff)
• 3-bay shortfall
• Can condition 6 bays to be marked for pickup/drop-off.
For sites with more than 1 street frontage,
Access is provided from the lower hierarchy
access must be provided from the lowest
road, Armstrong Road.
order road unless otherwise required and/or
approved by the local government.
Car parking and associated driveways should
Crossover into car parking area clearly visible
be easily visible from the street to encourage
from the street.
patrons to park on site instead of the road.
All vehicles must be able to enter the street in Vehicles are able to enter and leave the site in
forward gear.
forward gear.
3.8 Signage
Any proposed advertising sign must be in
Refer to signage assessment above.
accordance with the provisions of the local
government’s policy for advertising signs. A
Sign Licence application is also required which
is to be submitted to the Building Department,
pursuant to the Council’s relevant Local Laws.
3.9 Waste Management
Development applications must include details Bin store is located within parking area. Details
for bin storage and cleaning areas.
provided in Waste Management Plan.
A Waste Management Plan may also be
A Waste Management Plan is provided as
required based on the scale and design of the Appendix E.
development.

Variation
sought

Complies

Complies

Complies

Variation
sought

Complies
Complies

4.2.6 Other factors to consider
As mentioned above, there is a requirement for the development to respect and respond to the residential
context. The most appropriate way for non-residential development to achieve this requirement is to consider
and design to the requirements of State Planning Policy 7.3 – Residential Design Codes Vol. 1 (R-Codes Vol.
1). The following table outlines the requirements relevant to the property (as if it were an R40 development):
Table 8: R-Codes Vol. 1 Assessment
Provision

Requirement

Proposed

Compliance

Street setback

Primary street
• 2m minimum
• 4m average

Primary Street
• 3m minimum to building
(awning provided as ‘minor
projection’ into 2m required
setback)
• 5m average
Secondary Street
6.6m

Complies

Length 2/3rds of the
boundary to one boundary

6.63m to southern side only

Complies

Average height 3m
Maximum height 3.5m

Maximum height 3m

Complies

Secondary street
1m minimum
Lot boundary setbacks –
building on boundary
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Provision

Requirement

Proposed

Compliance

Lot boundary setbacks

Ground floor – south
Minimum 1m and remainder
1.5m permitted with wall
height <3.5m
Ground floor – east
Minimum 1m and remainder
1.5m permitted with wall
height <3.5m
Upper floor – south
Irregular boundary but
generally wall height of 6.5m
with wall length of 25m or
more requires a 3m setback
Upper floor – east
Minimum 1.2m, remainder 3m
*50% see above assessment
Pitched roof – 6m wall height
and 9m roof height
Concealed roof – 7m
35% of the adjoining site/s

Minimum 1.42m
Remainder over 1.62m

Complies

Minimum 1.2m
Maximum 4.8m

Complies

3m minimum provided

Complies

1.2m to stairwell and 3.5m to
remainder

Complies

70.5%
Pitched – 6.3m wall height and
8.5m roof height
Concealed – 6.7m
34.9% of adjoining site

Complies
Variation sought

*High level windows to
residential properties and
screening to be provided
where appropriate

Screening to raised play area
High level or obscured windows
provided to the neighbouring
residential properties

Complies

Open space
Building height

Solar access to adjoining
sites
Visual privacy
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Complies

5. Planning Discussion

5.1

Land use

As mentioned above, a Child Care Premises is a discretionary land use within the Residential zone. The below
assessment outlines the appropriateness of the development at the subject site in reference to the objectives
of the Residential Zone.
Table 9: Assessment against zone objectives
Objective

Comment

To provide for a range of
housing and a choice of
residential densities to meet
the needs of the community.
To facilitate and encourage
high quality design, built
form and streetscapes
throughout residential areas.
To provide for a range of
non-residential uses, which
are compatible with and
complimentary to residential
development.

The child care premises will meet the current and future demands on the
community as it grows and changes. Whilst it is not a residential development, the
land use and built form is compatible with the residential setting given it will provide
amenity consistent with residential development forms.
The facility has been designed in reference to the requirements of the Residential
Design Codes to ensure compatibility with the residential setting with high quality
landscaping provided to address both adjacent streetscapes.
The proposed facility will accommodate future population growth and demand for
child care services. The facility offers convenience for existing and future families
with additional child care premises within closer proximity than existing services
and to families that have other children attending the nearby Wilson Primary School.
Parents with younger children and school aged children will be able to make one trip
to visit both the school and the child care premises.

Often the community will raise concerns in relation to Child Care Premises and the impact these premises
have on neighbouring residential properties and the overall residential amenity of the locality. As
demonstrated in the below photograph, the adjacent site between the subject site and Wilson Primary School
has their vehicle access point adjacent to the subject site and therefore has a suitable buffer to the car
parking area and the active areas of the child care premises.
Refer to Figure 16 - No. 68 Armstrong Road, Wilson
There currently are no other Child Care Premises in operation within the Wilson locality and therefore, the
provision of this service to the local community will provide an important additional amenity to the locality to
attract/retain young families to Wilson.

Figure 16. No. 68 Armstrong Road, Wilson
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5.2 Car Parking
The development is proposed to have 21 car parking bays on site in lieu of the LPS 24 requirement of 24 bays,
resulting in a shortfall of 3 bays. The typical requirement does not take into consideration operational
or technical requirements.
The estimated actual parking demand for the facility based on the technical analysis as outlined within
the TIS and based on car parking generation industry standards, demonstrates that six (6) bays should be
reserved for drop off/pick up activities during peak hours and 14 bays reserved for staff. Accordingly, the
development proposes 21 parking bays including an accessible bay, sufficiently catering for the projected
demand of the child care centre. The TIS also takes into account the additional locational and other factors:
• Some staff and patrons of the facility will be expected to use public transport to access the site.
• Many patrons will be local residents, some of which will walk to the facility.
• Some parents of children will also have children at the nearby Wilson Primary School and will not need
to utilise the parking provided by the facility.
• Parking utilisation surveys undertaken for the Wilson Primary School indicates that ample on-street
bays are available within close proximity outside Wilson Primary School during the morning and
afternoon peak periods except a short period of time between 3:00PM to 3:15PM. This is unlikely
to coincide with peak pick-up and drop-off times of the child care premises. Therefore, there is an
opportunity to utilise the school on and off-street parking bays during the peak periods of the child
care premises if required.
• The number of on staff will fluctuate throughout the typical weekday. During peak drop off/pick up times
there would be less than 14 staff on site and after 3:00PM, there would be only 12 staff on site; and
• The operator will encourage staff car-pooling as well as use of alternative means of transport to and
from the site to further reduce the parking demand at the site.
Refer to Figure 17 - On-street bays available outside Wilson Primary School
Based on the above information provided, the TIS concludes that the parking demand for the development
has been provided for.
Refer to Appendix D – Traffic Impact Statement

Figure 17. On-street bays available outside Wilson Primary School
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5.3 Signage
The signage for the proposed development will exceed the permitted wall signage area standard and also
the number of wall signs permitted. When seeking variation for signage, the City is required to assess the
variations in question against the following provisions of the City’s LPP no. 7:
Table 10: Signage variation criteria assessment
6.0 Variations
Requirement
Is clear, simple and concise.

Proposed
The signage displays only the name and the logo and
details of the facility.
Is compatible with existing signage on There is no other existing signage on site. The proposed
the site and within the surrounding
signage has been designed to complement the
area and will not obscure existing
development.
signage on adjacent tenancies.
Will not result in the creation of an
The signage is minimal in detail, non-illuminated and has
unacceptable level of visual clutter
been placed strategically around the façade to avoid visual
within the area, to the detriment of
clutter and reduce impact on existing amenity.
visual amenity.
Is appropriate to the locality and
Signage has been proposed to act as a wayfinding
surrounding land uses, in terms of
method to advise drivers and passers-by of the use of
size, location and design.
the development. The signs are non-offensive and are
respectful in size and nature.
Will not result in an adverse impact
The surrounding residential developments and local
upon the character or historical
primary school will not be impacted by the proposed
significance of the surrounding area.
signage as the signs are non-offensive and simple in
design.
Is designed to complement the
The proposed walls signs are contributing to the overall
architectural style and character of
design of the building by adding additional colour to the
the building, site or area.
façade.
Will not compromise traffic or
The signs have been designed to assist drivers and
pedestrian safety.
pedestrians to locate the entrance to the building and the
car park. All signs are located wholly within the property
boundary and will not hinder the safety of pedestrians or
drivers.
Will not result in unacceptable light
The signs are non-illuminated.
spill on to abutting sites.
Will not pose a threat to public safety All signs are located wholly within the property boundary
or health.
and will not hinder the safety of pedestrians or drivers.
Does not contain obscene or
No offensive imagery or wording is proposed, and the
offensive information or illustration.
signs will not be illuminated.

Compliance
Complies
Complies

Complies

Complies

Complies

Complies

Complies

Complies
Complies
Complies

Based on the above, the proposed signage is considered to meet the criteria for assessing variations and
therefore can be considered acceptable. The signage overall has been designed to reflect the scale of the
building without compromising the surrounding residential amenity of the locality.
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5.4 Tree retention
The City’s LPP9 states that in determining a development proposal which is likely to result in the removal or
significant pruning of a regulated tree, the local government will assess the retention value of the tree, based
on the following criteria:
Table 11: Tree Retention Criteria Assessment
Retention Criteria

Assessment

Met/Not Met

The number of trees on the site and the
ability to achieve the minimum tree provision
rates identified in Table 1.
The heritage, scientific, social, cultural and/or
aesthetic significance of the tree.

The number of trees and their maturity exceeds
the requirements listed in Table 1 of LPP9 as
listed in the above assessment.
The tree in question being located in the rear
yard of a single residential lot with known no
heritage, social or cultural value is unlikely to be
worthy of retention on this basis.

Not Met

Environmental benefits and landscape
amenity.

The tree provides some shade but does not
substantially contribute to the microclimate or
landscape amenity of the locality.
The location of the tree on the development The tree is located in the ideal location for
site and the potential to retain the tree on
building and car parking areas making retention
the periphery of the site, within the front
of this tree impractical. Furthermore, retention
setback areas, private open space or common of this tree would likely require co-location with
property areas.
open spaces for the proposed development (i.e.
play spaces). This would likely create acoustic
and amenity issues for adjacent neighbouring
residents.
Tree species and habitat values.
Unknown
The location of the tree in relation to any
Not within conservation or ecological corridor
conservation areas or ecological corridors.
If the site is located within a designated
Not within bushfire prone area
bushfire prone area, tree removal may be
supported if required under an approved
Bushfire Management Plan (BMP) or Bushfire
Attack Level (BAL) Assessment.
Potential safety risks associated with tree
The retention of the tree is likely to damage the
retention.
building and car parking areas if retained.
Tree condition including health, structure and The tree appears to be of reasonable health and
life expectancy.
structure with the age of the tree being relatively
young (less than 12 years).
The amount of auxiliary works required to
Unknown
retain and protect the tree.

Not Met

Partially Met

Not Met

Unknown
Not Met
N/A

Not Met
Met

Unknown.

Based mostly on the building location requirements, the removal of the existing tree is sought. However, to
compensate for this tree being removed, 2 x 200L mature trees are proposed in prominent locations adjacent
to the street where their growth will be less impeded and where they can provide functional shade for the
play spaces and the adjacent footpath in the verge. These trees are in addition to the Advanced tree (90L)
plantings required under LPP9. The landscaping solution for the site will result in a better landscape and built
form solution for the site than designing around the retention of the existing tree.
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5.5 Number of children
The development is seeking approval for accommodate a maximum of 92 children. The following breakdown
is proposed in terms of staff to the ages of the children:
Table 12: Child Age, Places and Staffing Breakdown
Age
0-24 months
24-36 months
36+ months

Number of places

No. of staff (with children)

12
30
50

3
6
5

The number of children on premises will rarely be at the full 92 places with vacancies likely to be available
based on age group capacities and many children attending part-time, as well as frequent illnesses reducing
the daily numbers. When considering the key locational factors and inconvenience of attending the nearest
other childcare centres (being on the other side of the river or major roads), the size of the childcare centre
can be considered proportionate to the catchment area it will service. With the locational factors also taken
into consideration, the size of the centre can be considered appropriate for the location.

5.6 Hours of operation
The proposed development is seeking to operate from 6:30am in lieu of 7am. It is anticipated that limited
drop-offs will occur prior to 7am with the earlier opening time compensated by the slightly earlier closing
time at 6:30pm in lieu of 7pm. This earlier time will provide flexibility for parents with minimal impact on
nearby neighbouring residences.
The management of the impact on neighbouring residents can also be mitigated through a condition of
development approval requiring that the use of the outside play areas is limited to after 7am.

5.7 Building height
The building height is proposed to slightly exceed the permitted 6m maximum for the wall height (where
there is a pitched roof above). The height variance can be considered minor in nature and will provide
additional opportunities for light and ventilation to be provided into the building – especially as windows
need to be limited to high level only adjacent to residential properties (as required by LPP11). The bulk and
scale of the building is still compatible with the existing residential typology with the variance being difficult to
distinguish to the acceptable development requirement of 6m once constructed. The minor additional height
will not result in overshadowing in excess of the permitted 35% of the adjoining southern neighbouring lots.
The development can therefore be considered to be largely consistent with the residential typology
encouraged for non-residential development within the residential zone and will therefore be compatible with
the existing surrounding residential development in the locality.
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6. Conclusion

This report has been prepared by element in support of a development application for a proposed Child Care
Premise at Lots 10 and 860 (No. 70 and 72) Armstrong Road, Wilson. Based on the planning assessment in
the above report it is considered that the proposed development is largely consistent with the strategic and
statutory planning framework provisions that relate to the proposal. Some key points from the assessment
that support the application, include:
• The development is strategically located in close proximity to a local primary school, other community
services, major road (Bungaree Road) and bus stops with frequent services.
• The proposal will provide an important and in-demand community service in high-quality care and
educational service for children in the local area.
• The development has been designed in conjunction with the landscaping of the surrounding area to
ensure that it will present well to the streetscape with mature landscaping. The landscaping will also
have functional purpose to reduce the heat from any surrounding paved and uncovered parking areas
and provide shade to outdoor play areas – contributing to the overall amenity of the area.
• Technical reports have been provided in support of the development and identify that the facility will
not have an adverse impact on the existing traffic patterns of the suburb and also that the parking
provided on site is appropriate for the size of the facility proposed.
• The development has been designed to consider recommendations and outcomes from the technical
acoustic report to ensure that the proposal does not detrimentally impact upon the surrounding
residential dwellings.
• The design strategy incorporates contemporary lines and an appropriate material palette to create a
Child Care Premises that is inclusive and inviting to the local community and generally consistent with
the established residential character of the area.
In conclusion the proposed development is high quality in design and ensures that it is sensitive to the
surrounding residential amenity. Accordingly, it is respectfully requested that the City support and the JDAP
approve the proposed development.
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Appendix A

Certificate of Title
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REGISTER NUMBER

10/D25629
WESTERN

AUSTRALIA

DUPLICATE
EDITION

DATE DUPLICATE ISSUED

1

RECORD OF CERTIFICATE OF TITLE

8/3/2005
VOLUME

1272

FOLIO

206

UNDER THE TRANSFER OF LAND ACT 1893
The person described in the first schedule is the registered proprietor of an estate in fee simple in the land described below subject to the
reservations, conditions and depth limit contained in the original grant (if a grant issued) and to the limitations, interests, encumbrances and
notifications shown in the second schedule.

REGISTRAR OF TITLES

LAND DESCRIPTION:
LOT 10 ON DIAGRAM 25629
REGISTERED PROPRIETOR:
(FIRST SCHEDULE)
SABRINA LYNN MINIC
MICHAEL LEE MINIC
BOTH OF 17 MCNESS GLADE, SALTER POINT
AS JOINT TENANTS
(T M603375 ) REGISTERED 9/4/2014
LIMITATIONS, INTERESTS, ENCUMBRANCES AND NOTIFICATIONS:
(SECOND SCHEDULE)
1.

*M603376

Warning:

MORTGAGE TO COMMONWEALTH BANK OF AUSTRALIA REGISTERED 9/4/2014.

A current search of the sketch of the land should be obtained where detail of position, dimensions or area of the lot is required.
* Any entries preceded by an asterisk may not appear on the current edition of the duplicate certificate of title.
Lot as described in the land description may be a lot or location.

----------------------------------------END OF CERTIFICATE OF TITLE---------------------------------------STATEMENTS:
The statements set out below are not intended to be nor should they be relied on as substitutes for inspection of the land
and the relevant documents or for local government, legal, surveying or other professional advice.

SKETCH OF LAND:
PREVIOUS TITLE:
PROPERTY STREET ADDRESS:
LOCAL GOVERNMENT AUTHORITY:
NOTE 1:

1272-206 (10/D25629)
1140-357
70 ARMSTRONG RD, WILSON.
CITY OF CANNING

DUPLICATE CERTIFICATE OF TITLE NOT ISSUED AS REQUESTED BY DEALING
M603376

LANDGATE COPY OF ORIGINAL NOT TO SCALE 12/08/2020 04:30 PM Request number: 60888627
www.landgate.wa.gov.au

REGISTER NUMBER

860/DP47307
WESTERN

AUSTRALIA

DUPLICATE
EDITION

DATE DUPLICATE ISSUED

2

RECORD OF CERTIFICATE OF TITLE

28/1/2014
VOLUME

2604

FOLIO

501

UNDER THE TRANSFER OF LAND ACT 1893
The person described in the first schedule is the registered proprietor of an estate in fee simple in the land described below subject to the
reservations, conditions and depth limit contained in the original grant (if a grant issued) and to the limitations, interests, encumbrances and
notifications shown in the second schedule.

REGISTRAR OF TITLES

LAND DESCRIPTION:
LOT 860 ON DEPOSITED PLAN 47307
REGISTERED PROPRIETOR:
(FIRST SCHEDULE)
TIMOTHY SCOTT JARDINE
REBECCA LEE SPARROWHAWK
BOTH OF 72 ARMSTRONG ROAD, WILSON
AS JOINT TENANTS
(T M539566 ) REGISTERED 4/2/2014
LIMITATIONS, INTERESTS, ENCUMBRANCES AND NOTIFICATIONS:
(SECOND SCHEDULE)
1.

*M539567

Warning:

MORTGAGE TO COMMONWEALTH BANK OF AUSTRALIA REGISTERED 4/2/2014.

A current search of the sketch of the land should be obtained where detail of position, dimensions or area of the lot is required.
* Any entries preceded by an asterisk may not appear on the current edition of the duplicate certificate of title.
Lot as described in the land description may be a lot or location.

----------------------------------------END OF CERTIFICATE OF TITLE---------------------------------------STATEMENTS:
The statements set out below are not intended to be nor should they be relied on as substitutes for inspection of the land
and the relevant documents or for local government, legal, surveying or other professional advice.

SKETCH OF LAND:
PREVIOUS TITLE:
PROPERTY STREET ADDRESS:
LOCAL GOVERNMENT AUTHORITY:
NOTE 1:

DP47307
1253-550
72 ARMSTRONG RD, WILSON.
CITY OF CANNING

DUPLICATE CERTIFICATE OF TITLE NOT ISSUED AS REQUESTED BY DEALING
M539567

LANDGATE COPY OF ORIGINAL NOT TO SCALE 12/08/2020 04:30 PM Request number: 60888627
www.landgate.wa.gov.au
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not to scale

(NORTH DIRECTLY UP THE SHEET IN THIS IMAGE)

not to scale

(NORTH DIRECTLY UP THE SHEET IN THIS IMAGE)

SITE ANALYSIS

THE SUBJECT SITE CONSIST OF TWO LOTS. LOT 860 IS LOCATED ON
THE CORNER OF BUNGAREE ROAD AND ARMSTRONG ROAD. LOT 10
FRONTS ARMSTRONG ROAD AND ADJOINS TO THE NORTH. TOTAL
COMBINED SITE AREA IS 1518sqm. SITE FALLS IN THE CITY OF CANNING
MUNICIPALITY WITHIN A MAINLY RESIDENTIAL AREA. SITE IS RELAVITELY
FLAT WITH LITTLE TO NO SITE FALL

LOCAL PLANNING SCHEME
City of Canning Scheme No. 40
Residential (canning), Residential (canning)
R40 (canning)
No Restricted or Additional Uses

STATE PLANNING POLICIES MAY APPLY

LOCAL AMENITITES
ONE LOT TO THE N/E UP ARMSTRONG ROAD IS WILSON PRIMARY
SCHOOL AND THEIR 43+ SPACE CARPARK
EUREKA ROAD SHOPS 150m TO THE WEST
BUS ROUTES 72, 178, 179, 509 AND 656 200m TO THE S/E
LEACH HIGHWAY 200m TO THE S/E
PERTH CBD 11km TO N/W
CANNING RIVER REGIONAL PARK 500m TO THE S/E

NOTE: SITE SURVEY PREPARED BY ORACLE SURVEYS (JOB No. 3785)

SITE ANALYSIS (EXISTING CONDITIONS)

1 : 200
DRAWING NO:

CHECKED: AH

/0

06/08/2020
DATE

DA01

7.55

7.45

DESIGN RESPONSE

3500

1200

ROAD
ARMST RONG

landscape

THE PROPOSED TWO STOREY CHILDCARE CENTRE ADDRESSES BOTH
STREET FRONTAGES WITH INTERACTION TO BOTH BUNGAREE AND
ARMSTRONG ROADS. THE FACADE DESIGN IS COMPLIMENTARY TO THE
EXISTING NEIGHBOURHOOD CHARACTER WITH BOTH FEATURE FACE
BRICKWORK AND PITCHED COLORBOND ROOFING IN KEEPING THE
ADJOINING RESIDENCES.

fire
stair

9970

PROPOSED
CHILDCARE
CENTRE

carpark
entry/exit

BOTH THE PEDESTRIAN ACCESS AND VEHICLE ACCESS IS VIA
ARMSTRONG ROAD. THE TWO EXISTING VEHICLE CROSSING WILL BE
REMOVED AND NATURE STRIP RE-INSTATED. A NEW VEHICLE CROSSING
IS PROPOSED TO ALIGN WITH THE NEW CARPARK ENTRY TO THE
SATISFACTION OF THE RESPONSIBLE AUTHORITY.

pedestrian footpath

THE PLAYSCAPE AREAS HAVE BEEN CAREFULLY LOCATED WITH
ADJOINING RESIDENCES PROTECTED FROM ACOUSTIC IMPACT BY
DESIGN AND ACOUSTIC FENCING WHERE REQUIRED.

3020
entry
below

3270

THE CENTRE WILL BE LIGHT FILLED WITH AMPLE GLAZING NOTING THAT
ALL WINDOWS FACING BOTH ADJOINING PROPERTIES HAVE RAISED
SILL HEIGHTS OF 1700 TO PROTECT PRIVACY AND AVOID
OVERLOOKING. WINDOW LOCATIONS ALSO ALLOW FOR ENERGY
EFFICIENT CROSS VENTILATION OF THE BUILDING.

landscape

DEEP EAVES TO THE FIRST FLOOR ALSO ASSIST ENERGY EFFICIENCY.
THE EAVES HAVE BEEN CUT BACK TO THE INTERNAL SOUTHERN
CORNER OF THE FIRST FLOOR TO ASSIST REDUCTION OF OVER
SHADOWING TO THE ADJOINING PROPERTY ON BUNGAREE ROAD

1420

NO REAL TREES OF SIGNIFCANCE ARE LOCTED ON THE SUBJECT SITE.
ONLY ONE ESTABLISHED TREE IS MARKED FOR REMOVAL .PROPOSED
LANDSCAPING WILL INCLUDE PERIMETER SCREEN PLANTING ALONG
BOUNDARIES.
OVERALL THE PROPOSED CHILDCARE CENTRES PROVIDES A WELL
RESOLVED FACITLITY WHICH IS SYMPATHETIC TO EXISTING
NEIGHBROUHOOD CHARACTER AND THE RESIDENTIAL ENVIRONMENT IN
WHICH IT IS PROPOSED.

first floor playscape

41
90

AREA ANALYSIS

ground floor outdoor playscape

6620

TOTAL SITE AREA 1518m²
SITE COVERAGE 889m² (58%)
BUILDING AREA
GROUND LEVEL
FIRST FLOOR
FF PLAY SCAPE
TOTAL AREA

432m²
360m²
359m²
1151m²

PARKING REQUIREMENTS 21 bays provided (6 visitor + 15 staff)
4 secure bicycle parks provided on site

BUNGAREE

ROAD
CHILDCARE CENTRE ANALYSIS
OPERATION HOURS 6.30am-6.30pm
GROUP ROOM 1
GROUP ROOM 2
GROUP ROOM 3
GROUP ROOM 4

0<24 months
24<36 months
36+ months
24<36 months
36+ months
GROUP ROOM 5 24<36 months
GROUP ROOM 6 36+ months

1

12 PLACES
10 PLACES
20 PLACES
10 PLACES
10 PLACES
10 PLACES
20 PLACES

3 STAFF
2 STAFF
2 STAFF
2 STAFF
1 STAFF
2 STAFF
2 STAFF
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DESCRIPTION

06/08/2020
DATE

location of condenser units - nominal
size shown tbc by engineer

DA05
3

new vehicle crossing to the satisfaction of
the responsible authority

acoustic fence to underside of floor over

condenser
units

pillar signage

fire
stair

5.4x2.4 staff
carspace

1000

5.4x2.4 staff
carspace

5.4x2.4 staff
carspace

bin
store
300

5.4x2.6
carspace

5.4x2.4 staff
carspace

5.4x2.4 staff
carspace

5.4x2.4 staff
carspace

5.4x2.4 staff
carspace

5.4x2.4 staff
carspace

5.4x2.4 staff
carspace

5.4x2.4 staff
carspace

5.4x2.4 staff
carspace

5.4x2.4 staff
carspace

UNENCUMBERED
PLAYSPACE

LANDSCAPING

BUILDING AREA

UP

CARPARK

PAVING
or similar

14600

ROAD

boundary 24.14m

no fence

remove existing vehicle crossing reinstate
nature strip to the satisfaction of the
responsible authority

LEGEND

proposed 1800h solid fence
1800h existing colorbond fence

1200

boundary 40.23m

PROPOSED TREE
indicative (refer to landscape
design for further details)

carpark
total 21 spaces
(6 visitor + 15 staff)

6400

vehicle crossing

6400

1200h glazed
capture fence & gate

300

line of awning over

1200h glazed capture fence & gate

ra
ce i se d
ilin 33
g o 00
ve
r

fhr

sight triangle - no visual obstructions
over 900mm height

5.4x2.4
accessible

5.4x2.6
carspace

5.4x2.6
carspace

5.4x2.6
carspace

5.4x2.6
carspace

5.4x2.4 staff
carspace

5.4x2.4 staff
carspace

5.4x2.4 staff
carspace

5.4x2.4
turning bay

office

8.62 m²

foyer

entry

reception

5.4x2.4
shared area

11.27 m²

boundary 22.13m

exsitng tree to be removed

15.91 m²

3010

pantry

1200h brick wall with
600h tubular fence top

bicycle
parking

6.15 m²

1620

kitchen

lift

cot room

1430

provide emergency access gates within fencing

30.67 m²

17.66 m²

1800h solid fence

ARMST RONG

1000

fibre
1800h existing

1420

cement fence

UP

1800h tubular fence

remove existing vehicle crossing reinstate
nature strip to the satisfaction of the
responsible authority

DA05

servery

(0<24 months)

GROUP 1
12 places
39.89 unencumbered floor area
(minimum 39.00 sqm required)

piazza
42.07 m²

4

DA05

1

OUTDOOR PLAY AREA 1
nappy change

boundary 16.90m

10.47 m²

prep & store
6.49 m²

comms

154.23 m²
Places:22
Min Required:154m²
(details of playscape to future
landscape design)

dis wc & shr

laundry

7.12 m²

9.61 m²

dry yard

lockers & storage

GROUP 2
lockers & storage

(36+ months)

GROUP 3
20 places

children's toilet
2

66.08 unencumbered floor area
(minimum 65.00 sqm required)

rn
al
p

lay

sc
a

pe

fen

3000

ce
&

ga
te

65
80

10.62 m²

atelier
open atelier wall

1800h tubular fence

10 places
33.36 unencumbered floor area
(minimum 32.50 sqm required)

boundary 24.22m

lockers & storage

(24<36 months)

open atelier wall

bed store

140.29 m²
Places:20
Min Required:140m²
(details of playscape to future
landscape design)

2

6620

l ow

int
e

OUTDOOR PLAY AREA 2

bo

DA05

d
un
y8
ar
m
.54

minimum 1200h face brick fence with tubular fence infill (total fence 1800h)
boundary 19.70m

1
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ROAD
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DA05

LEGEND

3

3500

UNENCUMBERED
PLAYSPACE

LANDSCAPING
6900
highlight window

storage

highlight
window

highlight
window

BUILDING AREA

9960 min

(10x24<36 & 10x36+months)

CARPARK
highlight window

GROUP 4
atelier

20 places
69.26 unencumbered floor area
(minimum 65.00 sqm required)

PAVING
or similar
PROPOSED TREE
indicative (refer to landscape
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1. INTRODUCTION
Herring Storer Acoustics were commissioned to undertake an acoustic assessment of noise
emissions associated with the proposed child care centre located at 70 – 72 Armstrong Road,
Wilson.
The report considers noise received at the neighbouring premises from the proposed development
for compliance with the requirements of the Environmental Protection (Noise) Regulations 1997.
This report considers noise emissions from :
‐

Children playing within the outside play areas of the child care centre; and

‐

Mechanical services.

We note that from information received from DWER, the bitumised area would be considered
as a road, thus noise relating to motor vehicles is exempt from the Environmental Protection
(Noise) Regulations 1997. We note that these noise sources are rarely critical in the
determination of compliance. However, as requested by council and for completeness, they
have been included in the assessment, for information purposes only.
For information, a plan of the proposed development is attached in Appendix A.

2. SUMMARY
We understand that it is proposed that the proposed child care centre would operate between
6:30am and 6:30pm, Monday to Friday and cater for up to 92 children.
It is noted that although the proposed child care centre would open before 7 am (ie during the
night period), the outdoor play area would not be used until after 7am. Thus, noise received at
the neighbouring residences from the outdoor play area needs to comply with the assigned day
period noise level. However, other noise sources would need to comply with the assigned night
period noise levels.
Noise received at the neighbouring premises from children playing in the outdoor areas would, with
the proposed boundary fencing, comply with the requirements of the Environmental Protection
(Noise) Regulations 1997, for the day period.
Additionally, noise from the mechanical services has also been assessed to comply with the
relevant criteria.
It is noted that noise associated with cars are exempt from complying with the Regulations. Noise
received at the neighbouring residences would comply with the Regulatory requirements, with
boundary fencing shown on Figure 02 in Section 5 – Modelling and parking during the night period
is restricted, as shown on Figure 03 in Section 5 Modelling.
Thus, noise emissions from the proposed development, would be deemed to comply with the
requirements of the Environmental Protection (Noise) Regulations 1997 for the proposed hours
of operation, with the inclusion of the boundary fencing as shown in Figure 02 in Section 5 and
the parking restrictions for the night period, as shown on Figure 03 in Section 5.
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3. CRITERIA
The allowable noise level at the surrounding locales is prescribed by the Environmental Protection
(Noise) Regulations 1997. Regulations 7 & 8 stipulate maximum allowable external noise levels. For
highly sensitive area of a noise sensitive premises this is determined by the calculation of an
influencing factor, which is then added to the base levels shown below in Table 3.1. The influencing
factor is calculated for the usage of land within two circles, having radii of 100m and 450m from the
premises of concern. For other areas within a noise sensitive premises, the assigned noise levels are
fixed throughout the day, as listed in Table 3.1.
TABLE 3.1 ‐ BASELINE ASSIGNED OUTDOOR NOISE LEVEL
Premises Receiving
Noise

Noise sensitive
premises : highly
sensitive area

Noise sensitive
premises : any area
other than highly
sensitive area
Note:

Time of Day
0700 ‐ 1900 hours Monday to Saturday (Day)
0900 ‐ 1900 hours Sunday and Public Holidays (Sunday /
Public Holiday Day)
1900 ‐ 2200 hours all days (Evening)
2200 hours on any day to 0700 hours Monday to Saturday and
0900 hours Sunday and Public Holidays (Night)
All hours

Assigned Level (dB)
LA10

LA1

LAmax

45 + IF

55 + IF

65 + IF

40 + IF

50 + IF

65 + IF

40 + IF

50 + IF

55 + IF

35 + IF

45 + IF

55 + IF

60

75

80

LA10 is the noise level exceeded for 10% of the time.
LA1 is the noise level exceeded for 1% of the time.
LAmax is the maximum noise level.
IF is the influencing factor.

Under the Regulations, a highly sensitive area means that area (if any) of noise sensitive premises
comprising –
(a) A building, or a part of a building, on the premises that is used for a noise sensitive
purpose; and
(b) Any other part of the premises within 15 m of that building or that part of the
building.
It is a requirement that received noise be free of annoying characteristics (tonality, modulation
and impulsiveness), defined below as per Regulation 9.
“impulsiveness”

means a variation in the emission of a noise where the
difference between LApeak and LAmax(Slow) is more than 15 dB when
determined for a single representative event;

“modulation”

means a variation in the emission of noise that –
(a) is more than 3 dB LAFast or is more than 3 dB LAFast in any one‐
third octave band;
(b) is present for more at least 10% of the representative
assessment period; and
(c) is regular, cyclic and audible;

Herring Storer Acoustics
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“tonality”

means the presence in the noise emission of tonal
characteristics where the difference between –
(a) the A‐weighted sound pressure level in any one‐third
octave band; and
(b) the arithmetic average of the A‐weighted sound pressure
levels in the 2 adjacent one‐third octave bands,
is greater than 3 dB when the sound pressure levels are
determined as LAeq,T levels where the time period T is greater
than 10% of the representative assessment period, or greater
than 8 dB at any time when the sound pressure levels are
determined as LASlow levels.

Where the noise emission is not music, if the above characteristics exist and cannot be practicably
removed, then any measured level is adjusted according to Table 3.2 below.
TABLE 3.2 ‐ ADJUSTMENTS TO MEASURED LEVELS
Where tonality is present

Where modulation is present

Where impulsiveness is present

+5 dB(A)

+5 dB(A)

+10 dB(A)

Note: These adjustments are cumulative to a maximum of 15 dB.

For this development, the closest neighbouring residences of concern to the proposed
development, are located to the south and east.
A subdivisional plan is shown below as Figure 01, noting that the lots for the proposed child care
centre are highlighted by the red shading.

FIGURE 01 – NEIGHBOURING LOTS
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At the neighbouring residences, with the Leach Highway being within 450 metre, the influencing
factor has been determined to be +2 dB for the neighbouring residences. Thus, the assigned noise
levels would be as listed in Table 3.3.
TABLE 3.3 ‐ ASSIGNED OUTDOOR NOISE LEVEL
Premises Receiving
Noise

Noise sensitive
premises : highly
sensitive area

Noise sensitive
premises : any area
other than highly
sensitive area
Note:

Time of Day
0700 ‐ 1900 hours Monday to Saturday (Day)
0900 ‐ 1900 hours Sunday and Public Holidays (Sunday /
Public Holiday Day)
1900 ‐ 2200 hours all days (Evening)
2200 hours on any day to 0700 hours Monday to Saturday and
0900 hours Sunday and Public Holidays (Night)
All hours

Assigned Level (dB)
LA10

LA1

LAmax

47

57

67

42

52

67

42

52

57

37

47

57

60

75

80

LA10 is the noise level exceeded for 10% of the time.
LA1 is the noise level exceeded for 1% of the time.
LAmax is the maximum noise level.

4. PROPOSAL
From information supplied, we understand that the child care centre normal hours of operations
would be between 0630 and 1830 hours, Monday to Friday (closed on public holidays). It is
understood that the proposed childcare centre will cater for a maximum of 92 children, with the
following breakdown of children :
0 – 2 years
2 – 3 years
3+ years

12 places,
30 places,
50 places.

It is noted that although the proposed child care centre would open before 7 am (ie during the
night period), the outdoor play area would not be used until after 7am.
For reference, plans are attached in Appendix A.

5. MODELLING
To assess the noise received at the neighbouring premises from the proposed development, noise
modelling was undertaken using the noise modelling program SoundPlan.
Calculations were carried out using the DWER’s weather conditions, which relate to worst case noise
propagation, as stated in the Department of Environment Regulation “Draft Guidance on
Environmental Noise for Prescribed Premises”. These conditions include winds blowing from sources
to the receiver(s).
Calculations were based on the sound power levels used in the calculations are listed in Table 5.1.
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TABLE 5.1 – SOUND POWER LEVELS
Item
Children Playing
Car Moving in Car Park
Car Starting
Door Closing
Air conditioning condensing Unit

Sound Power Level, dB(A)
83 (per 10 children)
76
85
87
4 @ 70

Notes :
1

Given the number and breakdown of children and from the information provided on the
plans provided, acoustic modelling of outdoor play noise was made, based on 40 children
playing within the ground outdoor play areas 1 and 2; and 50 children playing within the
first floor outdoor play area 3 at the one time. Thus, utilising a total of 9 groups of 10 children
sound power levels distributed as plane sources.

2

With regards to the air conditioning, we understand that the air conditioning has not been
designed at this stage of the development. However, it is understood that the air
conditioning condensing units would be located, as shown on the drawings, adjacent to
the bin store within the car park.

3

The noise level for the air conditioning has been based on the sound power levels used
for previous assessment of child care centres. From other studies, we understand that the
noise associated with the condensing units would be conservative.

4

Boundary fencing being as shown on the drawings attached in Appendix A. However, it is
noted that the south western boundary fence to 64 and 64B Bungaree, as shown on Figure
02 below, needs to be 2 metres high.

5

Noise modelling was undertaken to a number of different receiver locations for each of
the neighbouring residences, as indicated in Section 3 – Criteria. However, to simplify
the assessment, only the noise level in the worst case location for each location have been
listed.

6

Modelling shows that noise received at the neighbouring residence for car movements,
car starts and car doors closing would comply with the assigned noise level for the day
period. However, to achieve compliance at the future residences to the south (i.e. Lot
218) during the night period (ie before 7am), parking before 7am should be restricted to
the bays, as shown on Figure 03.
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FIGURE 02 – BOUNDARY FENCE

FIGURE 03 – PARKING REQUIREMENTS BEFORE 7AM
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6. ASSESSMENT
The resultant noise levels at the neighbouring residence from children playing outdoors and the
mechanical services are tabulated in Table 6.1.
From previous measurements, noise emissions from children playing does not contain any annoying
characteristics. Noise emissions from the mechanical services could be tonal and a +5 dB(A) penalty
would be applicable, as shown in Table 6.1. Noise emissions from both outdoor play and the
mechanical services needs to comply with the assigned LA10 noise levels.
TABLE 6.1 ‐ ACOUSTIC MODELLING RESULTS FOR LA10 CRITERIA
OUTDOOR PLAY AREAS AND MECHANICAL PLANT
Calculated Noise Level (dB(A))
Children Playing
Air Conditioning
44
19 (25]
38
31 (36)
45
30 (35)
44
11 (16)

Neighbouring Premises
North West
North East
South East
South West
( ) Includes +5 dB(A) penalty for tonality

With regards to noise associated with cars within the parking area, resultant noise levels are
tabulated in Tables 6.2 and 6.3. It is noted that noise emissions from a moving car being an LA1 noise
level, with noise emissions from cars starting and doors closing being an LAmax noise level.
Based on the definitions of tonality, noise emissions from car movements and car starts, being an
LA1 and LAMax respectively, being present for less than 10% of the time, would not be considered
tonal. Thus, no penalties would be applicable, and the assessment would be as listed in Table 6.2
(Car Moving) and Table 6.3 (Car Starting). However, noise emissions from car doors closing could
be impulsive, hence the +10dB penalty has been included in the assessment.
TABLE 6.2 ‐ ACOUSTIC MODELLING RESULTS LA1 CRITERIA
CAR MOVING
Neighbouring Premises

Calculated Noise Level (dB(A))

North West
North East
South East
South West

36
39
39
25

TABLE 6.3 ‐ ACOUSTIC MODELLING RESULTS LAmax CRITERIA
CAR STARTING / DOOR CLOSING
Calculated Noise Level (dB(A))
Neighbouring Premises

Car Starting

Door Closing

Day

Night

Day

Night

North West

47

47

47 [57]

47 [57]

North East

43

43

47 [57]

47 [57]

South East

46

42

50 [60]

46 [56]

South West

25

25

31 [41]

39 [49]

[ ] Includes +10 dB(A) penalty for impulsiveness.

Tables 6.4 to 6.10 summarise the applicable Assigned Noise Levels, and assessable noise level
emissions for each identified noise.
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TABLE 6.4 – ASSESSMENT OF LA10 NOISE LEVEL EMISSIONS
OUTDOOR PLAY (DAY PERIOD)

North West

Assessable Noise
Level, dB(A)
44

Applicable Assigned Noise
Level (dB(A))
47

Exceedance to Assigned
Noise Level
Complies

North East

38

47

Complies

South East

45

47

Complies

South West

44

47

Complies

Location

TABLE 6.5 – ASSESSMENT OF LA10 NIGHT PERIOD NOISE LEVEL EMISSIONS
AIR CONDITIONING

North West

Assessable Noise
Level, dB(A)
25

Applicable Assigned Noise
Level (dB(A))
37

Exceedance to Assigned
Noise Level
Complies

North East

36

37

Complies

South East

35

37

Complies

South West

16

37

Complies

Location

TABLE 6.6 – ASSESSMENT OF LA1 NIGHT PERIOD NOISE LEVEL EMISSIONS
CAR MOVEMENTS
Location
North West

Assessable Noise
Level, dB(A)
36

Applicable Assigned Noise
Level (dB(A))
47

Exceedance to Assigned
Noise Level
Complies

North East

39

47

Complies

South East

39

47

Complies

South West

25

47

Complies

TABLE 6.7 – ASSESSMENT OF LAmax DAY PERIOD NOISE LEVEL EMISSIONS
CAR STARTING

North West

Assessable Noise
Level, dB(A)
47

Applicable Assigned Noise
Level (dB(A))
67

Exceedance to Assigned
Noise Level
Complies

North East

43

67

Complies

South East

46

67

Complies

South West

25

67

Complies

Location

TABLE 6.8 – ASSESSMENT OF LAmax NIGHT PERIOD NOISE LEVEL EMISSIONS
CAR STARTING

North West

Assessable Noise
Level, dB(A)
47

Applicable Assigned Noise
Level (dB(A))
57

Exceedance to Assigned
Noise Level
Complies

North East

43

57

Complies

South East

42

57

Complies

South West

25

57

Complies

Location

TABLE 6.9 – ASSESSMENT OF LAmax DAY PERIOD NOISE LEVEL EMISSIONS
CAR DOOR

North West

Assessable Noise
Level, dB(A)
57

Applicable Assigned Noise
Level (dB(A))
67

Exceedance to Assigned
Noise Level
Complies

North East

57

67

Complies

South East

60

67

Complies

South West

41

67

Complies

Location
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TABLE 6.10 – ASSESSMENT OF LAmax NIGHT PERIOD NOISE LEVEL EMISSIONS
CAR DOOR

North West

Assessable Noise
Level, dB(A)
57

Applicable Assigned Noise
Level (dB(A))
57

Exceedance to Assigned
Noise Level
Complies

North East

57

57

Complies

South East

56

57

Complies

South West

49

57

Complies

Location

7. CONCLUSION
The proposed child care centre would only operate between 6:30am and 6:30pm, Monday to
Friday (excluding Public Holidays) and would cater for up to 92 children.
Noise received at the neighbouring residential premises from children playing in the outdoor
play area would, with the boundary fencing as shown on Figure 02, comply with the
requirements of the Environmental Protection (Noise) Regulations 1997 for the day period. It is
understood that although the child care centre would open before 7am, the outdoor play area
would not to be utilised until after 7am. Hence, compliance with the requirements of the
Environmental Protection (Noise) Regulations 1997 would be achieved.
Noise from the mechanical services has also been assessed to comply with the requirements of
the Environmental Protection (Noise) Regulations 1997 at all times.
It is noted that noise associated with cars movements and cars starting are exempt from
complying with the Regulations. However, noise emissions from car doors are not strictly exempt
from the Regulations. Noise received at the neighbouring residences from these noise sources
would comply with the Regulatory requirements, with boundary fencing shown on Figure 02 in
Section 5 – Modelling and parking during the night period is restricted, as shown on Figure 05 in
Section 5 ‐ Modelling.
Thus, noise emissions from the proposed development, would be deemed to comply with the
requirements of the Environmental Protection (Noise) Regulations 1997 for the proposed hours
of operation, with the inclusion of the boundary fencing, as shown on Figure 02 and the
restrictions to parking before 7 am, as shown on Figure 03.
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Executive Summary
Uptown Street Pty Ltd is seeking development approval for the proposed Childcare Centre located at 70-72
Armstrong Road, Wilson (the Proposal).
To satisfy the conditions of the development application the City of Canning (the City) requires the submission
of a Waste Management Plan (WMP) that will identify how waste is to be stored and collected from the
Proposal. Talis Consultants has been engaged to prepare this WMP to satisfy the City’s requirements.
A summary of the bin size, numbers, collection frequency and collection method is provided in the below
table.
Proposed Waste Collection Summary
Generation
Waste Type
(L/week)

Bin Size (L)

Number of Bins

Collection
Frequency

Collection

Bin Storage Area
Refuse

1,974

660

2

Two times
each week

Private
Contractor

Recycling

1,974

660

2

Two times
each week

Private
Contractor

A private contractor will service the Proposal onsite, directly from the Bin Storage Area. The private
contractor’s waste collection vehicle will enter and exit the Proposal in forward gear via Armstrong Road.
A building manager/caretaker will oversee the relevant aspects of waste management at the Proposal.
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1

Introduction

Uptown Street Pty Ltd is seeking development approval for the proposed Childcare Centre located at 70-72
Armstrong Road, Wilson (the Proposal).
To satisfy the conditions of the development application the City of Canning (the City) requires the submission
of a Waste Management Plan (WMP) that will identify how waste is to be stored and collected from the
Proposal. Talis Consultants has been engaged to prepare this WMP to satisfy the City’s requirements.
The Proposal is bordered by Armstrong Road to the north, residential properties to the east and south and
Bungaree Road to the west, as shown in Figure 1.

1.1

Objectives and Scope

The objective of this WMP is to outline the equipment and procedures that will be adopted to manage waste
(refuse and recyclables) at the Proposal. Specifically, the WMP demonstrates that the Proposal is designed to:




Adequately cater for the anticipated quantities of waste to be generated;
Provide adequately sized Bin Storage Area, including appropriate bins; and
Allow for efficient collection of bins by appropriate waste collection vehicles.

To achieve the objective, the scope of the WMP comprises:






Section 2: Waste Generation;
Section 3: Waste Storage;
Section 4: Waste Collection;
Section 5: Waste Management; and
Section 6: Conclusion.
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Waste Generation

The following section shows the waste generation rates used and the estimated waste volumes to be
2
generated at the Proposal. The anticipated volume of refuse and recyclables is based on the floor area (m ) of
the proposed Childcare Centre.
The estimated amount of refuse and recyclables to be generated has been based on the City of Melbourne’s
Guidelines for Preparing a Waste Management Plan (2017).
The childcare waste generation rate within these guidelines were adopted to determine the anticipated waste
generation from all waste generating areas including group rooms, breakout areas, staff rooms, kitchen,
2
piazza, reception and offices, totalling a floor area of 564m .
Table 2-1 shows the waste generation rate applied to the Childcare Centre.
Table 2-1: Refuse and Recyclables Waste Generation Rates
Refuse
Tenancy
Guidelines
Generation Rate
Childcare Centre

2.1

Melbourne

350L/100m²/week

Recyclables
Generation Rate

Operating Days

350L/100m²/week

7

Waste Generation Volumes

Waste generation is estimated by volume in litres (L) as this is generally the influencing factor when
considering bin size, numbers and storage space required.
Waste generation volumes in litres per week (L/week) adopted for this waste assessment is shown Table 2-2. It
is estimated that the Childcare Centre will generate 1,974L of refuse and 1,974L of recyclables each week.
Table 2-2: Estimated Waste Generation
Floor Area (m )

Waste Generation Rate
2
(L/100m /week)

Waste Generation
(L/Week)

Refuse

564

350

1,974

Recyclables

564

350

1,974

Childcare Centre

2

Total

TW20082 - Waste Management Plan.1a
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Waste Storage

To ensure that waste is managed appropriately at the Proposal, it is important to allow for sufficient space to
accommodate the required quantity of bins within the Bin Storage Area. The quantity, size and design of the
Bin Storage Area is described in the following sections.

3.1

Internal Bins

To promote positive recycling behaviour and maximise diversion from landfill, the Childcare Centre will make
provision for internal refuse and recycling bins throughout the facility for the separate disposal of refuse and
recyclables. Waste from these internal bins will be transferred by staff/cleaners to the Bin Storage Area and
deposited into the appropriate bins.

3.2

Bin Storage Area

Waste materials generated within the Proposal will be collected in the bins located in the Bin Storage Area
shown in Figure 2.

3.2.1

Bin Sizes

Table 3-1 gives the typical dimensions of standard bins sizes that may utilised at the Proposal. It should be
noted that these bin dimensions are approximate and can vary slightly between suppliers.
Table 3-1: Typical Bin Dimensions
240L

Bin Sizes
660L

1,100L

Depth (mm)

730

780

1,070

Width (mm)

585

1,260

1,240

Height (mm)

1,060

1,200

1,300

427

983

1,327

Dimensions

2

Area (mm )
Reference: SULO Bin Specification Data Sheets

3.2.2

Bin Storage Area Size

To ensure sufficient area is available for storage of the bins, the amount of bins required for the Bin Storage
Area was modelled utilising the estimated waste generation in Table 2-2, bin sizes in Table 3-1 and based on
collection of refuse and recyclables twice each week from the Proposal.
Based on the results shown in Table 3-2 the Bin Storage Area has been sized to accommodate:



Two 660L refuse bins; and
Two 660L recycling bins.

Table 3-2: Bin Requirements for Bin Storage Area
Waste Generation
Waste Stream
(L/week)

240L

Number of Bins Required
660L

1,100L

Refuse

1,974

5

2

1

Recycling

1,974

5

2

1
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The configuration of these bins within the Bin Storage Area is shown in Figure 2. It is worth noting that the
number of bins and corresponding placement of bins shown in Figure 2 represents the maximum requirements
assuming two collections each week of refuse and recyclables. Increased collection frequencies would reduce
the required number of bins.

3.2.3

Bin Storage Area Design

The design of the Bin Storage Area will take into consideration:













Undercover and be designed to not permit stormwater to enter into the drain;
Ability to service each bin independently of all others;
Refuse and recycling bins are to be co-located within the Bin Storage Area in clearly defined locations;
Appropriate signage that identifies what items are and are not accepted in the refuse and recycling
bins, any hazards or potential dangers, and any relevant points of contact for the waste system;
The pathway between the Bin Storage Area and the collection point should be graded evenly with no
obstructions, steps or risers;
No stacking of rows of bins;
A concrete floor graded to a bucket trap, or similar, connected to the sewer and provided with a
mains water supply to facilitate regular cleaning of the bins;
Mechanically ventilated to a suitable standard;
Adequate aisle/door widths for easy manoeuvring of bins in and out;
Located behind the building setback line;
Bins are not visible from the property boundary or areas trafficable by the public; and
Bins are reasonably secured from theft and vandalism.

Bin numbers and storage space within the Bin Storage Area will be monitored by the building
manager/caretaker during the operation of the Proposal to ensure that the number of bins and collection
frequency is sufficient.
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Waste Collection

A private contractor will service the Proposal and provide the Childcare Centre with two 660L bins for refuse
and two 660L bins for recyclables. The private contractor will collect refuse and recyclables twice each week
utilising a rear loader waste collection vehicle.
The ability for a private contractor’s rear loader waste collection vehicle to access the Proposal in a safe
manner has been assessed by Transcor, as discussed below.
The private contractor’s rear loader waste collection vehicle will service the bins onsite, directly from the Bin
Storage Area. The private contractors rear loader waste collection vehicle will travel with left hand lane traffic
flow on Armstrong Road and turn into the Proposal in forward gear, complete a point turn utilising the
dedicated turning bay (refer Diagram 1) and pull up directly opposite the Bin Storage Area for servicing.
Diagram 1: Waste Collection Vehicle Entry

It is proposed that servicing will be conducted outside of normal operating hours to allow the waste collection
vehicle to utilise the empty carpark for manoeuvring and mitigate impacts on local traffic movements during
peak traffic hours.
Private contractor’s staff will ferry bins to and from the rear loader waste collection vehicle and the Bin
Storage Area during servicing. The private contractor will be provided with key/PIN code access to the Bin
Storage Areas and any security access gates to facilitate servicing, if required.
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Once servicing is complete the private contractor’s rear loader waste collection vehicle will exit in a forward
motion, turning onto Armstrong Road moving with traffic flow (refer Diagram 2).
Diagram 2: Waste Collection Vehicle Exit

The above servicing method will preserve the amenity of the area by removing the requirement for bins to be
presented to the street on collection days. In addition, servicing of bins onsite will reduce the noise generated
in the area during collection. Noise from waste vehicles must comply with the Environmental Protection
(Noise) Regulations and such vehicles should not service the site before 7.00am or after 7.00pm Monday to
Saturday, or before 9.00am or after 7.00pm on Sundays and Public Holidays.
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4.1

Bulk and Speciality Waste Collection

Bulk and speciality waste materials will be removed from the Proposal as they are generated.
Adequate space will be allocated throughout the Childcare Centre for placement of cabinets/containers for
collection and storage of bulk and specialty wastes that are unable to be disposed of within the bins. These
may include items such as:





Refurbishment wastes from fit outs;
Clothing;
Batteries;
E-wastes;





White goods/appliances;
Cleaning chemicals; and
Commercial Light globes

These materials will be removed from the Proposal as they are generated and will be the responsibility of the
staff/cleaners. Removal will be monitored by the building management/caretaker, who will assist
staff/cleaners with the removal of these wastes, as required.
Sanitary wastes will be collected in situ. A suitably qualified sanitary waste collection and disposal provider will
be engaged to determine storage and collection requirements.
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Waste Management

A building manager/caretaker will be engaged to complete the following tasks:








Monitoring and maintenance of bins and the Bin Storage Areas;
Cleaning of bins and Bin Storage Areas, when required;
Ensure all staff/cleaners at the Proposal are made aware of this WMP and their responsibilities
thereunder;
Monitor staff/cleaner behaviour and identify requirements for further education and/or signage;
Monitor bulk and speciality waste accumulation and assist staff/cleaners with its removal, as
required;
Regularly engage with staff/cleaners to develop opportunities to reduce waste volumes and increase
resource recovery; and
Regularly engage with the private contractors to ensure efficient and effective waste service is
maintained.
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Conclusion

As demonstrated within this WMP, the Proposal provides a sufficiently sized Bin Storage Area for storage of
refuse and recyclables, based on the estimated waste generation and suitable configuration of bins. This
indicates that an adequately designed Bin Storage Area has been provided, and collection of refuse and
recyclables can be completed from the Proposal.
The above is achieved using:



Two 660L refuse bins, collected two times each week; and
Two 660L recycling bins, collected two times each week.

A private contractor will service the Proposal onsite, directly from the Bin Storage Area. The private
contractor’s waste collection vehicle will enter and exit the Proposal in forward gear via Armstrong Road.
A building manager/caretaker will oversee the relevant aspects of waste management at the Proposal.
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Figures
Figure 1: Locality Plan
Figure 2: Bin Storage Area
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1.0

Introduction

This Revised Transport Statement (TIS) has been prepared by Transcore on behalf of
Uptown Street Pty Ltd with regard to the proposed child care centre to be located at 70
– 72 Armstrong Road, Wilson in the City of Canning.
This Revised TIS reflects the updated development plan for the proposed child care centre
and addresses the comments received from the City on the original TIS (August 2020).
Appendix A, provides a table summary of the City’s comments and Transcore’s responses
to the comments.
The Transport Impact Assessment Guidelines for Developments (WAPC, Vol 4 – Individual
Developments, August 2016) states: “A Transport Statement is required for those
developments that would be likely to generate moderate volumes of traffic1 and therefore
would have a moderate overall impact on the surrounding land uses and transport
networks”.
Section 6.0 of Transcore’s report provides details of the estimated trip generation for the
proposed development. Accordingly, as the total peak hour vehicular trips are estimated
to be less than 100 trips, a Transport Impact Statement is deemed appropriate for this
development.
The site is located at the south eastern corner of the roundabout intersection of Bungaree
Road and Armstrong Road which is currently occupied by two residential dwellings as
shown in Figure 1. Wilson Primary School is located in close proximity of the site.
Key issues that will be addressed in this report include the traffic generation and
distribution of the proposed development, access and egress movement patterns and
parking demand & supply.
In order to review the parking utilisation of the Wilson Primary School parking on and off
Armstrong Road during the peak hours and establish if there would be an opportunity to
utilise the school on and off-street parking bays, Transcore undertook parking utilisation
surveys on Thursday, 25 June 2020 between 7:00AM to 9:00AM and 2:00PM to 4:00PM.
The outcome of the parking utilisation survey is documented in a technical note which is
provided in Appendix B.

1

Between 10 and 100 vehicular trips
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Wilson Primary
School

SUBJECT
SITE

Figure 1: Location of the subject site
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2.0

Proposed Development

The development proposal is for a child care centre (hereafter CCC) located at 70 & 72
Armstrong Road, Wilson.
A double-storey building is proposed to be constructed for the CCC which would cater for
about 92 children.
Vehicle access and egress to the proposed CCC will be via a full movement crossover on
Armstrong Road which leads directly to an at grade parking area. Waste collection will be
accommodated on site. A waste management plan is prepared by Talis Consultants which
identifies how waste is to be stored and collected from the proposed CCC.
The development plan shows a total of 21 parking bays inclusive of an ACROD bay. In
addition, a turnaround bay is also proposed within the car park.
Pedestrian access to the proposed CCC is available from Armstrong Road fronting the
subject site.
A copy of proposed development plan is included for reference in Appendix C.
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3.0
3.1

Vehicle Access and Parking
Access

Figure 2 shows the existing crossovers along Armstrong Road. Figure 3 illustrates the
proposed development access and egress system.
Vehicle access and egress to the proposed CCC will be via existing crossover (crossover 1)
on Armstrong Road which will be modified and relocated slightly west from its original
position (crossover A) as shown in Figure 3.
The existing crossover 2 (as shown in Figure 2) on Armstrong Road which currently serves
a residential property will be closed.

Crossover 1

Crossover 2

Figure 2: Existing crossovers
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Crossover A

Figure 3: Location of the proposed development crossover

3.2

Parking Demand and Supply

Review of the parking layout of the proposed child care centre confirms compliance with
the requirement of AS2890.1.
The City of Canning Local Planning Scheme No.42 provides parking requirement rates for
various land uses. The parking provision applicable to the proposed CCC is:
1 bay per employee; plus,
1 bay per 10 children.
The proposed CCC accommodates up to 92 children with a total of maximum 14 staff on
site. Based on the City’s policy, the parking provision of up to 24 car bays should be
provided for the proposed CCC.
The proposed development provides a total of 21 parking bays (inclusive of 1 ACROD bay),
which represents a theoretical potential shortfall of 3 bays.
Table 1 represents on floor staffing schedule for the proposed child care centre.
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Table 1. Staff Schedule
Time

No. of Staff

6:30AM – 7:00AM
7:00AM – 8:00AM
8:00AM – 9:00AM
9:00AM – 10:00AM
10:00AM – 3:00PM
3:00PM – 4:00PM
4:00PM – 5:00PM
5:00PM – 6:00PM

2
5
11
13
14
12
10
4

Review of this table shows the number of on floor staff will fluctuate throughout the
typical weekday. The maximum number of staff present on site would be 14. As evident
the maximum number of on-site staff occurs outside the peak periods for drop off and
pick up times. During off peak periods the visitor bays are generally vacant and as such
are available for use by the staff.
The estimated actual parking demand based on the trip generation presented in Section
3.3 shows that at least 6 bays should be reserved for drop off/pick up activities during
peak hours. Accordingly, 20 bays (14 bays for staff + 6 bays for visitor) are required to
address the anticipated parking demand. The proposed CCC provides a total of 21 bays
inclusive of one ACROD bay. Therefore, the proposed child care centre will have sufficient
parking bays to address the anticipated parking demand of the CCC.
Further assessment of the actual parking demand for the proposed CCC is documented
in the subsequent section of this report.

3.3

Estimated Actual Parking Demand Based on Trip Generation

Transcore has undertaken a parking analysis based on the anticipated peak hour traffic
generation of the proposed CCC, to estimate the anticipated actual peak parking demand
of the centre.
Section 6.2 of this report details the anticipated peak hour traffic generation of the
proposed CCC. The calculated morning peak hour trip generation of the proposed child
care centre is 36 vehicles in and 33 vehicles out of the car park (afternoon peak hour is
expected to generate less trips).
This represents a potential 36 vehicles using the child care centre car park during the peak
hour.
The RTA NSW “Guide to Traffic Generating Developments” section on child care centres
provides commentary on child care centre mode share, parking utilisation and parking
length of stay. It should be noted that the commentary provided in the RTA guide is based
on surveys of actual parking activity undertaken in New South Wales. The RTA guide
indicates highest parking demand of 0.23 cars per child and the average recorded length
of stay for all surveyed child care centres of 6.8 minutes.
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Conservatively assuming that the average length of stay for pick-up/drop-off parking for
the proposed child care centre is 10 minutes, it is calculated that each parking bay can
accommodate a turnover of up to 6 vehicles per hour.
It is therefore established that at least 6 (36/6 = 6) bays should be reserved for pick-up
and drop-off activities during peak hour periods which results in actual parking demand
of 20 bays (6 bays for drop off pick up + 14 bays for staff). As outlined earlier, the
maximum of 14 staff will be present on site during off peak periods. The actual number
of staff during peak periods will be less than 14 and therefore more bays will be available
for drop off/pick up activities if required.
The proposed development provides a total of 21 bays inclusive of an ACROD bay which
satisfies the estimated actual parking demand of the proposed CCC.
It should also be noted that:
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

Some of the staff and patrons of the CCC are expected to use public transport to
travel to and from the site;
Many patrons of the CCC will be local residents, some of which will walk their
children to and from the CCC;
Some patrons of the CCC may be employed at the nearby Wilson Primary School
and as such would not need to utilise the CCC’s car park for drop-offs and pickups as they would have a reserved parking space at the school;
Some patrons of the CCC may be parents of students at the nearby Wilson Primary
School and as such would not need to utilise the CCC’s car park for drop-offs and
pick-ups as they would use the parking spaces at the school;
Parking utilisation surveys undertaken for the Wilson Primary School (refer
Appendix A) indicates that ample on and off-street bays are available at the
Wilson Primary School during the morning and afternoon peak periods except a
short period of time between 3:00PM to 3:15PM. Therefore, there is an
opportunity to utilise the school on and off-street parking bays during the peak
periods of the child care centre if required(it should be noted that although
permission were sought from the school to undertake the parking surveys, no
formal discussions have been undertaken with the school with respect to the use
of on school site parking bays by CCC patrons);
As evident from Table 1, the number of on floor staff will fluctuate throughout the
typical weekday and during peak drop off/pick up times there would be less than
14 maximum staff on site after 3:00PM there would be only 12 staff on site; and,
The CCC operator will also encourage staff pooling as additional means of
transport to and from the site which would further reduce the parking demand at
the site.

For the reasons outlined above, it is considered that sufficient parking has been provided
to meet the anticipated need of the proposed CCC.
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4.0 Provision for Service Vehicles
A bin store is proposed within the parking area as shown in the proposed development
plan in Appendix C.
Waste collection and delivery activity will be accommodated within the proposed parking
area. A private contractor will be assigned to undertake waste collection and will utilise
the suitable trucks for the site that comply with the height clearance in the parking area.
A waste management plan is prepared by Talis Consultants which identifies how waste is
to be stored and collected from the proposed CCC.
The private contractors waste collection truck would enter the site via Armstrong Road
crossover in forward gear, complete a point turn within the parking area and pull up
directly opposite the bin storage area for servicing. Turn path analysis undertaken in
Appendix D confirm satisfactory movements of the waste collection truck.
The onsite service and waste collection activities will take place when the facility is closed
to ensure the whole car park is available for the vehicles manoeuvring, loading and
unloading activities with no disturbance to the operation of the centre.
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5.0

Hours of Operation

The proposed CCC is proposed to operate during weekdays between 6:30AM and 6:30PM
Monday to Friday.
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6.0 Traffic Volumes
6.1 Existing Development Trip Generation
The subject site is currently occupied by two residential dwellings. For the purpose of
robust assessment, no discount has been applied for the existing traffic generation of the
site.

6.2 Proposed Development Trip Generation
In order to establish an accurate traffic generation rate for this centre, traffic count
surveys undertaken by Transcore at similar centres in the Perth metropolitan area, were
sourced.
Discussions with the respective centre managers revealed that the peak drop-offs and
pick-ups for each of these centres occur between the hours of 7:00AM– 10:00AM and
3:00PM–6:00PM.
From the total number of children at each of the centres on the surveyed days, the
following average generation rates were established for the morning and afternoon
surveyed periods:
7:00AM–10:00AM: 1.58 trips per child (52% in/48% out)
3:00PM–6:00PM: 1.67 trips per child (47% in/53% out)
From this information, the traffic generation rate for the combined period of 7:00AM–
10:00AM and 3:00PM–6:00PM was calculated as 3.25 trips per child. To convert this
figure to a daily generation rate, this figure was increased to 3.5 trips per child to account
for any trips outside of the surveyed times. It was assumed that the daily in and out split
for vehicle trips was 50/50.
Furthermore, the following average peak hour generation rates were established from
the surveys for the child care centres:
AM peak hour: 8:00AM–9:00AM: 0.75 trips per child (52% in/48% out);
PM peak hour: 3:00PM – 4:00PM: 0.60 trips per child (55% in/45% out).
Comparison of the six-hour generation rates and the peak hour generation rates confirms
that the distribution of traffic from these centres is spread over the peak periods and that
full concentration of traffic does not occur in the peak hour. The AM peak hour represents
47% of the 3-hour AM peak period traffic generation and the typical school PM and road
network PM peak hours represent 36% and 29% of the 3-hour PM peak period traffic
generation, respectively. As such, child care centres operate quite differently to schools
as their peak period is spread out.
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Accordingly, assuming a maximum of 92 children being present at the Centre (i.e. centre
being at full capacity), the following number of trips was estimated for the proposed
centre:
AM road network peak hour: 69 trips generated (36 in/33 out);
PM road network peak hour: 56 trips generated (30 in/26 out);
Daily traffic generation: 322 trips generated (161 in/161 out).

6.3 Traffic Flow
Considering that access to the site is available solely via Armstrong Road, it is concluded
that all of the estimated development-generated traffic would arrive/depart to and from
the site via Armstrong Road and then dissipate throughout local road network.
As with similar centres, an overwhelming majority of patrons would originate from within
the local area with only a marginal number of patrons arriving from afar.
Hence, based on the general spatial distribution of residential developments in the
immediate area, connectivity of the local road network and the assumption that all traffic
attracted to the proposed Centre would arrive/depart via Armstrong Road, the Centre’s
traffic distribution adopted for this analysis is as follows:
30% to/from Bungaree Road north of the roundabout;
30% to/from Bungaree Road south of the roundabout;
10% to/from Armstrong Road west of the roundabout; and,
30% to/from Armstrong Road east.
Figure 4 illustrates trip generation and traffic distribution over the local road network for
the proposed child care centre.
The vehicles expected to access the subject site are likely to be private passenger cars
with a portion of 4WD.
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Subject
Site

Figure 4. Estimated traffic movements for the subject development – AM peak,
PM peak and total daily trips

6.4 Impact on Surrounding Roads
The WAPC Transport Impact Assessment Guidelines for Developments (2016) provides
guidance on the assessment of traffic impacts:
“As a general guide, an increase in traffic of less than 10 percent of capacity would not
normally be likely to have a material impact on any particular section of road, but
increases over 10 percent may. All sections of road with an increase greater than 10
percent of capacity should therefore be included in the analysis. For ease of assessment,
an increase of 100 vehicles per hour for any lane can be considered as equating to around
10 percent of capacity. Therefore, any section of road where the development traffic
would increase flows by more than 100 vehicles per hour for any lane should be included
in the analysis.”
The proposed development will not increase the traffic flows anywhere near the quoted
WAPC threshold to warrant further detailed analysis. The proposed development will not
increase traffic on any lanes on the surrounding road network by more than 100vph,
therefore, the impact of development traffic on the surrounding road network will not be
significant.
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7.0

Traffic Management on the Frontage Streets

Armstrong Rd north of the subject site, is constructed as a single carriageway two lane
road approximately 9.0m wide with pedestrian paths to the south side of the road. There
is on street parking along the south side of this road fronting the Wilson Primary School
in the vicinity of the subject site. Refer Figure 5 for more details.

Figure 5. Westbound view along Armstrong Road towards the roundabout
intersection of Armstrong Rd and Bungaree Rd
Armstrong Road is classified as an Access Road in the Main Roads WA Metropolitan
Functional Road Hierarchy and operates under a default built-up area speed limit of
50km/h. Section fronting the subject site and Wilson Primary School is also subject to a
40km/h school zone speed limit between 7:30 am to 9:00 am and 2:30 pm to 4:00 pm on
School Day.
Bungaree Road, west of the subject site, is constructed as a single carriageway two lane
road approximately 9.0m wide with pedestrian paths to the west side of the road as
shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Northbound view along Bungaree Road towards the roundabout intersection
of Armstrong Rd and Bungaree Rd
Bungaree Road is classified as a Distributor B Road in the Main Roads WA Metropolitan
Functional Road Hierarchy and operates under a default built-up area speed limit of
50km/h.
Armstrong Road and Bungaree Road form roundabout intersection located to the north
western corner of the subject site. Pedestrian crossings with refuge island are provided
at all four legs of this roundabout intersection.
Based on the latest available traffic data sourced from Main Roads WA’s website,
Bungaree Road (north of Leach Hwy) carried an average weekday traffic volume of
4,746vpd with 7.3% of heavy vehicles in 2019/2020.
Information available on Main Roads WA website provides crash statistics for the
roundabout intersection of Bungaree Road and Armstrong Road during 5-year period
ending 31 December 2019. Crash report information for this roundabout intersection is
presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Crash history for the Armstrong Rd/Bungaree Rd roundabout intersection
Total
Casualty
Intersection
Crashes
Armstrong Rd/Bungaree Rd
2
1
Right Angle Rear End
PDO Minor
Cycle
Dry
Daylight
2
0
1
0
2
2
All of the crashes reported are of right-angle type with one casualty and no fatalities in
the last 5-year period. Importantly no crashes involved pedestrian or cyclists.
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8.0 Public Transport Access
Available nearby transport services are shown in Figure 7. The closest existing bus
services to the subject site are bus routes 72 & 75 running along Bungaree Road (west of
the subject site) and bus routes 178 & 179 running along Armstrong Road (north of the
subject site). All bus routes operate from Elizabeth Quay Bus Station via Victoria Park
Transfer Station but terminate at various locations. Bus route 72 terminates at
Cannington Station. Bus route 75 terminates at Bannister Road/ Canning Vale Depot. Bus
routes 178 & 179 terminate at Bull Creek Station.
These bus services provide access to greater Perth rail network. The closest bus stop is
located on Armstrong Road approximately 21m east of the subject site. These stops are
easily accessible via existing footpath network.

Figure 7: Existing bus services (source: TransPerth)
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9.0 Pedestrian Access
Pedestrian access to the proposed development is available directly from the footpaths
along Armstrong Road and Bungaree Road.
Pedestrian crossing opportunities with refuge islands are also available at four legs of the
roundabout intersection of Bungaree Road and Armstrong Road.
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10.0 Cycle Access
Existing bicycle facilities sourced from the Department of Transport’s Perth Bicycle
Network Map in the vicinity of the subject site are illustrated in Figure 8.

Subject
Site

Figure 8: Bicycle Network Map
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11.0 Site Specific Issues
No particular site-specific issues have been identified for this proposed child care centre.
The City of Canning suggested to investigate the construction of two on-street parking
bays to overcome the theoretical car parking shortfall.
Section 3.3 of the TIA establishes the actual parking demand of the proposed child care
centre and provides the justifications for the adequacy of the proposed parking supply.
The site observations and extensive parking surveys undertaken by Transcore at similar
centres in the Perth metropolitan area and discussions with the respective centre
managers revealed that the peak drop-offs for each of these centres occur between the
hours of 7:00AM– 10:00AM. During this period all of the nearby school parking bays are
significantly underutilised (less than 50% utilisation) and three on-street bays are always
available on Armstrong Road for visitors. Therefore, provision of additional two on-street
bays would not be necessary.
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12.0 Safety Issues
No particular site-specific safety issues have been identified for this proposed child care
centre.
The City suggested to investigate the construction of a pedestrian path adjoining the
visitor bays and a crash barrier within the lot boundary, to the corner truncation of the
site.
A 750mm wide pedestrian path is the maximum width that realistically can be provided
for a pedestrian path adjoining the visitor bays considering the design parameters for the
proposed child care centre. In reality, the proposed path is unlikely to be used by staff
and visitors. Therefore, it is suggested to increase the aisle width to allow for better
vehicle manoeuvring within the proposed child care centre rather than providing a
750mm path with a reduced the aisle width. Walking through the proposed child care
centre car park which is a very low speed environment is common practice and would not
undermine safety.
Review of the crash statistics for the roundabout intersection of Bungaree Road and
Armstrong Road during 5-year period ending 31 December 2019 indicates only two rightangle crashes with one casualty and no fatalities. Speed limit of 50km/h applies to
Armstrong Road. The sections fronting the subject site and Wilson Primary School is also
subject to a 40km/h school zone speed limit between 7:30 am to 9:00 am and 2:30 pm to
4:00 pm. Therefore, the provision of a crash barrier is not required as suggested by the
City.
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13.0 Conclusions
This Revised Transport Impact Statement provides information on the proposed child
care centre to be located at 70 & 72 Armstrong Road, Wilson in City of Canning.
The site features good connectivity with the existing road network and enjoys access to
public transport service providing access to Elizabeth Quay Bus Port, Victoria Park
Transfer Station and Cannington Station. The subject site is currently occupied by two
residential dwellings and well served by existing pedestrian facilities.
Vehicle access to and from the site will be via a single full movement crossover on
Armstrong Road which leads to parking area of 21 bays (inclusive of an ACROD bay) plus
a turnaround bay.
The proposed child care centre will accommodate up to 92 children with a maximum of
14 staff on floor.
Based on the assessment undertaken in this report, the proposed parking supply of 21
bays inclusive of one ACROD bay is considered to be sufficient to cater for the anticipated
parking demand of the proposed CCC.
Review of the parking layout of the proposed child care centre confirms compliance with
the requirement of AS2890.1.
Additional parking is also available on street along Armstrong Road and at Wilson Primary
School car parks off Armstrong Road, which can be used by patrons of the child care
centre.
The traffic analysis undertaken in this report demonstrates that the traffic generation of
the proposed development is relatively low and would not have any significant impact on
the surrounding road network.
Waste collection and delivery activity will be accommodated within the site. A private
contractor will be assigned to undertake waste collection and will utilise suitable trucks
for the site that comply with the height clearance in the parking area. A waste
management plan is prepared by Talis Consultants which identifies how waste is to be
stored and collected from the proposed child care centre.
It is concluded that the findings of this Transport Impact Statement are supportive of the
proposed child care centre.
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Appendix A
CITY’S COMMENTS AND TRANSCORE’S RESPONSES TO THE
COMMENTS
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70 - 72 ARMSTRONG ROAD, WILSON| RESPONSE TO CITY COMMENTS
06 November 2020

1
2

CITY OF CANNING COMMENTS
Traffic Impact Statement
Page 6 of the Traffic Impact Statement refers to the trip generation presented in Section
3.4 instead of Section 3.3, which is required to be amended accordingly
The applicant is to construct 2 on-street parking bays to overcome the current car
parking shortfall. It is noted that the applicant is to liaise with Main Roads WA as this is
likely to require the relocation of an electronic speed sign

STATUS/COMMENT
This has been fixed in the revised TIS.
Section 3.3 of the TIA establishes the actual parking
demand of the proposed CCC and provides the
justifications for the adequacy of the proposed parking
supply. We understand the City is suggesting provision of
additional two on-street bays to theoretical parking
shortfall.
The site observations and extensive parking surveys
undertaken by Transcore at similar centres in the Perth
metropolitan area and discussions with the respective
centre managers revealed that the peak drop-offs for
each of these centres occur between the hours of
7:00AM– 10:00AM. During this period all of the nearby
school parking bays are significantly underutilised (less
than 50% utilisation) and three on-street bays are always
available on Armstrong Road for visitors. Therefore,
provision of additional two on-street bays would not be
necessary. Furthermore, the proposed on-street bays
may impact on CCC’c crossover sight lines, and traffic
operation of the roundabout intersection of Armstrong
Road/ Bungaree Road.
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1

Traffic and parking concerns
The pedestrian path adjoining the visitor bays is to be increased to minimum 1m wide
whereas it is currently proposed at 750mm w

2

A crash barrier is required within the lot boundary, to the corner truncation of the site
being at the corner near the roundabout intersection

3

The car bays which adjoin a path are to be provided with wheel stops in accordance
with AS2890.1

4

The sightline from the staff car bay which is adjacent to the fire stairs is restricted which
is to be improved; and
Obstructions are not to exceed 750mm in height within the 2m by 2m visual truncation
area
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The proposed 750mm wide pedestrian path was
suggested to address the initial comment by the City and
is the maximum width that realistically can be provided
considering the design parameters for the proposed CCC.
In reality, the proposed path is unlikely to be used by
staff and visitors. We suggest to remove this path to be
able to increase the aisle width to allow for better
vehicle manoeuvring. Walking through the CCC car park
which is a very low speed environment is common
practice and would not undermine safety.
Review of the crash statistics for the roundabout
intersection of Bungaree Road and Armstrong Road
during 5-year period ending 31 December 2019 indicates
only two right-angle crashes with one casualty and no
fatalities. Speed limit of 50km/h applies to Armstrong
Road. The sections fronting the subject site and Wilson
Primary School is also subject to a 40km/h school zone
speed limit between 7:30 am to 9:00 am and 2:30 pm to
4:00 pm. Therefore, the provision of a crash barrier is not
required as suggested by the City.
The two staff bays, near the turning bay, are adjacent to
landscaping area and therefore the wheel stops have not
been provided for these bays.
Given the aisle width internally is 6.1m and more than
the minimum required (5.8m) and the bay adjacent is for
staff –the sightline issue can be addressed through the
car parking management encouraging the staff members
to reverse in this bay. Furthermore, the staff bays would
generate only few traffic movements during the day.

Appendix B
PARKING UTILISATION SURVEY
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Technical Note: No 1
Project No: t20.153

Date: 06/11/2020

Project: Proposed Child care Centre (70 - 72 Armstrong Road, Wilson)
Subject: Parking utilisation survey

Introduction
In order to review the parking utilisation associated with Wilson Primary School on and
off Armstrong Road during the peak hours, Transcore undertook a parking utilisation
survey on Thursday, 25 June 2020 between 7:00AM to 9:00AM and 2:00PM to 4:00PM.
The parking survey was recorded in 15mins time intervals. The surveyed parking area was
divided into zone A, zone B and Zone C as shown in Figure 1.
Zone A consists of 43 bays for staff parking only, Zone B consists of 38 bays for visitors
and Zone C is on-street parking (5 bays) on Armstrong Road in the vicinity of the site.
The result of parking surveys is presented in Table 1, Table 2, Figure 2 and Figure 3.
The parking utilisation survey results indicated that during the AM peak hours (7:00AM
to 9:00AM) all parking bays are significantly underutilised (less than 50% utilisation) and
with at least 16 empty bays within Zone B (visitor bays) and 3 empty bays within Zone C
(on-street bays).
Review of the parking utilisation survey results during the PM peak hours indicated that
for a short period of time (3:00PM to 3:15PM) all parking bays were 100% utilised.
However, there were at least 17 car bays available at other survey times for Zone B (visitor
bays). On-street parking bays were fully utilised during the 2:45PM to 3:15PM but they
were almost 100% empty outside 2:45PM to 3:15PM period.
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Figure 1: Wilson Primary School car park with parking zones A, B & C
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Table 1. Parking utilisation survey (7:00AM – 9:00AM)
Zone

07:00 - 07:15

07:15 - 07:30

A

0

0

0

2

6

12

19

27

43

B

0

0

0

1

2

4

13

14

38

C

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

2

5

Total O ccupied

0

0

0

3

8

16

33

43

86

Available Bays

86

86

86

83

78

70

53

43

Zone

07:00 - 07:15 07:15 - 07:30

A
B
C
Total O ccupancy

0%
0%
0%
0%

07:30 - 07:45 07:45 - 08:00

08:00 - 08:15 08:15 - 08:30 08:30 - 08:45 08:45 - 09:00 Supply

07:30 - 07:45 07:45 - 08:00 08:00 - 08:15 08:15 - 08:30 08:30 - 08:45 08:45 - 09:00 Supply Average

0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%

5%
3%
0%
3%

14%
5%
0%
9%

28%
11%
0%
19%

44%
34%
20%
38%

63%
37%
40%
50%

19%
11%
8%

43
38
5
86

Table 2. Parking utilisation survey (2:00PM – 4:00PM)
Zone
02:00 - 02:15
20
A
2
B
C
0
Total O ccupied
22
Available Bays
64

02:15 - 02:30
20
4
0

24
62

Zone
02:00 - 02:15 02:15 - 02:30
A
47%
47%
B
5%
11%
C
0%
0%
Total O ccupancy
26%
28%

02:30 - 02:45 02:45 - 03:00 03:00 - 03:15 03:15 - 03:30 03:30 - 03:45 03:45 - 04:00 Supply
20
26
43
22
13
7
43
5
21
38
13
3
0
38
1
5
5
1
0
0
5
26
52
86
36
16
7
86
60
34
0
50
70
79

02:30 - 02:45 02:45 - 03:00 03:00 - 03:15 03:15 - 03:30 03:30 - 03:45 03:45 - 04:00 Supply Average
50%
47%
60%
100%
51%
30%
16%
43
28%
13%
55%
100%
34%
8%
0%
38
20%
100%
100%
20%
0%
0%
5
30%
30%
60%
100%
42%
19%
8%
86

Total Parking Utilisation
100%

120

90%

Percentage Utilisation

80%

86

86

86

90

83
78

70%

70

60%

50%
50%

60

53

40%
38%

30%

43
30

19%

20%
9%
10%

0%

3%

0%

0%

07:15 - 07:30

07:30 - 07:45

0%

0
07:00 - 07:15

07:45 - 08:00

08:00 - 08:15

08:15 - 08:30

08:30 - 08:45

08:45 - 09:00

Time
Total Percentage Utilisation

Total Available Bays

Figure 2: Parking utilisation survey charts – All Zones (7:00AM – 9:00AM)
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Total Parking Utilisation
120%

90
79
100%

100%

70
64

62

60

Percentage Utilisation

80%

60
50
60%

60%

34

42%

40%

30
26%

28%

30%
19%

20%
8%
0
0%

0
02:00 - 02:15

02:15 - 02:30

02:30 - 02:45

02:45 - 03:00

03:00 - 03:15

03:15 - 03:30

03:30 - 03:45

03:45 - 04:00

Time

Total Percentage Utilisation

Total Available Bays

Figure 3: Parking utilisation survey charts – All Zones (2:00PM – 4:00PM)
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PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT PLAN
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Appendix C
TURN PATH ANALYSIS
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1.0

Introduction

This Transport Statement (TIS) has been prepared by Transcore on behalf of Uptown
Street Pty Ltd with regard to the proposed child care centre to be located at 70 – 72
Armstrong Road, Wilson in the City of Canning.
The Transport Impact Assessment Guidelines for Developments (WAPC, Vol 4 – Individual
Developments, August 2016) states: “A Transport Statement is required for those
developments that would be likely to generate moderate volumes of traffic1 and therefore
would have a moderate overall impact on the surrounding land uses and transport
networks”.
Section 6.0 of Transcore’s report provides details of the estimated trip generation for the
proposed development. Accordingly, as the total peak hour vehicular trips are estimated
to be less than 100 trips, a Transport Impact Statement is deemed appropriate for this
development.
The site is located at the south eastern corner of the roundabout intersection of Bungaree
Road and Armstrong Road which is currently occupied by two residential dwellings as
shown in Figure 1. Wilson Primary School is located in close proximity of the site.
Key issues that will be addressed in this report include the traffic generation and
distribution of the proposed development, access and egress movement patterns and
parking demand & supply.
In order to review the parking utilisation of the Wilson Primary School parking on and off
Armstrong Road during the peak hours and establish if there would be an opportunity to
utilise the school on and off-street parking bays, Transcore undertook parking utilisation
surveys on Thursday, 25 June 2020 between 7:00AM to 9:00AM and 2:00PM to 4:00PM.
The outcome of the parking utilisation survey is documented in a technical note which is
provided in Appendix A.

1

Between 10 and 100 vehicular trips
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Wilson Primary
School

SUBJECT
SITE

Figure 1: Location of the subject site
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2.0

Proposed Development

The development proposal is for a child care centre (hereafter CCC) located at 70 & 72
Armstrong Road, Wilson.
A double-storey building is proposed to be constructed for the CCC which would cater for
about 92 children.
Vehicle access and egress to the proposed CCC will be via a full movement crossover on
Armstrong Road which leads directly to an at grade parking area. Waste collection will be
accommodated on site. A waste management plan is prepared by Talis Consultants which
identifies how waste is to be stored and collected from the proposed CCC.
The development plan shows a total of 21 parking bays inclusive of an ACROD bay. In
addition, a turnaround bay is also proposed within the car park.
Pedestrian access to the proposed CCC is available from Armstrong Road fronting the
subject site.
A copy of proposed development plan is included for reference in Appendix B.
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3.0
3.1

Vehicle Access and Parking
Access

Figure 2 shows the existing crossovers along Armstrong Road. Figure 3 illustrates the
proposed development access and egress system.
Vehicle access and egress to the proposed CCC will be via existing crossover (crossover 1)
on Armstrong Road which will be modified and relocated slightly west from its original
position (crossover A) as shown in Figure 3.
The existing crossover 2 (as shown in Figure 2) on Armstrong Road which currently serves
a residential property will be closed.

Crossover 1

Crossover 2

Figure 2: Existing crossovers
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Crossover A

Figure 3: Location of the proposed development crossover

3.2

Parking Demand and Supply

Review of the parking layout of the proposed child care centre confirms compliance with
the requirement of AS2890.1.
The City of Canning Local Planning Scheme No.42 provides parking requirement rates for
various land uses. The parking provision applicable to the proposed CCC is:
1 bay per employee; plus,
1 bay per 10 children.
The proposed CCC accommodates up to 92 children with a total of maximum 14 staff on
site. Based on the City’s policy, the parking provision of up to 24 car bays should be
provided for the proposed CCC.
The proposed development provides a total of 21 parking bays (inclusive of 1 ACROD bay),
which represents a theoretical potential shortfall of 3 bays.
Table 1 represents on floor staffing schedule for the proposed child care centre.
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Table 1. Staff Schedule
Time

No. of Staff

6:30AM – 7:00AM
7:00AM – 8:00AM
8:00AM – 9:00AM
9:00AM – 10:00AM
10:00AM – 3:00PM
3:00PM – 4:00PM
4:00PM – 5:00PM
5:00PM – 6:00PM

2
5
11
13
14
12
10
4

Review of this table shows the number of on floor staff will fluctuate throughout the
typical weekday. The maximum number of staff present on site would be 14. As evident
the maximum number of on-site staff occurs outside the peak periods for drop off and
pick up times. During off peak periods the visitor bays are generally vacant and as such
are available for use by the staff.
The estimated actual parking demand based on the trip generation presented in Section
3.4 shows that at least 6 bays should be reserved for drop off/pick up activities during
peak hours. Accordingly, 20 bays (14 bays for staff + 6 bays for visitor) are required to
address the anticipated parking demand. The proposed CCC provides a total of 21 bays
inclusive of one ACROD bay. Therefore, the proposed child care centre will have sufficient
parking bays to address the anticipated parking demand of the CCC.
Further assessment of the actual parking demand for the proposed CCC is documented
in the subsequent section of this report.

3.3

Estimated Actual Parking Demand Based on Trip Generation

Transcore has undertaken a parking analysis based on the anticipated peak hour traffic
generation of the proposed CCC, to estimate the anticipated actual peak parking demand
of the centre.
Section 6.2 of this report details the anticipated peak hour traffic generation of the
proposed CCC. The calculated morning peak hour trip generation of the proposed child
care centre is 36 vehicles in and 33 vehicles out of the car park (afternoon peak hour is
expected to generate less trips).
This represents a potential 36 vehicles using the child care centre car park during the peak
hour.
The RTA NSW “Guide to Traffic Generating Developments” section on child care centres
provides commentary on child care centre mode share, parking utilisation and parking
length of stay. It should be noted that the commentary provided in the RTA guide is based
on surveys of actual parking activity undertaken in New South Wales. The RTA guide
indicates highest parking demand of 0.23 cars per child and the average recorded length
of stay for all surveyed child care centres of 6.8 minutes.
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Conservatively assuming that the average length of stay for pick-up/drop-off parking for
the proposed child care centre is 10 minutes, it is calculated that each parking bay can
accommodate a turnover of up to 6 vehicles per hour.
It is therefore established that at least 6 (36/6 = 6) bays should be reserved for pick-up
and drop-off activities during peak hour periods which results in actual parking demand
of 20 bays (6 bays for drop off pick up + 14 bays for staff). As outlined earlier, the
maximum of 14 staff will be present on site during off peak periods. The actual number
of staff during peak periods will be less than 14 and therefore more bays will be available
for drop off/pick up activities if required.
The proposed development provides a total of 21 bays inclusive of an ACROD bay which
satisfies the estimated actual parking demand of the proposed CCC.
It should also be noted that:
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

Some of the staff and patrons of the CCC are expected to use public transport to
travel to and from the site;
Many patrons of the CCC will be local residents, some of which will walk their
children to and from the CCC;
Some patrons of the CCC may be employed at the nearby Wilson Primary School
and as such would not need to utilise the CCC’s car park for drop-offs and pickups as they would have a reserved parking space at the school;
Some patrons of the CCC may be parents of students at the nearby Wilson Primary
School and as such would not need to utilise the CCC’s car park for drop-offs and
pick-ups as they would use the parking spaces at the school;
Parking utilisation surveys undertaken for the Wilson Primary School (refer
Appendix A) indicates that ample on and off-street bays are available at the
Wilson Primary School during the morning and afternoon peak periods except a
short period of time between 3:00PM to 3:15PM. Therefore, there is an
opportunity to utilise the school on and off-street parking bays during the peak
periods of the child care centre if required(it should be noted that although
permission were sought from the school to undertake the parking surveys, no
formal discussions have been undertaken with the school with respect to the use
of on school site parking bays by CCC patrons);
As evident from Table 1, the number of on floor staff will fluctuate throughout the
typical weekday and during peak drop off/pick up times there would be less than
14 maximum staff on site after 3:00PM there would be only 12 staff on site; and,
The CCC operator will also encourage staff pooling as additional means of
transport to and from the site which would further reduce the parking demand at
the site.

For the reasons outlined above, it is considered that sufficient parking has been provided
to meet the anticipated need of the proposed CCC.
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4.0 Provision for Service Vehicles
A bin store is proposed within the parking area as shown in the proposed development
plan in Appendix B.
Waste collection and delivery activity will be accommodated within the proposed parking
area. A private contractor will be assigned to undertake waste collection and will utilise
the suitable trucks for the site that comply with the height clearance in the parking area.
A waste management plan is prepared by Talis Consultants which identifies how waste is
to be stored and collected from the proposed CCC.
The private contractors waste collection truck would enter the site via Armstrong Road
crossover in forward gear, complete a point turn within the parking area and pull up
directly opposite the bin storage area for servicing. Turn path analysis undertaken in
Appendix C confirm satisfactory movements of the waste collection truck.
The onsite service and waste collection activities will take place when the facility is closed
to ensure the whole car park is available for the vehicles manoeuvring, loading and
unloading activities with no disturbance to the operation of the centre.
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5.0

Hours of Operation

The proposed CCC is proposed to operate during weekdays between 6:30AM and 6:30PM
Monday to Friday.
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6.0 Traffic Volumes
6.1 Existing Development Trip Generation
The subject site is currently occupied by two residential dwellings. For the purpose of
robust assessment, no discount has been applied for the existing traffic generation of the
site.

6.2 Proposed Development Trip Generation
In order to establish an accurate traffic generation rate for this centre, traffic count
surveys undertaken by Transcore at similar centres in the Perth metropolitan area, were
sourced.
Discussions with the respective centre managers revealed that the peak drop-offs and
pick-ups for each of these centres occur between the hours of 7:00AM– 10:00AM and
3:00PM–6:00PM.
From the total number of children at each of the centres on the surveyed days, the
following average generation rates were established for the morning and afternoon
surveyed periods:
7:00AM–10:00AM: 1.58 trips per child (52% in/48% out)
3:00PM–6:00PM: 1.67 trips per child (47% in/53% out)
From this information, the traffic generation rate for the combined period of 7:00AM–
10:00AM and 3:00PM–6:00PM was calculated as 3.25 trips per child. To convert this
figure to a daily generation rate, this figure was increased to 3.5 trips per child to account
for any trips outside of the surveyed times. It was assumed that the daily in and out split
for vehicle trips was 50/50.
Furthermore, the following average peak hour generation rates were established from
the surveys for the child care centres:
AM peak hour: 8:00AM–9:00AM: 0.75 trips per child (52% in/48% out);
PM peak hour: 3:00PM – 4:00PM: 0.60 trips per child (55% in/45% out).
Comparison of the six-hour generation rates and the peak hour generation rates confirms
that the distribution of traffic from these centres is spread over the peak periods and that
full concentration of traffic does not occur in the peak hour. The AM peak hour represents
47% of the 3-hour AM peak period traffic generation and the typical school PM and road
network PM peak hours represent 36% and 29% of the 3-hour PM peak period traffic
generation, respectively. As such, child care centres operate quite differently to schools
as their peak period is spread out.
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Accordingly, assuming a maximum of 92 children being present at the Centre (i.e. centre
being at full capacity), the following number of trips was estimated for the proposed
centre:
AM road network peak hour: 69 trips generated (36 in/33 out);
PM road network peak hour: 56 trips generated (30 in/26 out);
Daily traffic generation: 322 trips generated (161 in/161 out).

6.3 Traffic Flow
Considering that access to the site is available solely via Armstrong Road, it is concluded
that all of the estimated development-generated traffic would arrive/depart to and from
the site via Armstrong Road and then dissipate throughout local road network.
As with similar centres, an overwhelming majority of patrons would originate from within
the local area with only a marginal number of patrons arriving from afar.
Hence, based on the general spatial distribution of residential developments in the
immediate area, connectivity of the local road network and the assumption that all traffic
attracted to the proposed Centre would arrive/depart via Armstrong Road, the Centre’s
traffic distribution adopted for this analysis is as follows:
30% to/from Bungaree Road north of the roundabout;
30% to/from Bungaree Road south of the roundabout;
10% to/from Armstrong Road west of the roundabout; and,
30% to/from Armstrong Road east.
Figure 4 illustrates trip generation and traffic distribution over the local road network for
the proposed child care centre.
The vehicles expected to access the subject site are likely to be private passenger cars
with a portion of 4WD.
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Subject
Site

Figure 4. Estimated traffic movements for the subject development – AM peak,
PM peak and total daily trips

6.4 Impact on Surrounding Roads
The WAPC Transport Impact Assessment Guidelines for Developments (2016) provides
guidance on the assessment of traffic impacts:
“As a general guide, an increase in traffic of less than 10 percent of capacity would not
normally be likely to have a material impact on any particular section of road, but
increases over 10 percent may. All sections of road with an increase greater than 10
percent of capacity should therefore be included in the analysis. For ease of assessment,
an increase of 100 vehicles per hour for any lane can be considered as equating to around
10 percent of capacity. Therefore, any section of road where the development traffic
would increase flows by more than 100 vehicles per hour for any lane should be included
in the analysis.”
The proposed development will not increase the traffic flows anywhere near the quoted
WAPC threshold to warrant further detailed analysis. The proposed development will not
increase traffic on any lanes on the surrounding road network by more than 100vph,
therefore, the impact of development traffic on the surrounding road network will not be
significant.
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7.0

Traffic Management on the Frontage Streets

Armstrong Rd north of the subject site, is constructed as a single carriageway two lane
road approximately 9.0m wide with pedestrian paths to the south side of the road. There
is on street parking along the south side of this road fronting the Wilson Primary School
in the vicinity of the subject site. Refer Figure 5 for more details.

Figure 5. Westbound view along Armstrong Road towards the roundabout
intersection of Armstrong Rd and Bungaree Rd
Armstrong Road is classified as an Access Road in the Main Roads WA Metropolitan
Functional Road Hierarchy and operates under a default built-up area speed limit of
50km/h. Section fronting the subject site and Wilson Primary School is also subject to a
40km/h school zone speed limit between 7:30 am to 9:00 am and 2:30 pm to 4:00 pm on
School Day.
Bungaree Road, west of the subject site, is constructed as a single carriageway two lane
road approximately 9.0m wide with pedestrian paths to the west side of the road as
shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Northbound view along Bungaree Road towards the roundabout intersection
of Armstrong Rd and Bungaree Rd
Bungaree Road is classified as a Distributor B Road in the Main Roads WA Metropolitan
Functional Road Hierarchy and operates under a default built-up area speed limit of
50km/h.
Armstrong Road and Bungaree Road form roundabout intersection located to the north
western corner of the subject site. Pedestrian crossings with refuge island are provided
at all four legs of this roundabout intersection.
Based on the latest available traffic data sourced from Main Roads WA’s website,
Bungaree Road (north of Leach Hwy) carried an average weekday traffic volume of
4,746vpd with 7.3% of heavy vehicles in 2019/2020.
Information available on Main Roads WA website provides crash statistics for the
roundabout intersection of Bungaree Road and Armstrong Road during 5-year period
ending 31 December 2019. Crash report information for this roundabout intersection is
presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Crash history for the Armstrong Rd/Bungaree Rd roundabout intersection
Total
Casualty
Intersection
Crashes
Armstrong Rd/Bungaree Rd
2
1
Right Angle Rear End
PDO Minor
Cycle
Dry
Daylight
2
0
1
0
2
2
All of the crashes reported are of right-angle type with one casualty and no fatalities in
the last 5-year period. Importantly no crashes involved pedestrian or cyclists.
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8.0 Public Transport Access
Available nearby transport services are shown in Figure 7. The closest existing bus
services to the subject site are bus routes 72 & 75 running along Bungaree Road (west of
the subject site) and bus routes 178 & 179 running along Armstrong Road (north of the
subject site). All bus routes operate from Elizabeth Quay Bus Station via Victoria Park
Transfer Station but terminate at various locations. Bus route 72 terminates at
Cannington Station. Bus route 75 terminates at Bannister Road/ Canning Vale Depot. Bus
routes 178 & 179 terminate at Bull Creek Station.
These bus services provide access to greater Perth rail network. The closest bus stop is
located on Armstrong Road approximately 21m east of the subject site. These stops are
easily accessible via existing footpath network.

Figure 7: Existing bus services (source: TransPerth)
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9.0 Pedestrian Access
Pedestrian access to the proposed development is available directly from the footpaths
along Armstrong Road and Bungaree Road.
Pedestrian crossing opportunities with refuge islands are also available at four legs of the
roundabout intersection of Bungaree Road and Armstrong Road.
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10.0 Cycle Access
Existing bicycle facilities sourced from the Department of Transport’s Perth Bicycle
Network Map in the vicinity of the subject site are illustrated in Figure 8.

Subject
Site

Figure 8: Bicycle Network Map
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11.0 Site Specific Issues
No particular site-specific issues have been identified for this proposed child care centre.
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12.0 Safety Issues
No particular site-specific safety issues have been identified for this proposed child care
centre.
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13.0 Conclusions
This Transport Impact Statement provides information on the proposed child care centre
to be located at 70 & 72 Armstrong Road, Wilson in City of Canning.
The site features good connectivity with the existing road network and enjoys access to
public transport service providing access to Elizabeth Quay Bus Port, Victoria Park
Transfer Station and Cannington Station. The subject site is currently occupied by two
residential dwellings and well served by existing pedestrian facilities.
Vehicle access to and from the site will be via a single full movement crossover on
Armstrong Road which leads to parking area of 21 bays (inclusive of an ACROD bay) plus
a turnaround bay.
The proposed child care centre will accommodate up to 92 children with a maximum of
14 staff on floor.
Based on the assessment undertaken in this report, the proposed parking supply of 21
bays inclusive of one ACROD bay is considered to be sufficient to cater for the anticipated
parking demand of the proposed CCC.
Review of the parking layout of the proposed child care centre confirms compliance with
the requirement of AS2890.1.
Additional parking is also available on street along Armstrong Road and at Wilson Primary
School car parks off Armstrong Road, which can be used by patrons of the child care
centre.
The traffic analysis undertaken in this report demonstrates that the traffic generation of
the proposed development is relatively low and would not have any significant impact on
the surrounding road network.
Waste collection and delivery activity will be accommodated within the site. A private
contractor will be assigned to undertake waste collection and will utilise suitable trucks
for the site that comply with the height clearance in the parking area. A waste
management plan is prepared by Talis Consultants which identifies how waste is to be
stored and collected from the proposed child care centre.
It is concluded that the findings of this Transport Impact Statement are supportive of the
proposed child care centre.
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Appendix A
PARKING UTILISATION SURVEY
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Technical Note: No 1
Project No: t20.153

Date: 10/08/2020

Project: Proposed Child care Centre (70 - 72 Armstrong Road, Wilson)
Subject: Parking utilisation survey

Introduction
In order to review the parking utilisation associated with Wilson Primary School on and
off Armstrong Road during the peak hours, Transcore undertook a parking utilisation
survey on Thursday, 25 June 2020 between 7:00AM to 9:00AM and 2:00PM to 4:00PM.
The parking survey was recorded in 15mins time intervals. The surveyed parking area was
divided into zone A, zone B and Zone C as shown in Figure 1.
Zone A consists of 43 bays for staff parking only, Zone B consists of 38 bays for visitors
and Zone C is on-street parking (5 bays) on Armstrong Road in the vicinity of the site.
The result of parking surveys is presented in Table 1, Table 2, Figure 2 and Figure 3.
The parking utilisation survey results indicated that during the AM peak hours (7:00AM
to 9:00AM) all parking bays are significantly underutilised (less than 50% utilisation) and
with at least 16 empty bays within Zone B (visitor bays) and 3 empty bays within Zone C
(on-street bays).
Review of the parking utilisation survey results during the PM peak hours indicated that
for a short period of time (3:00PM to 3:15PM) all parking bays were 100% utilised.
However, there were at least 17 car bays available at other survey times for Zone B (visitor
bays). On-street parking bays were fully utilised during the 2:45PM to 3:15PM but they
were almost 100% empty outside 2:45PM to 3:15PM period.
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Figure 1: Wilson Primary School car park with parking zones A, B & C
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Table 1. Parking utilisation survey (7:00AM – 9:00AM)
Zone

07:00 - 07:15

07:15 - 07:30

A

0

0

0

2

6

12

19

27

43

B

0

0

0

1

2

4

13

14

38

C

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

2

5

Total O ccupied

0

0

0

3

8

16

33

43

86

Available Bays

86

86

86

83

78

70

53

43

Zone

07:00 - 07:15 07:15 - 07:30

A
B
C
Total O ccupancy

0%
0%
0%
0%

07:30 - 07:45 07:45 - 08:00

08:00 - 08:15 08:15 - 08:30 08:30 - 08:45 08:45 - 09:00 Supply

07:30 - 07:45 07:45 - 08:00 08:00 - 08:15 08:15 - 08:30 08:30 - 08:45 08:45 - 09:00 Supply Average

0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%

5%
3%
0%
3%

14%
5%
0%
9%

28%
11%
0%
19%

44%
34%
20%
38%

63%
37%
40%
50%

19%
11%
8%

43
38
5
86

Table 2. Parking utilisation survey (2:00PM – 4:00PM)
Zone
02:00 - 02:15
20
A
2
B
C
0
Total O ccupied
22
Available Bays
64

02:15 - 02:30
20
4
0

24
62

Zone
02:00 - 02:15 02:15 - 02:30
A
47%
47%
B
5%
11%
C
0%
0%
Total O ccupancy
26%
28%

02:30 - 02:45 02:45 - 03:00 03:00 - 03:15 03:15 - 03:30 03:30 - 03:45 03:45 - 04:00 Supply
20
26
43
22
13
7
43
5
21
38
13
3
0
38
1
5
5
1
0
0
5
26
52
86
36
16
7
86
60
34
0
50
70
79

02:30 - 02:45 02:45 - 03:00 03:00 - 03:15 03:15 - 03:30 03:30 - 03:45 03:45 - 04:00 Supply Average
50%
47%
60%
100%
51%
30%
16%
43
28%
13%
55%
100%
34%
8%
0%
38
20%
100%
100%
20%
0%
0%
5
30%
30%
60%
100%
42%
19%
8%
86

Total Parking Utilisation
100%

120

90%

Percentage Utilisation

80%

86

86

86

90

83
78

70%

70

60%

50%
50%

60

53

40%
38%

30%

43
30

19%

20%
9%
10%

0%

3%

0%

0%

07:15 - 07:30

07:30 - 07:45

0%

0
07:00 - 07:15

07:45 - 08:00

08:00 - 08:15

08:15 - 08:30

08:30 - 08:45

08:45 - 09:00

Time
Total Percentage Utilisation

Total Available Bays

Figure 2: Parking utilisation survey charts – All Zones (7:00AM – 9:00AM)
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Total Parking Utilisation
120%

90
79
100%

100%

70
64

62

60

Percentage Utilisation

80%

60
50
60%

60%

34

42%

40%

30
26%

28%

30%
19%

20%
8%
0
0%

0
02:00 - 02:15

02:15 - 02:30

02:30 - 02:45

02:45 - 03:00

03:00 - 03:15

03:15 - 03:30

03:30 - 03:45

03:45 - 04:00

Time

Total Percentage Utilisation

Total Available Bays

Figure 3: Parking utilisation survey charts – All Zones (2:00PM – 4:00PM)
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Appendix B
PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT PLAN
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Appendix C
TURN PATH ANALYSIS
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Our Ref: 20-280
24 September 2020

Chief Executive Officer
City of Canning
Locked Bag 80
WELSHPOOL WA 6986
Attention: Planning Services – Stephanie Cohen-Radosevich – Senior Planning Officer
Dear Stephanie,

LOT 10 & 806 (NO. 70 & 72) ARMSTRONG ROAD, WILSON – AMENDED PLANS FOR
PROPOSED CHILD CARE PREMISES
In response to the comments received from the City’s Design Review Panel (DRP) on the 31 August
2020, we wish to address the key comments and issues raised in the DRP as per the responses in
the below table and the revised architectural and landscape plans attached.
Key DRP Comments/Issues

Response

Concerns regarding the bulk of the development, The upper floor has been provided with additional clear
recommended that the building comprise greater balustrading to reduce the appearance of bulk on the
articulation and clarity.
upper level and lighten the façade treatments.
The facades to neighbouring residential properties have
been broken up with colour and texture to add visual
interest and relief against the perception of bulk.
The fire staircase has been reduced in height to also
address concerns about bulk and scale.
In terms of clarity, there is also a rationalisation of the
amount of signage area on the building.
Roof form concerns recommended further The roof form is consistent with the residential architecture
consideration be given to alternative roof form prevalent in the locality as per the requirements of the
which reflects the nature of the building.
City’s child care premises local planning policy – the
change of the roof form would create a building with a
more commercial appearance, compromise the
residential amenity and feel of the locality and be
inconsistent with a stated requirement of the City’s Local
Planning Framework.
Concerns with the upper floor playground The amount of clear balustrading to the upper level has
surveillance from the street. It is recommended that been increased to improve the permeability and capacity
the location of the trees be reviewed as they would for visual surveillance from this level by users.
prevent any direct line of sight.
The trees have also been relocated slightly to reduce
potential for obscuring of the upper levels whilst still
balancing the contribution these trees will make to the
streetscape and the provision of shade to outdoor play
areas.

Level 18,191 St Georges Terrace, Perth Western Australia 6000 - PO Box 7375 Cloisters Square, Perth Western Australia 6850
T. (08) 9289 8300 E. hello@elementwa.com.au W. elementwa.com.au

There is no pedestrian path provided through the A pedestrian path has been provided from the car parking
car park which raises safety concerns, consider area to provide greater separation of pedestrians from
providing a path or separation.
vehicles entering and exiting the development. We can
also advise that the low speed environment and general
allocation of bays internally reduces internal conflict with
pedestrians in the car parking area.
The landscape plan requires further resolution.

The landscaping plan has been updated to include a
greater level of detail. The landscape planning of the play
areas is a detailed exercise undertaken by the operator
post planning approval. This level of information is not
able to be included within the landscaping plans provided
at development application stage. The final landscape
delivery of the play areas is appropriately left for the
operator and their specialist designers to undertake as
part of the operational considerations for the childcare
premises.

Queries were raised in relation to shade as the 2
large trees are not sufficient for the purpose of
shade. Concerns were raised in relation to shading
to the northern and north-western play areas and
openings. Plans are to indicate all shading devices
including trees and structure.

The final location and form of shade structures is dictated
by the layout of play equipment, however indicative
locations have been provided on the amended plans.
These have been provided to demonstrate the likely
number and locations of the shade sails. Final locations
will be determined in the detailed design of the play areas
as dictated by the specialist designers.

Discussion regarding the context & character of the
building. The Panel recommended an elevation
which shows the proposed development and
adjoining buildings to be incorporated into the
drawings. This will assist in explaining how the
response relates to the character of the locality.

The subject site is within an area subject to change with
the area recently up-coded to Residential R40 which is
likely to result in a greater proportion of two storey
residential development in the form of multiple dwellings
and grouped dwellings. The development will therefore sit
well within the intended future character and context of the
locality with generous street setbacks, appropriate open
space, compliant overshadowing and a generous
contribution in terms of landscaping to the street.
The elevations have been expanded to include the
existing residential development in the locality for
reference.

Opportunities to provide improved legibility to the Amended plans have been provided which show
entrance of the development.
distinctive and defining materiality at the building entrance
so it is clearer and more distinct for greater legibility from
the remainder of the development.
Sustainability and Community have not been The development now includes the provision of a
addressed, requires further consideration.
rainwater tank. Greater shade opportunities are also
provided. Additionally, the number of openings provided
enable the development to receive ample access to
sunlight. The ability to provide greater cross ventilation is
limited given the need for windows to be fixed to the
residential boundaries for acoustic purposes.
Additional sustainability features may be negotiated
between the landowner and tenants in due course to
reduce building operating costs and improve efficiencies.
Opportunities to improve the aesthetics of the There is brickwork proposed in the fencing and firewall as
development by incorporating brickwork which well as sections of the building to reflect the existing
references the surrounding developments.
residential architecture present in the locality. Further to
the above, the area is subject to further changes as a
result of the recent density upcoding which is likely to
result in modified contemporary built forms and materiality
in the locality over time.

We trust the above satisfies the DRP comments and concerns. Should you have any queries or
require clarification on the above matter, please do not hesitate to myself on 9289 8300.
Yours sincerely
element

Kate Bainbridge
Senior Consultant – Planning

Att.

Amended Plans
Amended Landscaping Plan

SCHEDULE OF SUBMISSIONS
Proposed Child Care Premises at Nos. 70 & 72 Armstrong Road WILSON
NO.
1.

AFFECTED PROPERTY
Address not provided

CONTENT OF SUBMISSION
No objection.

OFFICER’S COMMENTS
Noted.

The submitter stated that they believe the
child care premises will be a bonus to the
area as child care facilities are important and
required in Wilson.
2.

Owner

No objection.

Noted.

No objection.

Noted.

No objection.

Noted.

No objection.

Noted.

123A Leach Highway
Wilson
3.

Owner
2/18 Eureka Road
Wilson

4.

Owner
8 Eureka Road
Wilson

5.

Owner
43 Bungaree Road
Wilson
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6.

Owner

No objection.

Noted.

14 Hooson Way
Wilson
7.

Address not provided

No objection.

Noted.

8.

Owner

No objection.

Noted.

No objection.

Noted.

No objection.

Noted.

No objection.

Noted.

No objection.

Noted.

83 Armstrong Road
Wilson
9.

Owner
3/16-20 Hooson Way
Wilson

10.

Owner
1/16-20 Hooson Way
Wilson

11.

Owner
1/19 Hopkinson Way
Wilson

12.

Owner
17 Hopkinson Way
Wilson
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13.

Owner

No objection.

Noted.

No objection.

Noted.

No objection.

Noted.

No objection.

Noted.

Owner

No objection.

Noted.

64-66 Armstrong Road
Wilson

The submitter stated that the State
Government’s EduCare commitment seeks
to increase access to childcare services
within close proximity to public primary
schools.

Due to the relevant requirements for the
development to comply with the Environmental
Protection (Noise) Regulations 1997 the City is
unable to restricting delivery and service access
to the site to outside of the operating house.

The submitter has requested that a condition
be required which restricts delivery and
service vehicles from accessing the site
during the hours of operation of the
premises.

The Officer Recommendation section of the
responsible authority report includes a
recommend condition restricting delivery and
service access to the site.

1 McManus Street
Wilson
14.

Owner
10A Mc Manus Street
Wilson

15.

Owner
27 Hopkinson Way
Wilson

16.

Owner
3/103 Leach Highway
Wilson

17.
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18.

Occupier

No objection.

Noted.

No objection.

Noted.

11A McManus Street
Wilson
19.

Owner
2/84 Bungaree Road
Wilson

20.

Owner
67 Bungaree Road
Wilson

Objection.

There is adequate capacity in the existing road
network to accommodate the expected traffic
The submitter raised concerns regarding generated by this development.
This is
Bungaree Road being busy with school confirmed in the Transport Impact Statement,
children and traffic. The addition of 92 dated 10 November 2020, which has been
children to the area from 6:30am would be reviewed and supported by the City’s Officers.
dangerous as there have been serious
accidents in the past.
It is considered that the development will not
create any safety concerns for children attending
There are concerns in relation to noise from the child care premises or nearby primary and
the children and associated with drop offs, as secondary schools. Visitors to the child care
well as there being limited parking available. premises will park on-site or in the car parking
embayments within the road reserve, and
The proposed building will diminish the children will be accompanied by a
aesthetic value of the locality.
parent/guardian into the premises. Children
attending nearby primary schools will continue
to use the existing pedestrian footpath network
along Armstrong Road.
It is considered that noise emissions from the
child care premises will not negatively impact on
the amenity of the surrounding residential
properties. As confirmed in the Applicant’s
Environmental Acoustic Assessment dated 20
4|P a ge
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August 2020 the development will comply with
the
Environmental
Protection
(Noise)
Regulations 1997. This report has been reviewed
by the City’s Officers who are satisfied with the
Environmental Acoustic Assessment. In addition,
a condition is included in the Officer
Recommendation section which requires a 2m
and 2.2m high acoustic fence to be provided to
the south-eastern and south-western lot
boundaries.
It is noted that the design of the child care
premises has taken the surrounding residential
development into consideration as has been
designed to blend in with the existing built form
of the locality. The City’s Officers consider that
this new premises is in keeping with the visual
amenity of the locality.
21.

Owner
69 Armstrong Road
Wilson

Objection.

There is adequate capacity in the existing road
network to accommodate the expected traffic
The submitter raised concerns regarding the generated by this development.
This is
traffic and potential noise generated during confirmed in the Transport Impact Statement,
the day. The lack of car parking may result in dated 10 November 2020, which has been
parents parking on the verge of the reviewed and supported by the City’s Officers.
surrounding properties.
Visitors to the child care premises will park onsite or in the car parking embayments within the
road reserve, and children will be accompanied
by a parent/guardian into the premises. Children
attending nearby primary schools will continue
to use the existing pedestrian footpath network
along Armstrong Road.
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It is considered that noise emissions from the
child care premises will not negatively impact on
the amenity of the surrounding residential
properties. As confirmed in the Applicant’s
Environmental Acoustic Assessment dated 20
August 2020 the development will comply with
the
Environmental
Protection
(Noise)
Regulations 1997. This report has been reviewed
by the City’s Officers who are satisfied with the
Environmental Acoustic Assessment. In addition,
a condition is included in the Officer
Recommendation section which requires a 2m
and 2.2m high acoustic fence to be provided to
the south-eastern and south-western lot
boundaries.
It is consider that the proposed 21 on-site car
parking bays will not adequately accommodate
the practical parking needs of the proposed child
care premises.
In this respect, it is noted that the City has
recommended a condition which requires an
additional 2 car parking bays to be provided as
embayments within the road reserve. The
additional car parking bays within the road
reserve will ensure that the development has
provided the required number of car parking
bays required under Table 4 of the City’s Scheme.
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22.

Owner

Objection.

68A Bungaree Road
Wilson

The submitter raised concerns regarding
noise generated by the development, the
increase in traffic within the locality and the
impact it will have with respect to devaluing
property prices within the area.

It is considered that noise emissions from the
child care premises will not negatively impact on
the amenity of the surrounding residential
properties. As confirmed in the Applicant’s
Environmental Acoustic Assessment dated 20
August 2020 the development will comply with
the
Environmental
Protection
(Noise)
Regulations 1997. This report has been reviewed
by the City’s Officers who are satisfied with the
Environmental Acoustic Assessment. In addition,
a condition is included in the Officer
Recommendation section which requires a 2m
and 2.2m high acoustic fence to be provided to
the south-eastern and south-western lot
boundaries.
There is adequate capacity in the existing road
network to accommodate the expected traffic
generated by this development.
This is
confirmed in the Transport Impact Statement,
dated 10 November 2020, which has been
reviewed and supported by the City’s Officers.
Visitors to the child care premises will park onsite or in the car parking embayments within the
road reserve, and children will be accompanied
by a parent/guardian into the premises. Children
attending nearby primary schools will continue
to use the existing pedestrian footpath network
along Armstrong Road.
The issue of property values is noted; however,
the effect of land use planning and development
decisions, both positive and negative, on the
7|P a ge
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value of land is not considered to be a valid land
use planning consideration when assessing and
approving applications for development
approval for a permissible use.
A Child Care Premises is an ‘A’ (Discretionary)
land use within the Residential zone under the
City’s Local Planning Scheme No. 42, meaning
that the use is an appropriate form of
development within the Residential zone.
23.

Owner
71 Armstrong Road
Wilson

Objection.

There is adequate capacity in the existing road
network to accommodate the expected traffic
The submitter raised concerns that there are generated by this development.
This is
already two schools on this road, which has confirmed in the Transport Impact Statement,
resulted in the traffic being intolerable at dated 10 November 2020, which has been
their opening and closing times. The reviewed and supported by the City’s Officers.
proposal will generate even more traffic
especially at drop off and collection times, Visitors to the child care premises will park onwhich is not feasible.
site or in the car parking embayments within the
road reserve, and children will be accompanied
by a parent/guardian into the premises. Children
attending nearby primary schools will continue
to use the existing pedestrian footpath network
along Armstrong Road.
Additionally, the peak periods for the Child Care
Premises occur at different times to the peak
period for drop-off and pick-up from the nearby
schools.
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24.

Owner
68 Bungaree Road
Wilson

Objection.

There is adequate capacity in the existing road
network to accommodate the expected traffic
The submitter raised concerns as there is an generated by this development.
This is
existing child care premises along the same confirmed in the Transport Impact Statement,
street, opposite the school. Bungaree Road dated 10 November 2020, which has been
is already busy with traffic. The increase in reviewed and supported by the City’s Officers.
traffic would be dangerous as there have
been many accidents in the past.
It is considered that the development will not
create any safety concerns for children attending
The proposal will impact the area with the child care premises or nearby primary and
respect to devaluing the surrounding secondary schools. Visitors to the child care
property prices.
premises will park on-site or in the car parking
embayments within the road reserve, and
There are concerns in relation to noise from children will be accompanied by a
the children and associated with drop offs, as parent/guardian into the premises. Children
well as there being limited parking available. attending nearby primary schools will continue
to use the existing pedestrian footpath network
along Armstrong Road.
The issue of property values is noted; however,
the effect of land use planning and development
decisions, both positive and negative, on the
value of land is not considered to be a valid land
use planning consideration when assessing and
approving applications for development
approval for a permissible use.
A Child Care Premises is an ‘A’ (Discretionary)
land use within the Residential zone under the
City’s Local Planning Scheme No. 42, meaning
that the use is an appropriate form of
development within the Residential zone.
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It is considered that noise emissions from the
child care premises will not negatively impact on
the amenity of the surrounding residential
properties. As confirmed in the Applicant’s
Environmental Acoustic Assessment dated 20
August 2020 the development will comply with
the
Environmental
Protection
(Noise)
Regulations 1997. This report has been reviewed
by the City’s Officers who are satisfied with the
Environmental Acoustic Assessment. In addition,
a condition is included in the Officer
Recommendation section which requires a 2m
and 2.2m high acoustic fence to be provided to
the south-eastern and south-western lot
boundaries.
It is consider that the proposed 21 on-site car
parking bays will not adequately accommodate
the practical parking needs of the proposed child
care premises.
In this respect, it is noted that the City has
recommended a condition which requires an
additional 2 car parking bays to be provided as
embayments within the road reserve. The
additional car parking bays within the road
reserve will ensure that the development has
provided the required number of car parking
bays required under Table 4 of the City’s Scheme.
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25.

Owner
73B Bungaree Road
Wilson

26.

Owner
3/87 Armstrong Road
Wilson

Objection.

There is adequate capacity in the existing road
network to accommodate the expected traffic
The submitter raised concerns in relation to generated by this development.
This is
the property being too close to a busy road, confirmed in the Transport Impact Statement,
whereby there is too much traffic for dated 10 November 2020, which has been
children to be dropped off at the premises. reviewed and supported by the City’s Officers.
There are concerns that the proposed
development will result in traffic congestion Visitors to the child care premises will park onin the area.
site or in the car parking embayments within the
road reserve, and children will be accompanied
by a parent/guardian into the premises. Children
attending nearby primary schools will continue
to use the existing pedestrian footpath network
along Armstrong Road.
Objection.

It is consider that the proposed 21 on-site car
parking bays will not adequately accommodate
The submitter raised concerns regarding the the practical parking needs of the proposed child
existing car parking issues on Armstrong care premises.
Road, whereby the proposed premises will
increase the issue. The road is not equipped In this respect, it is noted that the City has
to accommodate the traffic at peak periods. recommended a condition which requires an
additional 2 car parking bays to be provided as
The proposal will impact the area with embayments within the road reserve. The
respect to devaluing the surrounding additional car parking bays within the road
property prices.
reserve will ensure that the development has
provided the required number of car parking
bays required under Table 4 of the City’s Scheme.
There is adequate capacity in the existing road
network to accommodate the expected traffic
generated by this development.
This is
confirmed in the Transport Impact Statement,
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dated 10 November 2020, which has been
reviewed and supported by the City’s Officers.
Visitors to the child care premises will park onsite or in the car parking embayments within the
road reserve, and children will be accompanied
by a parent/guardian into the premises. Children
attending nearby primary schools will continue
to use the existing pedestrian footpath network
along Armstrong Road.
The issue of property values is noted; however,
the effect of land use planning and development
decisions, both positive and negative, on the
value of land is not considered to be a valid land
use planning consideration when assessing and
approving applications for development
approval for a permissible use.
A Child Care Premises is an ‘A’ (Discretionary)
land use within the Residential zone under the
City’s Local Planning Scheme No. 42, meaning
that the use is an appropriate form of
development within the Residential zone.
27.

Owner

Objection.

56 Bungaree Road
Wilson

The submitter raised concerns regarding the
increase in traffic along Bungaree Road, the
potential increase with parking problems in
the area and the impact it will have with
respect to safety.

There is adequate capacity in the existing road
network to accommodate the expected traffic
generated by this development.
This is
confirmed in the Transport Impact Statement,
dated 10 November 2020, which has been
reviewed and supported by the City’s Officers.
It is considered that the development will not
create any safety concerns for children attending
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the child care premises or nearby primary and
secondary schools. Visitors to the child care
premises will park on-site or in the car parking
embayments within the road reserve, and
children will be accompanied by a
parent/guardian into the premises. Children
attending nearby primary schools will continue
to use the existing pedestrian footpath network
along Armstrong Road.
28.

Owner

Objection.

There is adequate capacity in the existing road
network to accommodate the expected traffic
generated by this development.
This is
confirmed in the Transport Impact Statement,
dated 10 November 2020, which has been
reviewed and supported by the City’s Officers.

72B Bungaree Road
Wilson

The submitter raised concerns regarding
noise and safety impact the proposal will
have on the disability residence and
Agmaroy Nursing Home which is in the area.
The increase in traffic would be dangerous as
there have been accidents in the past.
It is considered that the development will not
create any safety concerns for the disability
residence, Agmaroy Nursing Home, children
attending the child care premises or nearby
primary and secondary schools. Visitors to the
child care premises will park on-site or in the car
parking embayments within the road reserve,
and children will be accompanied by a
parent/guardian into the premises. Children
attending nearby primary schools will continue
to use the existing pedestrian footpath network
along Armstrong Road.
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29.

Owner

Objection.

1/72 Bungaree Road
Wilson

The submitter raised concerns regarding
noise and safety impact the proposal will
have on the disability residence and
Agmaroy Nursing Home which is in the area.
The increase in traffic would be dangerous as
there have been accidents in the past.

It is considered that noise emissions from the
child care premises will not negatively impact on
the amenity of the surrounding residential
properties. As confirmed in the Applicant’s
Environmental Acoustic Assessment dated 20
August 2020 the development will comply with
the
Environmental
Protection
(Noise)
Regulations 1997. This report has been reviewed
by the City’s Officers who are satisfied with the
Environmental Acoustic Assessment. In addition,
a condition is included in the Officer
Recommendation section which requires a 2m
and 2.2m high acoustic fence to be provided to
the south-eastern and south-western lot
boundaries.
There is adequate capacity in the existing road
network to accommodate the expected traffic
generated by this development.
This is
confirmed in the Transport Impact Statement,
dated 10 November 2020, which has been
reviewed and supported by the City’s Officers.
It is considered that the development will not
create any safety concerns for the disability
residence, Agmaroy Nursing Home, children
attending the child care premises or nearby
primary and secondary schools. Visitors to the
child care premises will park on-site or in the car
parking embayments within the road reserve,
and children will be accompanied by a
parent/guardian into the premises. Children
attending nearby primary schools will continue
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to use the existing pedestrian footpath network
along Armstrong Road.
30.

Owner
78 Bungaree Road
Wilson

Objection.

There is adequate capacity in the existing road
network to accommodate the expected traffic
The submitter raised concerns regarding the generated by this development.
This is
increase in traffic and noise, which results confirmed in the Transport Impact Statement,
from the existing school and child care dated 10 November 2020, which has been
premises. There are concerns that the reviewed and supported by the City’s Officers.
proposed development will result in traffic
congestion in the area.
Visitors to the child care premises will park onsite or in the car parking embayments within the
road reserve, and children will be accompanied
by a parent/guardian into the premises. Children
attending nearby primary schools will continue
to use the existing pedestrian footpath network
along Armstrong Road.
It is considered that noise emissions from the
child care premises will not negatively impact on
the amenity of the surrounding residential
properties. As confirmed in the Applicant’s
Environmental Acoustic Assessment dated 20
August 2020 the development will comply with
the
Environmental
Protection
(Noise)
Regulations 1997. This report has been reviewed
by the City’s Officers who are satisfied with the
Environmental Acoustic Assessment. In addition,
a condition is included in the Officer
Recommendation section which requires a 2m
and 2.2m high acoustic fence to be provided to
the south-eastern and south-western lot
boundaries.
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31.

Owner

Objection.

73A Bungaree Road
Wilson

The submitter raised concerns regarding the
existing noise and traffic, whereby the
proposal will increase the traffic generated
from the existing schools, child care
premises, aged care and disability centre.
There are concerns that the proposed
development will result in traffic congestion
in the area.

It is considered that noise emissions from the
child care premises will not negatively impact on
the amenity of the surrounding residential
properties. As confirmed in the Applicant’s
Environmental Acoustic Assessment dated 20
August 2020 the development will comply with
the
Environmental
Protection
(Noise)
Regulations 1997. This report has been reviewed
by the City’s Officers who are satisfied with the
Environmental Acoustic Assessment. In addition,
a condition is included in the Officer
Recommendation section which requires a 2m
and 2.2m high acoustic fence to be provided to
the south-eastern and south-western lot
boundaries.
There is adequate capacity in the existing road
network to accommodate the expected traffic
generated by this development.
This is
confirmed in the Transport Impact Statement,
dated 10 November 2020, which has been
reviewed and supported by the City’s Officers.
Visitors to the child care premises will park onsite or in the car parking embayments within the
road reserve, and children will be accompanied
by a parent/guardian into the premises. Children
attending nearby primary schools will continue
to use the existing pedestrian footpath network
along Armstrong Road.
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32.

Owner
25 Hopkinson Way
Wilson

Objection.

There is adequate capacity in the existing road
network to accommodate the expected traffic
The submitter raised concerns regarding the generated by this development.
This is
existing traffic and congestion, whereby the confirmed in the Transport Impact Statement,
proposal will increase the traffic generated dated 10 November 2020, which has been
from the existing school. There are concerns reviewed and supported by the City’s Officers.
that the proposed development will result in
traffic congestion in the area, especially Visitors to the child care premises will park onduring peak school periods.
site or in the car parking embayments within the
road reserve, and children will be accompanied
by a parent/guardian into the premises. Children
attending nearby primary schools will continue
to use the existing pedestrian footpath network
along Armstrong Road.
Additionally, the peak periods for the Child Care
Premises occur at different times to the peak
period for drop-off and pick-up from the nearby
schools.

33.

Owner

Objection.

67B Armstrong Road
Wilson

The submitter raised concerns regarding the
existing noise, traffic and parking issues;
whereby the proposal will increase the traffic
generated from the existing schools and
child care premises. There are concerns that
the proposed development will result in an
increase in noise, traffic congestion and
parking problems in the area, especially
during peak school periods.

It is considered that noise emissions from the
child care premises will not negatively impact on
the amenity of the surrounding residential
properties. As confirmed in the Applicant’s
Environmental Acoustic Assessment dated 20
August 2020 the development will comply with
the
Environmental
Protection
(Noise)
Regulations 1997. This report has been reviewed
by the City’s Officers who are satisfied with the
Environmental Acoustic Assessment. In addition,
a condition is included in the Officer
Recommendation section which requires a 2m
and 2.2m high acoustic fence to be provided to
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the south-eastern
boundaries.

and

south-western

lot

There is adequate capacity in the existing road
network to accommodate the expected traffic
generated by this development.
This is
confirmed in the Transport Impact Statement,
dated 10 November 2020, which has been
reviewed and supported by the City’s Officers.
Visitors to the child care premises will park onsite or in the car parking embayments within the
road reserve, and children will be accompanied
by a parent/guardian into the premises. Children
attending nearby primary schools will continue
to use the existing pedestrian footpath network
along Armstrong Road.
Additionally, the peak periods for the Child Care
Premises occur at different times to the peak
period for drop-off and pick-up from the nearby
schools.
It is consider that the proposed 21 on-site car
parking bays will not adequately accommodate
the practical parking needs of the proposed child
care premises.
In this respect, it is noted that the City has
recommended a condition which requires an
additional 2 car parking bays to be provided as
embayments within the road reserve. The
additional car parking bays within the road
reserve will ensure that the development has
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provided the required number of car parking
bays required under Table 4 of the City’s Scheme.
34.

Owner
71A Bungaree Road
Wilson

Objection.

It is considered that noise emissions from the
child care premises will not negatively impact on
The submitter raised concerns regarding the the amenity of the surrounding residential
potential noise and increase in the traffic properties. As confirmed in the Applicant’s
generated, especially as the site is located on Environmental Acoustic Assessment dated 20
a street corner near a school.
August 2020 the development will comply with
the
Environmental
Protection
(Noise)
Regulations 1997. This report has been reviewed
by the City’s Officers who are satisfied with the
Environmental Acoustic Assessment. In addition,
a condition is included in the Officer
Recommendation section which requires a 2m
and 2.2m high acoustic fence to be provided to
the south-eastern and south-western lot
boundaries.
There is adequate capacity in the existing road
network to accommodate the expected traffic
generated by this development.
This is
confirmed in the Transport Impact Statement,
dated 10 November 2020, which has been
reviewed and supported by the City’s Officers.
Visitors to the child care premises will park onsite or in the car parking embayments within the
road reserve, and children will be accompanied
by a parent/guardian into the premises. Children
attending nearby primary schools will continue
to use the existing pedestrian footpath network
along Armstrong Road.
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35.

Owner

Objection.

53 Bungaree Road
Wilson

The submitter raised concerns regarding the
potential noise and increase in the traffic
generated, especially as the site is located on
a street corner near a school.
There are also concerns that the child care
premises does not blend in with the
surrounding residential development.

It is considered that noise emissions from the
child care premises will not negatively impact on
the amenity of the surrounding residential
properties. As confirmed in the Applicant’s
Environmental Acoustic Assessment dated 20
August 2020 the development will comply with
the
Environmental
Protection
(Noise)
Regulations 1997. This report has been reviewed
by the City’s Officers who are satisfied with the
Environmental Acoustic Assessment. In addition,
a condition is included in the Officer
Recommendation section which requires a 2m
and 2.2m high acoustic fence to be provided to
the south-eastern and south-western lot
boundaries.
There is adequate capacity in the existing road
network to accommodate the expected traffic
generated by this development.
This is
confirmed in the Transport Impact Statement,
dated 10 November 2020, which has been
reviewed and supported by the City’s Officers.
Visitors to the child care premises will park onsite or in the car parking embayments within the
road reserve, and children will be accompanied
by a parent/guardian into the premises. Children
attending nearby primary schools will continue
to use the existing pedestrian footpath network
along Armstrong Road.
It is noted that the design of the child care
premises has taken the surrounding residential
development into consideration as has been
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designed to blend in with the existing built form
of the locality. The City’s Officers consider that
this new premises is in keeping with the visual
amenity of the locality.
36.

Owner
4 McManus Street
Wilson

Objection.

There is adequate capacity in the existing road
network to accommodate the expected traffic
The submitter raised concerns regarding the generated by this development.
This is
potential increase in the traffic generated, confirmed in the Transport Impact Statement,
especially as the site is located on a street dated 10 November 2020, which has been
corner near a school.
reviewed and supported by the City’s Officers.
It is considered that the development will not
create any safety concerns for children attending
the child care premises or nearby primary and
secondary schools. Visitors to the child care
premises will park on-site or in the car parking
embayments within the road reserve, and
children will be accompanied by a
parent/guardian into the premises. Children
attending nearby primary schools will continue
to use the existing pedestrian footpath network
along Armstrong Road.

37.

Owner
67A Armstrong Road
Wilson

Objection.

There is adequate capacity in the existing road
network to accommodate the expected traffic
The submitter raised concerns regarding the generated by this development.
This is
potential parking problems, noise, dust, confirmed in the Transport Impact Statement,
congestion and the number of educational dated 10 November 2020, which has been
facilities along the street.
reviewed and supported by the City’s Officers.
It is considered that the development will not
create any safety concerns for children attending
the child care premises or nearby primary and
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secondary schools. Visitors to the child care
premises will park on-site or in the car parking
embayments within the road reserve, and
children will be accompanied by a
parent/guardian into the premises. Children
attending nearby primary schools will continue
to use the existing pedestrian footpath network
along Armstrong Road.
It is considered that noise emissions from the
child care premises will not negatively impact on
the amenity of the surrounding residential
properties. As confirmed in the Applicant’s
Environmental Acoustic Assessment dated 20
August 2020 the development will comply with
the
Environmental
Protection
(Noise)
Regulations 1997. This report has been reviewed
by the City’s Officers who are satisfied with the
Environmental Acoustic Assessment. In addition,
a condition is included in the Officer
Recommendation section which requires a 2m
and 2.2m high acoustic fence to be provided to
the south-eastern and south-western lot
boundaries.
A condition is included in the Officer
Recommendation section which requires a
construction management plan to be submitted
to the satisfaction of the City. The Construction
Management Plan is to address waste disposal,
the location on site of building materials to be
stored and other details as required by the City.
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A Child Care Premises is an ‘A’ (Discretionary)
land use within the Residential zone under the
City’s Local Planning Scheme No. 42, meaning
that the use is an appropriate form of
development within the Residential zone.
38.

Owner
70 Bungaree Road
Wilson

Objection.

There is adequate capacity in the existing road
network to accommodate the expected traffic
The submitter raised concerns regarding the generated by this development.
This is
potential increase in the traffic generated, confirmed in the Transport Impact Statement,
especially as the site is located on a street dated 10 November 2020, which has been
corner near a school. There are also reviewed and supported by the City’s Officers.
concerns that there is insufficient car parking
provided for the number of employees and It is considered that the development will not
children anticipated.
create any safety concerns for children attending
the child care premises or nearby primary and
secondary schools. Visitors to the child care
premises will park on-site or in the car parking
embayments within the road reserve, and
children will be accompanied by a
parent/guardian into the premises. Children
attending nearby primary schools will continue
to use the existing pedestrian footpath network
along Armstrong Road.
It is consider that the proposed 21 on-site car
parking bays will not adequately accommodate
the practical parking needs of the proposed child
care premises.
In this respect, it is noted that the City has
recommended a condition which requires an
additional 2 car parking bays to be provided as
embayments within the road reserve. The
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additional car parking bays within the road
reserve will ensure that the development has
provided the required number of car parking
bays required under Table 4 of the City’s Scheme.
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Subject Site

LEGEND
Subject Site
Referral Area
Objection
No Objection
The City of Canning does not warrant the accuracy of
information in this publication and any person using or
relying upon such information does so on the basis that
the City of Canning shall bear no responsibility or
liability whatsoever for any errors, faults, defects or
omissions in the information.

2/11/2020
1:4154

SCHEDULE OF SUBMISSIONS
Proposed Child Care Premises at Nos. 70 & 72 Armstrong Road WILSON
NO.

OBJECTION / NO OBJECTION

1.

No objection.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

No objection.
No objection.
No objection.
No objection.
No objection.
No objection.
No objection.
No objection.
No objection.
No objection.
No objection.
No objection.
No objection.
No objection.
No objection.
No objection.

CONTENT OF SUBMISSION

APPLICANT’S RESPONSE

The submitter stated that they believe the Noted.
child care premises will be a bonus to the
area as child care facilities are important and
required in Wilson.
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
The submitter stated that the State Noted.
Government’s EduCare commitment seels to
increase access to childcare services within
close proximity to public primary schools.
The submitter has requested that a condition
be required which restricts delivery and
service vehicles from accessing the site
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NO.

18.
19.
20.

OBJECTION / NO OBJECTION

No objection.
No objection.
Objection.

CONTENT OF SUBMISSION

APPLICANT’S RESPONSE

during the hours of operation of the
premises.
N/A
N/A
The submitter raised concerns regarding
Bungaree Road being busy with school
children and traffic. The addition of 92
children to the area from 6:30am would be
dangerous as there have been serious
accidents in the past.

Traffic Consultants Transcore were engaged to
prepare a Traffic Impact Statement (TIS) to
assess the potential increase in traffic generated
by the facility – especially during peak times
(drop off and pick up). The TIS determined that
no adverse impact on the surrounding area is to
be expected from the proposed development in
There are concerns in relation to noise from terms of traffic generation and traffic incidents.
the children and associated with drop offs, as Sufficient car parking has also been provided on
well as there being limited parking available. site consistent with industry standards and the
subject site is well positioned to have available
The proposed building will diminish the public transport nearby and primary school
ascetic value of the locality.
which will likely reduce the number of additional
trips made to the area via private vehicle as a
result of the facility.
The proposed development is in close proximity
to Wilson Primary School and it is likely that
many parents with children at the school will also
have younger children in the childcare facility.
This will reduce the amount of traffic generated
by the facility.
An Environmental Acoustic Report (EAR) was
prepared by Herring Storer Acoustics and
determined that the development complies with
the regulations of the Environmental Protection
(Noise) Regulations 1997.
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NO.

OBJECTION / NO OBJECTION

21.

Objection.

22.

Objection.

23.

Objection.

24.

Objection.

CONTENT OF SUBMISSION

APPLICANT’S RESPONSE

The development has been designed to
complement the existing residential architecture
and the façades facing the neighbouring
properties have been broken up with high-level
windows, colour and texture to reduce impact of
bulk.
The submitter raised concerns regarding the Please refer to response to submission no. 20.
traffic and potential noise generated during
the day. The lack of car parking may result in
parent parking on the verge of the
surrounding properties.
The submitter raised concerns regarding Please refer to response to submission no. 20.
noise generated by the development, the
increase in traffic within the locality and the Property valuation is not a valid planning
impact it will have with respect to devaluing consideration and is an unsubstantiated claim.
property prices within the area.
The submitter raised concerns that there are Please refer to response to submission no. 20.
already two schools on this road, which has
resulted in the traffic being intolerable at
their opening and closing times. The
proposal will generate even more traffic
especially at drop off and collection times,
which is not feasible.
The submitter raised concerns as there is an Please refer to response to submission no. 20
existing childcare facility along the same and 22.
street, opposite the school. Bungaree Road is
already busy with traffic. The increase in
traffic would be dangerous as there have
been many accidents in the past.
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NO.

OBJECTION / NO OBJECTION

CONTENT OF SUBMISSION

APPLICANT’S RESPONSE

The proposal will impact the area with
respect to devaluing the surrounding
property prices.

25.

26.

Objection.

Objection.

27.

Objection.

28.

Objection.

There are concerns in relation to noise from
the children and associated with drop offs, as
well as there being limited parking available.
The submitter raised concerns in relation to
the property being too close to a busy road,
whereby there is too much traffic for
children to be dropped off at the premises.
There are concerns that the proposed
development will result in traffic congestion
in the area.
The submitter raised concerns regarding the
existing car parking issues on Armstrong
Road, whereby the proposed premises will
increase the issue. The road is not equipped
to accommodate the traffic at peak periods.

Please refer to response to submission no. 20.
It should also be noted that the City and State
government encourage childcare premises to be
located near schools and other community
facilities and on district distributor roads due to
their higher traffic capacity.
Please refer to response to submission no. 20
and 22.

The proposal will impact the area with
respect to devaluing the surrounding
property prices.
The submitter raised concerns regarding the Please refer to response to submission no. 20.
increase in traffic along Bungaree Road, the
potential increase with parking problems in
the area and the impact it will have with
respect to safety.
The submitter raised concerns regarding Please refer to response to submission no. 20.
noise and safety impact the proposal will
have on the disability residence and
Agmaroy Nursing Home which is in the area.
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NO.

OBJECTION / NO OBJECTION

29.

Objection.

30.

Objection.

31.

Objection.

32.

Objection.

33.

Objection.

CONTENT OF SUBMISSION
The increase in traffic would be dangerous as
there have been accidents in the past.
The submitter raised concerns regarding
noise and safety impact the proposal will
have on the disability residence and
Agmaroy Nursing Home which is in the area.
The increase in traffic would be dangerous as
there have been accidents in the past.
The submitter raised concerns regarding the
increase in traffic and noise, which results
from the existing school and childcare
premises. There are concerns that the
proposed development will result in traffic
congestion in the area.
The submitter raised concerns regarding the
existing noise and traffic, whereby the
proposal will increase the traffic generated
from the existing schools, childcare
premises, aged care and disability centre.
There are concerns that the proposed
development will result in traffic congestion
in the area.
The submitter raised concerns regarding the
existing traffic and congestion, whereby the
proposal will increase the traffic generated
from the existing school. There are concerns
that the proposed development will result in
traffic congestion in the area, especially
during peak school periods.
The submitter raised concerns regarding the
existing noise, traffic and parking issues;
whereby the proposal will increase the traffic

APPLICANT’S RESPONSE

Please refer to response to submission no. 20.

Please refer to response to submission no. 20.

Please refer to response to submission no. 20.

Please refer to response to submission no. 20.

Please refer to response to submission no. 20.
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NO.

OBJECTION / NO OBJECTION

34.

Objection.

35.

Objection.

CONTENT OF SUBMISSION

APPLICANT’S RESPONSE

generated from the existing schools and
child care premises. There are concerns that
the proposed development will result in an
increase in noise, traffic congestion and
parking problems in the area, especially
during peak school periods.
The submitter raised concerns regarding the
potential noise and increase in the traffic
generated, especially as the site is located on
a street corner near a school.
The submitter raised concerns regarding the
potential noise and increase in the traffic
generated, especially as the site is located on
a street corner near a school.

Please refer to response to submission no. 20
and 25.

There are also concerns that the childcare
premises does not blend in with the
surrounding residential development.

36.

Objection.

37.

Objection.

The submitter raised concerns regarding the
potential increase in the traffic generated,
especially as the site is located on a street
corner near a school.
The submitter raised concerns regarding the
potential parking problems, noise, dust,
congestion and the number of educational
facilities along the street.

Please refer to response to submission no. 20
and 25.
The childcare premises has been designed by
Insite Architects to respect the existing
residential amenity in terms of building height,
style and layout. The building is appropriately set
back and positioned to ensure play spaces are
screened from neighbouring properties. The
development meets development requirements
and/or objectives established by the City’s Local
Planning Scheme No. 42 and the City’s Local
Planning Policy No. 11 Child Day Care Premises in
Residential Areas.
Please refer to response to submission no. 20
and 25.

Please refer to response to submission no. 20
and 25.
In relation to concerns regarding dust, the
construction will require dust suppression
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NO.

38.

OBJECTION / NO OBJECTION

Objection.

CONTENT OF SUBMISSION

APPLICANT’S RESPONSE

measures are implemented throughout. Once
the development is completed, the site will have
sealed car parking and landscaped areas and
therefore there will be no dust issues created.
The submitter raised concerns regarding the Please refer to response to submission no. 20
potential increase in the traffic generated, and 25.
especially as the site is located on a street
corner near a school. There are also
concerns that there is insufficient car parking
provided for the number of employees and
children anticipated.
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1.

1

INTRODUCTION
Herring Storer Acoustics was commissioned to undertake an acoustic assessment for the proposed
child care centre, located at 72 – 74 Armstrong Road, Wilson with regards to vehicles travelling
along Leach Highway. The acoustic assessment is to comply with the requirement of State Planning
Policy 5.4 “Road and Rail Transport Noise” (SPP5.4).
As shown on Figure 01, the child care centre is within the assessment buffer zones for traffic noise
associated with Leach Highway, an acoustic assessment in accordance with State Planning Policy
5.4 has been undertaken. As part of this assessment, the following was carried out:


Determine the noise that would be received at child care centre from future traffic
associated with Leach Highway.



Assess the predicted noise levels for compliance with the appropriate criteria.



If exceedances are predicted, comment on possible noise amelioration options for
compliance with the appropriate criteria.

FIGURE 01 – STATE PLANNING POLICY BUFFER ZONES
(https://espatial.dplh.wa.gov.au/PlanWA)
For information, plans for the child care centre are attached in Appendix A.

2.

SUMMARY
It is noted that the child care centre is only occupied during the day period, thus under State
Planning Policy 5.4 “Road and Rail Transport Noise and Freight Considerations in Land Use
Planning” only the criteria for the day period is applicable.
We note that cot room has been positioned within the middle of the building, hence the noise
level within the cot room would comply with the internal criteria of 35 dB(A). For other rooms
(i.e. playrooms, meeting room) located on the façade, the internal acoustic criteria would be 40
dB(A). From the assessment undertaken, compliance with the above criteria would be achieved
with standard constructions.
Based on the noise assessment undertaken, noise received at the child care centre would be
below 55 dB(A) for noise received from traffic associated with Leach Highway, therefore under
the Policy, no further action is required.

Herring Storer Acoustics
Our ref: 26481‐1‐20199‐02

3.

2

CRITERIA
Road traffic noise received at a sensitive premise needs to comply with the requirements of State
Planning Policy 5.4 “Road and Rail Transport Noise”. Under this policy, for non‐residential noise
sensitive premises, internal noise levels should meet the design sound levels as listed in Table 1
of AS/NZ 2107:2000 “Acoustics – Recommended design sound levels and reverberation times for
building interiors”. Under AS 2017, the internal criteria would :
Sleep Rooms
Play/Group Rooms
Meeting Room
Reception

‐
‐
‐
‐

LAeq(Day) of 35 dB(A).
LAeq(Day) of 40 dB(A).
LAeq(Day) of 40 dB(A).
LAeq(Day) of 45 dB(A).

Additionally, under SPP 5.4, noise received at least one outdoor area should be design as far as is
reasonable and practical to comply with the Policies outdoor Target Noise level of an LAeq(Day) of
55 dB(A).

4.

MEASUREMENT
To determine the noise that would be received at the proposed child care centre from vehicles
travelling along Leach Highway, a noise level measurement was undertaken at the location, as
shown on Figure 4.1. The measurement was carried out during the afternoon peak traffic flow, at
between 15:30 and 16:00 hours on Wednesday 14th October 2020. The noise level recorded was
an LAeq of 69.7 dB(A).
Given the traffic profile obtained from the MRWA Traffic Map, the peak traffic volume is between
15:00 and 17:00 hours. Thus, the above measurement would provide the worst case (highest)
noise level that would be received at the child care centre. For information, the weekday traffic
flows for Leach Highway is attached in Appendix B.

FIGURE 4.1 – MEASUREMENT LOCATION
The child care centre is approximately 200 metres from Leach Highway.

Herring Storer Acoustics
Our ref: 26481‐1‐20199‐02

5.

3

MODELLING
To determine the noise received at the child care centre from vehicles travelling along Leach
Highway, noise modelling was carried out using SoundPlan, in accordance with the
“Implementation Guidelines” for the State Planning Policy 5.4.
Ground contours were as obtained from Google Maps.
Noise modelling was undertaken based on the plans attached in Appendix A.
Traffic flows obtained from the MRWA traffic map and used in the noise model for Leach Highway
was 42,000 vehicles per day (vpd).
Notes :
1

It was assumed that in the future, the traffic speed and road surfacing would remain
unchanged.

2

To account for future traffic, as outlined in the Implementation Guidelines, 2 dB(A) has
been added to the results.

The noise received at the various areas of the child care centre for the future was determined
to be 54 dB(A) at the worst case location. For information the noise contour plot is shown below,
as Figure 5.1.

FIGURE 5.1 – NOISE CONTOURS

6.

ASSESSMENT
Based on the noise modelling undertaken, noise received at the child care centre would be below
55 dB(A) Target Noise Level for noise received from traffic associated with Leach Highway. Thus,
under the Policy, no further action is required.

APPENDIX A
PLAN

DESIGN RESPONSE

3500

1200

ROAD
ARMST RONG

landscape

THE PROPOSED TWO STOREY CHILDCARE CENTRE ADDRESSES BOTH
STREET FRONTAGES WITH INTERACTION TO BOTH BUNGAREE AND
ARMSTRONG ROADS. THE FACADE DESIGN IS COMPLIMENTARY TO THE
EXISTING NEIGHBOURHOOD CHARACTER WITH BOTH FEATURE FACE
BRICKWORK AND PITCHED COLORBOND ROOFING IN KEEPING THE
ADJOINING RESIDENCES.

fire
stair

9970

PROPOSED
CHILDCARE
CENTRE

carpark
entry/exit

BOTH THE PEDESTRIAN ACCESS AND VEHICLE ACCESS IS VIA
ARMSTRONG ROAD. THE TWO EXISTING VEHICLE CROSSING WILL BE
REMOVED AND NATURE STRIP RE-INSTATED. A NEW VEHICLE CROSSING
IS PROPOSED TO ALIGN WITH THE NEW CARPARK ENTRY TO THE
SATISFACTION OF THE RESPONSIBLE AUTHORITY.

pedestrian footpath

THE PLAYSCAPE AREAS HAVE BEEN CAREFULLY LOCATED WITH
ADJOINING RESIDENCES PROTECTED FROM ACOUSTIC IMPACT BY
DESIGN AND ACOUSTIC FENCING WHERE REQUIRED.

3020
entry
below

3270

THE CENTRE WILL BE LIGHT FILLED WITH AMPLE GLAZING NOTING THAT
ALL WINDOWS FACING BOTH ADJOINING PROPERTIES HAVE RAISED
SILL HEIGHTS OF 1700 TO PROTECT PRIVACY AND AVOID
OVERLOOKING. WINDOW LOCATIONS ALSO ALLOW FOR ENERGY
EFFICIENT CROSS VENTILATION OF THE BUILDING.

landscape

DEEP EAVES TO THE FIRST FLOOR ALSO ASSIST ENERGY EFFICIENCY.
THE EAVES HAVE BEEN CUT BACK TO THE INTERNAL SOUTHERN
CORNER OF THE FIRST FLOOR TO ASSIST REDUCTION OF OVER
SHADOWING TO THE ADJOINING PROPERTY ON BUNGAREE ROAD

1420

NO REAL TREES OF SIGNIFCANCE ARE LOCTED ON THE SUBJECT SITE.
ONLY ONE ESTABLISHED TREE IS MARKED FOR REMOVAL .PROPOSED
LANDSCAPING WILL INCLUDE PERIMETER SCREEN PLANTING ALONG
BOUNDARIES.
OVERALL THE PROPOSED CHILDCARE CENTRES PROVIDES A WELL
RESOLVED FACITLITY WHICH IS SYMPATHETIC TO EXISTING
NEIGHBROUHOOD CHARACTER AND THE RESIDENTIAL ENVIRONMENT IN
WHICH IT IS PROPOSED.

first floor playscape

42
00

AREA ANALYSIS

ground floor outdoor playscape

6620

TOTAL SITE AREA 1518m²
SITE COVERAGE 889m² (58%)
BUILDING AREA
GROUND LEVEL
FIRST FLOOR
FF PLAY SCAPE
TOTAL AREA

432m²
360m²
359m²
1151m²

PARKING REQUIREMENTS 21 bays provided (6 visitor + 15 staff)
4 secure bicycle parks provided on site

BUNGAREE

ROAD
CHILDCARE CENTRE ANALYSIS
OPERATION HOURS 6.30am-6.30pm
GROUP ROOM 1
GROUP ROOM 2
GROUP ROOM 3
GROUP ROOM 4

0<24 months
24<36 months
36+ months
24<36 months
36+ months
GROUP ROOM 5 24<36 months
GROUP ROOM 6 36+ months

1

12 PLACES
10 PLACES
20 PLACES
10 PLACES
10 PLACES
10 PLACES
20 PLACES

3 STAFF
2 STAFF
2 STAFF
2 STAFF
1 STAFF
2 STAFF
2 STAFF
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DESCRIPTION

15/09/2020
06/08/2020
DATE

DA02

/1

location of condenser units - nominal
size shown tbc by engineer

DA05
3

new vehicle crossing to the satisfaction of
the responsible authority

acoustic fence to underside of floor over

condenser
units

pillar signage

fire
stair

5.4x2.4 staff
carspace

1000

5.4x2.4 staff
carspace

5.4x2.4 staff
carspace

bin
store
300

5.4x2.6
carspace

5.4x2.4 staff
carspace

5.4x2.4 staff
carspace

5.4x2.4 staff
carspace

5.4x2.4 staff
carspace

5.4x2.4 staff
carspace

5.4x2.4 staff
carspace

5.4x2.4 staff
carspace

5.4x2.4 staff
carspace

5.4x2.4 staff
carspace

UNENCUMBERED
PLAYSPACE

LANDSCAPING

BUILDING AREA

UP

CARPARK

PAVING
or similar

14600

ROAD

boundary 24.14m

no fence

remove existing vehicle crossing reinstate
nature strip to the satisfaction of the
responsible authority

LEGEND

proposed 1800h solid fence
1800h existing colorbond fence

1200

boundary 40.23m

PROPOSED TREE
indicative (refer to landscape
design for further details)

carpark
total 21 spaces
(6 visitor + 15 staff)

6400

vehicle crossing

6400

fhr

300
ra
ce i se d
ilin 33
g o 00
ve
r

5.4x2.4
accessible

5.4x2.6
carspace

5.4x2.6
carspace

5.4x2.6
carspace

5.4x2.6
carspace

5.4x2.4 staff
carspace

5.4x2.4 staff
carspace

5.4x2.4 staff
carspace

5.4x2.4
turning bay

office

8.62 m²

foyer

entry

reception

5.4x2.4
shared area

11.27 m²

15.50 m²

3010

pantry

1800h tubular fence

bicycle
parking

6.15 m²

1620

kitchen

lift

cot room

1430

provide emergency access gates within fencing

30.67 m²

17.66 m²

5,000ltr rainwater tank

1200h glazed capture fence

line of awning over

1200h glazed
capture fence & gate

sight triangle - no visual obstructions
over 900mm height

boundary 22.13m

exsitng tree to be removed

1800h solid fence

ARMST RONG

1000

fibre
1800h existing

1420

cement fence

UP

1800h tubular fence

remove existing vehicle crossing reinstate
nature strip to the satisfaction of the
responsible authority

DA05

servery

(0<24 months)

GROUP 1
12 places
39.89 unencumbered floor area
(minimum 39.00 sqm required)

piazza
42.07 m²

4

DA05

1

OUTDOOR PLAY AREA 1
nappy change
10.47 m²

comms

boundary 16.90m

153.95 m²
Places:22
Min Required:154m²
(details of playscape to future
landscape design)

prep & store
6.49 m²

dis wc & shr

laundry

7.12 m²

9.61 m²

dry yard

lockers & storage

lockers & storage

(36+ months)

GROUP 3
20 places

children's toilet
2

66.08 unencumbered floor area
(minimum 65.00 sqm required)

rn
al
p

lay

sc
a

pe

fen

3000

ce
&

ga
te

65
80

10.62 m²

atelier
open atelier wall

10 places
33.36 unencumbered floor area
(minimum 32.50 sqm required)

boundary 24.22m

GROUP 2

1800h tubular fence

indicative only shade sails shown to playscapes
refer to landscape design for details

lockers & storage

(24<36 months)

open atelier wall

bed store

int
e

OUTDOOR PLAY AREA 2
Places:20
Min Required:140m²
(details of playscape to landscape
design)

2

6620

l ow

140.29 m²

bo

DA05

d
un
y8
ar
m
.54

minimum 1200h face brick fence with tubular fence infill (total fence 1800h)
boundary 19.70m

1

SITE & GROUND FLOOR PLAN

BUNGAREE

ROAD
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DESCRIPTION

15/09/2020
06/08/2020
DATE

DA03

/1

DA05

LEGEND

3

3500

UNENCUMBERED
PLAYSPACE

LANDSCAPING
6900
highlight window

storage

highlight window

BUILDING AREA

(10x24<36 & 10x36+months)
fire stair

CARPARK
highlight window

GROUP 4
atelier

20 places
69.26 unencumbered floor area
(minimum 65.00 sqm required)

PAVING
or similar
PROPOSED TREE
indicative (refer to landscape
design for further details)

lockers & storage

lockers & storage

10.9 m²

cubby

mini
break-out

highlight window

children's
toilet 3

24.2 m²

(24<36 months)

children's oven

GROUP 5
storage

staff wc

highlight window

10 places
36.59 unencumbered floor area
(minimum 32.50 sqm required)

staff room

fhr

20.9 m²

low 1000h wall

lift

highlight
window

staff lockers

highlight window

highlight
window

OUTDOOR PLAY AREA 3
363.51 m²
highlight window

Places:50
Min Required:350m²
(details of playscape to future
landscape design)

planning

children's
toilet 4

1

8.6 m²

4

DA05

highlight window

DA05

lockers & storage

8.9 m²

(36+ months)

GROUP 6
20 places
68.75 unencumbered floor area
(minimum 65.00 sqm required)

bed store

indicative only shade sails shown to playscapes
refer to landscape design for details

highlight
window

open ateleir wall

atelier

2

6620

2980

DA05

1

FIRST FLOOR PLAN
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DESCRIPTION

15/09/2020
06/08/2020
DATE

DA04

/1

non-illuminated facade signage type d

powder coat steel posts to
extended first floor roof over

glazed panel balustrade to first floor play deck (internally
1800h) with pant finish fc sheet panels where shown

non-illuminated facade signage

max roof height
15780

MATERIAL/COLOUR SCHEDULE

2160

boundary

boundary

colourbond roof @ nom 15° pitch

L0200 CH

2700

13620
face brickwork
indicated thus

800

L0200

10120

2700

2700

open to
carpark under

L0100
1200h glazed capture
fencing to entrance

NORTH/WEST ELEVATION

colorbond
'surf mist'

window & door
frames

colorbond
'monument'

feature wall &
entry posts

dulux
'water cooler'

feature vertical
cemintel cladding

territory woodlands
'teak'

feature horizontal
cladding

linea weatherboard
dulux 'white duck quarter'

face
brickwork

austral san selmo
'smoked grey cashmere'
(or similar)

glazing

translucent glass
(unless noted otherwise)

(armstrong road)

1 : 100
colourbond roof
@ nom 15° pitch

face brickwork

cut back eaves to rear southern
corner of first floor roof

max roof height
boundary

powder coat steel posts to
extended first floor roof over
boundary

roofing, gutter &
rainwater accessories

paint finish express joint cladding to first floor play deck
(internally 1800h) with glazed panels as shown

15780
2160

1

7420

1800h tubular fencing to playscape
with random feature brickwork panels

face brickwork to ground
floor facade indicated thus

dulux
'ghosting'

10920
L0100 CH

non-illuminated
pillar sinage

texture paint lightweight walls
& express joint sheeting

L0200 CH

indicative tree - typical

2700

13620
1700
sill

express joint sheet
cladding - paint finish

800

L0200
10920
non-illuminated signage type a to fence

L0100 CH
600
1200

2700

10120

powdercoated tubular fence infil

L0100
7420
line indicates extent of
playscape fence in foreground

face brickwork

2

SOUTH/WEST ELEVATION

colorbond roof @ nom 10° pitch
900mm deep eave over

face brickwork to bungaree road to min
1200h to satisfy acoustic requirement

7

1 : 100
colorbond roof at
nom 15° pitch

1 : 100

max roof height
15780

highlight windows with sill
height 1700 above ffl

face brickwork indicated thus

boundary

boundary

BUNGAREE RD FENCE

(bungaree road)

cemintel woodlands
cladding to entry

6900

L0200 CH
13620
1000

paint finish express joint
sheet cladding

existing solid 1800h
fence to boundaries

L0200

SIGNAGE TYPE A

10920

SIGNAGE TYPE A TO FIRST FLOOR
PLAYSCAPE BALUSTRADE

L0100 CH
1500

10120

undercroft carpark

NON ILLUMINATED
PROUD LAZER CUT
SIGNAGE. SIZE SHOWN
INDICATIVELY.

L0100
1200h glazed capture
fencing to entry

acoustic fence

NON ILLUMINATED PROUD LAZER CUT
SIGNAGE. SIZE SHOWN INDICATIVELY.

2500

NORTH/EAST ELEVATION
1 : 100
colorbond roof at nom
15° pitch

aluminium framed
windows - typcial

paint finish express joint
cladding to first floor
paint finish linea weatherboard
cladding indicated thus

boundary

paint finish linea weatherboard
cladding indicated thus

SIGNAGE TYPE C
NON ILLUMINATED
MONOLITH SIGNAGE

max roof height

1370

15780

boundary

3

7420

1500

2500

SIGNAGE TYPE B
3400

L0200 CH

1400

face brickwork

8360

1700

3000

13620

L0200
10920
L0100 CH

SIGNAGE TYPE D

10120

SIGNAGE TYPE B
OVER ENTRY

PILLAR SIGNAGE

L0100
7420
solid 1800h fence & gate to services yard

brick boundary wall max 3600h

4

6

colorbond rollerdoor to bin store

Signage Details
1 : 50

5,000 litre rainwater tank

SOUTH/EAST ELEVATION
1 : 100
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DA05

/1

APPENDIX B
TRAFFIC FLOWS FOR HIGH STREET

SITE 52917

Hourly Volume

2019/20
Monday to Friday

Leach Hwy (H012)
East of Bungaree Rd (SLK 15.24)
All Vehicles

Heavy Vehicles

EB

WB

Both

EB

WB

Both

%

00:00

104

153

257

6

4

10

3.9

01:00

63

81

144

3

5

8

5.6

02:00

50

90

140

5

7

12

8.6

03:00

124

94

218

10

9

19

8.7

04:00

315

218

533

18

21

39

7.3

05:00

768

515

1283

75

47

122

9.5

06:00

1161

859

2020

142

137

279

13.8

07:00

1932

1132

3064

152

164

316

10.3

08:00

1927

1236

3163

167

169

336

10.6

09:00

1308

1127

2435

168

191

359

14.7

10:00

1116

1096

2212

165

177

342

15.5

11:00

1123

1147

2270

168

164

332

14.6

12:00

1147

1210

2357

169

175

344

14.6

13:00

1130

1277

2407

165

155

320

13.3

14:00

1157

1581

2738

157

164

321

11.7

15:00

1337

1819

3156

138

139

277

8.8

16:00

1297

2167

3464

125

121

246

7.1

17:00

1310

1999

3309

90

88

178

5.4

18:00

927

1194

2121

50

44

94

4.4

19:00

654

730

1384

32

27

59

4.3

20:00

537

622

1159

16

18

34

2.9

21:00

518

571

1089

21

18

39

3.6

22:00

353

395

748

14

11

25

3.3

23:00

205

259

464

10

7

17

3.7

TOTAL

20563

21572

42135

2066

2062

4128

9.8

09:00

Peak Statistics
AM
PM

TIME

07:30

07:45

07:30

08:45

09:00

VOL

2093

1241

3324

174

191

359

TIME

15:15

16:30

16:30

12:00

12:00

12:00

VOL

1360

2193

3502

169

175

344

City of Canning
Design Review Panel
Assessment Sheet for Members
(State Planning Policy 7.0 Design of the Built Environment; Schedule 1 - Design Principles)
Design quality evaluation
Apply the applicable
colour to each Design
Principle

Supported

Principle 1 - Context
and character

Good design responds to and enhances the distinctive characteristics of a local area,
contributing to a sense of place.

Pending further attention
Not supported

1a. The desired character for the R40 area is for streetscapes with a landscaped character
and prevailing built form pattern of 1-2 storey detached dwellings.
Not supported

1b. The proposal does not respond to its prominent corner site location and still presents as
a monolithic “commercial” development
1c. Whilst the roof form attempts to reference the residential character of the area, the
failure to design for the corner site and to better articulate the street facades does not
achieve the desired character of “detached dwellings”.

Principle 2 Landscape quality

Good design recognises that together landscape and buildings operate as an integrated and
sustainable system, within a broader ecological context.
2a. The north point on the landscape plan appears incorrect.

Pending further
attention

2b. The proposal relies heavily on hard scaping

Principle 3 - Built
form and scale

Good design ensures that the massing and height of development is appropriate to its setting
and successfully negotiates between existing built form and the intended future character of
the local area.

2c. The street presentation of the design relies heavily the landscape design of the entire
proposal. Notwithstanding the applicant desire to delay the development of the landscape
to outdoor areas more detail is required if an informed assessment is to be made against
this criterion to show how the landscape and buildings operate as an integrated and
sustainable system.

3a. Whilst there have been changes to the ground floor fencing to improve the interface at
street level the upper floor screening has not been addressed.
Not supported

3b. The continuous eaves alignment contributes negatively to the bulk of the building, whilst
the minimal eaves height of less than 2.7m above floor level contributes to the undesirable
scale.
3c. The alternative colour and texture on cladding panels does little to assist in reducing the
perception of bulk.
3d. The panels previous comments in respect to primary, secondary and tertiary façade
elements has not been applied.
3e. In addition to hipped, closed coupled roofs, residential roof forms also include full
gables, dutch gables, dormers, lean-to and skillions. The applicant should be encouraged to
incorporate alternatives to the hipped roof form to improve the built form and scale of the
development.
3f. The bulk of the building is not currently supported.

Principle 4 Functionality and
build quality

Good design meets the needs of users efficiently and effectively, balancing functional
requirements to perform well and deliver optimum benefit over the full life-cycle.

Pending Further
information

4a. No further information was provided by the applicant. This is an operational matter and
could be addressed in writing if the applicant can demonstrate functionality.

Principle 5 Sustainability

Good design optimises the sustainability of the built environment, delivering positive
environmental, social and economic outcomes.
5a. 5000litre RWT is significantly undersized for this size development

Not supported

5b. Further details required to illustrate the proposed shading elements will provide
adequate shading to the building’s openings or if these are for shading the outdoor play
spaces.
5c. Alternative cross ventilation techniques to be employed for fixed windows
5d. Information provided appears to indicate inadequate sustainability initiatives have been
incorporated into the design

Principle 6 - Amenity

Good design optimises internal and external amenity for occupants, visitors and neighbours,
providing environments that are comfortable, productive and healthy.

Pending Further
information

6a. The proponent previously advised the entry is a transitional space where visitors do not
gather however the circulation space around the entry gate, secure foyer and sliding entry
door is considered restrictive for the number of occupants and understanding the need to
sign in and out.
6b. Additionally it is noted that the staffroom has no external outlook other than high level
windows
6c. Landscape details are insufficient to adequately assess the external amenity

Principle 7 - Legibility

Good design results in buildings and places that are legible, with clear connections and easily
identifiable elements to help people find their way around.

Pending Further
information

7a. Legibility of the entry is still inadequate. Consideration could be given to the use of
materiality and colour to create more clarity here.

Principle 8 - Safety

Good design optimises safety and security, minimising the risk of personal harm and
supporting safe behaviour and use.

Pending Further
information

8a. Visitors are still required to walk behind cars to access the front entrance
8b. The dedicated pedestrian access path is only 1.6m wide which is not suitable for
prams/strollers or wheelchairs to pass in opposite directions – forcing pedestrians on to the
driveway.
8c. The refuge zone for pedestrians accessing the front gate is less than 1.6m when the gate
is open, potentially forcing pedestrians onto the driveway when multiple occupants are
entering or exiting the gate.

Principle 9 Community

Good design responds to local community needs as well as the wider social context, providing
environments that support a diverse range of people and facilitate social interaction.
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9a. The applicant appears to have confused this criteria with Sustainability
Not supported

9b. The proposal provides limited opportunities for social interaction, particularly the main
entrance where informal social interaction associated with this type of activity often occur.
9c. The use of the site will provide benefit to some of the local community however the
applicant has not illustrated any benefits to the local community that do not require child
care. The applicant should be encouraged to explore opportunities for informal social
interaction such as a sheltered community seat where the pillar sign is proposed.
Consideration could be given to further developing the 1200h brick fence that has been
added adjacent to the entry to serve this purpose.

Principle 10
Aesthetics
Not supported

Good design is the product of a skilled, judicious design process that results in attractive and
inviting buildings and places that engage the senses.
10a. The revised façade treatments do not achieve the desired level of articulation to
address issues of bulk and scale. The proposal has the opportunity to become a landmark
development however the design quality does not achieve this.
10b. The importance of landscape to the aesthetics of the proposal should not be
underestimated.
10c. The north/east and south/east elevations are not sufficiently articulated.
10d. the street elevations are singular are a result of the combination of the continuous
screening and the long eves.
10e. The grey paint finish used in the previous scheme created greater definition and further
development of the colour palette is recommended.

Note: Where the development includes public art please also complete the assessment sheet on the following
page.
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